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Small integrated computers, so-called embedded systems, have become a ubiquitous and indispensable part of our lives. Every day, we interact with a multitude of embedded systems. They are, for instance, integrated in home appliances, cars, planes, medical devices, or industrial systems. In many of these applications, embedded systems process privacy-sensitive data or perform safety-critical operations. Therefore, it is of high importance to ensure their secure and safe operation. However, recent attacks and security evaluations have shown that embedded systems frequently lack security and can often be compromised and misused with little effort. A promising technique to face the increasing amount of attacks on embedded systems is remote attestation. It enables a third party to verify the integrity of a remote device. Using remote attestation, attacks can be effectively detected, which allows to quickly respond to them and thus minimize potential damage. Today, almost all servers, desktop PCs, and notebooks have the required hardware and software to perform remote attestation. By contrast, a secure and efficient attestation of embedded systems is considerably harder to achieve, as embedded systems have to encounter several additional challenges.

In this thesis, we tackle three main challenges in the attestation of embedded systems. First, we address the issue that low-end embedded devices typically lack the required hardware to perform a secure remote attestation. We present an attestation protocol that requires only minimal secure hardware, which makes our protocol applicable to many existing low-end embedded devices while providing high security guarantees. We demonstrate the practicality of our protocol in two applications, namely, verifying code updates in mesh networks and ensuring the safety and security of embedded systems in road vehicles. Second, we target the efficient attestation of multiple embedded devices that are connected in challenging network conditions. Previous attestation protocols are inefficient or even inapplicable when devices are mobile or lack continuous connectivity. We propose an attestation protocol that particularly targets the efficient attestation of many devices in highly dynamic and disruptive networks. Third, we consider a more powerful adversary who is able to physically tamper with the hardware of embedded systems. Existing attestation protocols that address physical attacks suffer from limited scalability and robustness. We present two protocols that are capable of verifying the software integrity as well as the hardware integrity of embedded devices in an efficient and robust way. Whereas the first protocol is optimized towards scalability, the second protocol aims at robustness and is additionally suited to be applied in autonomous networks.

In summary, this thesis contributes to enhancing the security, efficiency, robustness, and applicability of remote attestation for embedded systems.
Kurzfassung


Zusammenfassend verbessert diese Arbeit die Sicherheit, Effizienz, Robustheit und Anwendbarkeit von Attestierungsverfahren für eingebettete Systeme.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYMS</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COTS</td>
<td>Commercial Off-The-Shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS</td>
<td>Distributed Denial of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>Denial of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTN</td>
<td>Delay-Tolerant Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECU</td>
<td>Electronic Control Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC</td>
<td>Hash-based Message Authentication Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IETF</td>
<td>Internet Engineering Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Message Authentication Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANET</td>
<td>Mobile Ad hoc Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPU</td>
<td>Memory Protection Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Read-Only Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROP</td>
<td>Return Oriented Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTC</td>
<td>Real-Time Clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGX</td>
<td>Software Guard Extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCB</td>
<td>Trusted Computing Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCG</td>
<td>Trusted Computing Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCPA</td>
<td>Trusted Computing Platform Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEE</td>
<td>Trusted Execution Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPM</td>
<td>Trusted Platform Module</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

In the past years, the continuous cost reduction and miniaturization of electronic devices started a new technological era of omnipresent embedded systems. Embedded systems are specialized computers that are typically integrated in electrical and mechanical systems. As opposed to general-purpose computers, embedded systems are specifically engineered to serve a dedicated function. For this reason, they are usually optimized towards low costs, small size, low power consumption, and harsh operating conditions. Although embedded systems are already present in many aspects of our lives, e.g., in wearables, home appliances, vehicles, avionics, medical devices, or industrial control, their amount and their applications are expected to further increase, facilitated by numerous initiatives and trends like the Internet of Things (IoT), Smarter Planet, Industry 4.0, or Smart Cities. In fact, Gartner estimates that more than 20 billion connected embedded systems, also referred to as IoT devices, will be deployed by 2020.

In many applications, embedded systems perform safety-critical operations or process privacy sensitive data, for instance, as they control the mechanics of road vehicles or function as intelligent personal assistants. In these cases, embedded systems offer a high potential for misuse, which makes establishing their security an essential objective. However, effective security solutions are much harder to realize on embedded systems than on general-purpose computers. This is because embedded systems commonly possess constrained computing resources as well as a small and simple system architecture, e.g., preventing the implementation of secure hardware and cryptographic accelerators. Furthermore, the embedded systems industry tends to suffer from cost pressure, short development cycles, and lack of security standards, which provokes a poor product quality. In fact, various studies have revealed numerous security vulnerabilities in embedded systems. Thus, it is not surprising that embedded systems have become appealing targets for real-world attacks. In recent years, unpatched and misconfigured routers, cameras, and other consumer devices were increasingly infected with malware that enables attackers to perform Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, mine cryptocurrencies, or exfiltrate personal data. In addition to these simple and widespread attacks, embedded systems were also subject to highly sophisticated and targeted attacks like Stuxnet, Industroyer, or Triton. Stuxnet, for instance, exploited previously unknown vulnerabilities to make embedded systems damage uranium enriching centrifuges. These attacks highlight the need for effective security solutions for embedded systems.

Comprehensive security solutions typically cover three main aspects: prevention, detection, and response. Preventive techniques, such as encryption, authentication, software sandboxing, or exploit mitigation, proactively harden
systems against attacks, and thus constitute the first line of defense. However, preventive techniques cannot defend against all attacks, meaning that they only raise the bar for successful attacks. Therefore, detection and response techniques also play a vital role [55]. They ensure that attacks are quickly identified and that appropriate reactions minimize and contain potential damage. For instance, in case of Stuxnet, detection techniques could have enabled operators to immediately notice that the uranium enrichment centrifuges were compromised. By quickly reacting and shutting down the centrifuges, the operators could have prevented their destruction. A key technique that enables the detection of compromised embedded devices is remote attestation.

1.1 REMOTE ATTESTATION

Remote attestation is a security service that enables a third party, the verifier, to check whether a remote device, the prover, is in a trustworthy system state. Traditionally, remote attestation is implemented as a challenge-response protocol that is executed between a single verifier and a single prover. Initially, the verifier sends a unique challenge to the prover. The prover measures its local software integrity, e.g., by computing a hash value over its installed software, and then authenticates the measurements and the challenge from the verifier with a unique attestation key. Afterwards, the prover sends its attestation response, which consists of the software measurement and the authentication value, to the verifier. A priori, the verifier stores the attestation key and expected (known-good) integrity measurement of the prover. By computing the expected attestation response based on the stored key and integrity measurement, and comparing it with the received response, the verifier finally determines whether the prover is in a trustworthy state (or not).

Remote attestation has initially been developed for general-purpose computers. More than a decade ago, the Trusted Computing Group (TCG), a standardization consortium of various technology companies, introduced the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and the associated concept of remote attestation. The TPM is a dedicated chip that is integrated into the motherboard of a platform and enables a variety of trusted computing features, such as, sealing, binding, and remote attestation [139]. To enable these features, the TPM provides a secure storage for software measurements and cryptographic keys, and a cryptographic processor for digital signatures, encryption, and hash functions. Nowadays, TPMs are implemented in almost all servers, desktop PCs, and notebooks, and recent Windows or Linux operating systems support their capabilities.

However, the embedded systems market is different. Compared with general-purpose computers, embedded devices face various additional challenges that hamper a secure and efficient attestation. For instance, due to size and costs restrictions, additional secure hardware, such as a TPM, is commonly not deployed in embedded systems. Further obstacles include limited computing power, low memory, low communication bandwidth, challenging network topologies, and
device heterogeneity. Although some of these obstacles have been overcome by the numerous attestation protocols that were recently proposed \cite{3, 7, 11, 28, 29, 38, 44, 51, 65, 67, 68, 71, 114, 129, 132, 150}, many other challenges are still insufficiently addressed by existing works.

1.2 GOAL AND SCOPE OF THIS THESIS

The goal of this thesis is to advance the practicality of remote attestation on embedded systems, with the aim to facilitate its deployment and use in practice. For this purpose, we address three main questions, which constitute the scope of this thesis.

Q1: Can attestation protocols provide strong security guarantees on commodity low-end embedded systems?

Attestation protocols can be divided in two classes: software-based and hardware-based attestation protocols. Software-based protocols are independent of secure hardware, but on the downside rely on assumptions that have shown to be hard to achieve in practice \cite{10, 29}. In contrast, hardware-based attestation protocols provide much stronger security guarantees by relying on secure hardware, such as a TPM, ARM TrustZone, or Intel SGX. Embedded systems are commonly optimized for minimal size and production costs. For this reason, commodity embedded devices, especially low-end and legacy devices, typically lack the secure hardware that is required by hardware-based protocols. Therefore, attestation protocols that are applicable to commodity low-end embedded devices are commonly software-based, and thus provide questionable security guarantees. In this thesis, we target the attestation of commodity low-end embedded devices with strong security guarantees. Furthermore, we explore novel applications for protocols that achieve a strong attestation of low-end embedded devices.

Q2: Can protocols achieve an efficient and robust attestation of many embedded systems that are connected in challenging network topologies?

Wireless communication technologies like Bluetooth Smart, IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee, or Z-Wave enable embedded devices to form large, autonomous, and mobile networks. Applying traditional single-device attestation protocols in these infrastructure-less networks results in a huge overhead, as the verifier needs to perform the protocol with each device individually. For this reason, collective attestation protocols were proposed \cite{7, 11, 28, 65, 67, 68}. They distribute the attestation burden across the entire network to achieve an efficient attestation of all network devices. Collective attestation protocols typically assume a fully connected and quasi static network topology. However, in many use cases, embedded devices are mobile and/or operate in sparsely populated networks. Existing attestation protocols are inefficient or even inapplicable in these networks. In this thesis, we aim at an efficient attestation of multiple devices that are connected in highly dynamic and disruptive network topologies.
Furthermore, embedded devices may operate autonomously, i.e., with minimal or no supervision, for long times. Due to lack of manual intervention, attestation protocols for autonomous embedded systems must be particularly robust and be able to sustain their security service in case of network and device failures. This prevents the use of a central entity that initiates the attestation and verifies its result. Instead, multiple embedded devices must be capable of mutually attesting and verifying the system state of each other. This is challenging given the fact that the verifier is typically a powerful device and embedded devices have limited resources. In this thesis, we address the specific requirements for an efficient and robust attestation of autonomous embedded systems.

Q3: Can practical attestation protocols defend against a physical adversary who is able to tamper with the hardware of embedded systems?  
In many applications, embedded systems are publicly accessible, left unattended, and deployed in large quantities. These circumstances allow an adversary to physically approach and tamper with the hardware of embedded systems more easily than with general-purpose computers. Originally, physical attacks were outside the threat model of attestation protocols. Hence, by physically tampering with some devices, an adversary is often able to corrupt the entire attestation result. To solve this issue, collective attestation protocols have recently been combined with absence detection to detect both software and physical attacks [65, 68]. Absence detection builds on the assumption that an adversary who physically tampers with a device must temporarily take the device offline for a noticeable amount of time, e.g., to disassemble the device and extract secret keys. Attestation protocols that detect physical attacks require devices to periodically engage in the protocol execution. Devices that do not execute the protocol for longer than a certain threshold are regarded as absent, and thus physically compromised. However, existing protocols suffer from limited scalability and are prone to network and device outages, whereupon healthy, but temporarily unreachable, devices are mistakenly regarded as physically compromised. This renders existing protocols impractical in many applications. In this thesis, we investigate practical attestation protocols that defend against physical attacks while being scalable and robust.

1.3 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS

In this thesis, we extend and improve the current state of the art in the attestation of embedded systems by addressing the aforementioned research questions (Q1-Q3). More specifically, we provide the following contributions:

Chapter 3: Attestation of Commodity Low-End Embedded Systems (Q1). We present an attestation protocol that is specifically tailored to low-cost and resource-constrained embedded systems. Our protocol requires only minimal secure hardware features, which are available in many existing low-end embedded devices. This enables our protocol to combine the advantages of hardware-based
and software-based attestation protocols. In particular, our protocol provides the same (strong) security guarantees as other hardware-based attestation protocols while being applicable to commodity low-end embedded devices, like software-based protocols. We implement our protocol on an exemplary low-end embedded device and demonstrate its practicality and performance. Furthermore, we provide an overview of typical commodity low-end embedded devices and explain steps to implement our protocol on them.

This chapter is based on the following publications:


Chapter 4: Attestation Applications with Embedded Systems (Q1). We demonstrate the practicality of our proposed attestation protocol for low-end embedded systems (Chapter 3) by using it in two novel applications. In both applications, previous attestation protocols were inapplicable due to their weak security guarantees or their requirements on secure hardware. In the first use case, we apply our protocol in road vehicles to ensure the vehicles’ secure and safe operation. Our solution verifies the software integrity of all safety-critical embedded devices in the vehicle before the vehicle is started. In case the verification of a device fails, the vehicle is prevented from moving. We show that many embedded systems in vehicles conform to automotive standards that mandate the necessary secure hardware required to apply our proposed attestation protocol. Finally, we implement our solution on an exemplary automotive network and demonstrate that it imposes an imperceptible overhead for drivers and passengers. In the second use case, we combine our proposed attestation protocol with existing code update techniques to achieve a secure code update solution for mesh networks. Our solution enforces the proper installation of code updates on all devices in the network. Compromised devices can either refuse an appropriate execution of the code update, whereupon they are excluded from the network, or properly install the update, whereby any present malware is eliminated. This way, our solution is able to recover compromised devices and reestablish trust in them. Furthermore, its strong security guarantees allow our solution to be applicable in scenarios where an adversary is able to compromise more than one network de-
vice. We demonstrate the efficiency and scalability of our solution by real-world measurements and network simulations.

This chapter is based on the following publications:


Chapter 5: Attestation of Highly Dynamic and Disruptive Networks (Q2). We propose an attestation protocol for highly dynamic and disruptive networks. Our protocol uses a novel distributed approach, where all devices incrementally establish a common view on the integrity of all devices in the network. In contrast to existing protocols, this approach allows our protocol to perform well in highly dynamic and disruptive network topologies, to provide an increased resilience against targeted Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, and to enable the verifier the reception of the attestation result from any device. Moreover, our protocol mitigates physical attacks by preventing a physically compromised device from forging a valid system state for other devices in the network (than itself). We evaluate the protocol through network simulations, which are based on measurements of ZigBee connected low-end embedded devices. Our simulation results demonstrate the efficiency and performance of our protocol, even in networks where hundreds of embedded devices move with high (drone) speed in large areas.

This chapter is based on the following publication:


Chapter 6: Scalable Attestation of Software and Physical Attacks (Q3). We present a scalable attestation protocol that detects software and physical attacks. Based on the assumption that physical attacks require an adversary to take a targeted device offline for a noticeable amount of time, our protocol identifies devices with compromised hardware. Compared to a previously proposed attestation protocol that detects physical attacks [68], our solution provides the following improvements: (i) it is very efficient, as it reduces the number of transmitted messages per time period from $O(n^2)$ to $O(n)$, where $n$ denotes the total
number of devices in the network; (ii) it is robust against network delays by relying on a unidirectional 1-to-n delay-tolerant link in each session period, in contrast to an n-to-n continuous link; and (iii) it can precisely identify devices whose hardware and/or software is compromised, if less than half of all devices in the network are compromised. Network simulations show that our protocol is applicable to low-end embedded devices, can scale to millions of devices, and can outperform existing solutions by orders of magnitude.

This chapter is based on the following publication:


Chapter 7: Practical Attestation of Autonomous Embedded Systems (Q2 and Q3). We propose an attestation protocol that is particularly suited for embedded systems in autonomous networks. Our protocol is the first that (i) enables many embedded prover devices to attest their integrity towards many potentially untrustworthy embedded verifier devices, (ii) is fully decentralized, thus, able to withstand network disruptions and arbitrary device outages, and (iii) is in addition to software attacks capable of detecting physical attacks in a much more robust way than any existing protocol. We implement the protocol, conduct measurements on commodity devices, and simulate large networks based on the measurements. Our results demonstrate that the protocol is practical on low-end to mid-range embedded devices, scales to large networks with millions of devices, and improves robustness by multiple orders of magnitude compared with the best existing protocols.

This chapter is based on the following publication:


1.4 Thesis Outline

In Chapter 2, we introduce the necessary background for this thesis, where we describe related work, explain our system and adversary model, and state our security assumptions. In Chapters 3 to 7, we present our contributions, which have been summarized in the previous section. In Chapter 8, we conclude this thesis and outline directions for future research.
Preliminaries

In this chapter, we first summarize related works and introduce basic concepts on which this thesis is built (Section 2.1). Next, we explain our system model (Section 2.2) and state the hardware requirements of our proposed attestation solutions (Section 2.3). Finally, we present our adversary model, which defines the capabilities of two adversaries, a software and a physical adversary (Section 2.4).

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Remote Attestation

Overview. Remote attestation is a security service that enables a third party, the verifier, to verify the software integrity of a remote device, the prover. The concept of remote attestation was introduced almost two decades ago by the Trusted Computing Platform Alliance (TCPA) [5], a consortium of various technology companies with the goal to implement trusted computing concepts in personal computers. Later on, the TCPA was succeeded by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG), which is still the main driver of trusted computing technology today.

Remote attestation is typically implemented as an interactive protocol that is executed between verifier and prover. Figure 2.1 illustrates a simplified attestation protocol. As shown, the verifier initially prepares an attestation challenge, which consists of a nonce, and sends it to the prover. The prover measures its local software integrity by computing a cryptographic hash value over its entire program memory. Next, the prover generates its attestation response, which consists of a Message Authentication Code (MAC) that is computed over the nonce from the verifier and its local software integrity measurement with a unique attestation key. Afterwards, the prover sends its attestation response to the verifier, who verifies its correctness. For this purpose, the verifier stores the attestation key as well as the known-good software integrity measurement of the prover. This enables the verifier to recompute the expected attestation response of the prover. In case the recomputed attestation response matches the received attestation response, the verifier considers the prover to be in a trustworthy software state. In all other cases, the verifier regards the prover as untrustworthy.

Attestation protocols typically provide security against an adversary who is able to perform network attacks and/or compromise the software of the prover. Under these assumptions, attestation protocols prevent the adversary from forging a valid attestation response for a compromised prover. To achieve this, provers rely on a root of trust that is either implemented in software or hardware. For instance, in our exemplary attestation protocol, the root of trust must ensure...
that an adversary is unable to obtain the prover’s secret attestation key. In addition, it must prevent the adversary from tampering with the computation of the integrity measurement and the generation of the attestation response (see Figure 2.1). In the following, we describe both types to ensure a secure attestation, i.e., software-based and hardware-based attestation, in detail.

**Software-based Attestation.** Attestation protocols that require no secure hardware are referred to as software-based attestation protocols [10, 98, 129–131]. To achieve security, software-based protocols not only depend on cryptographic operations or checksums, but also on time measurements. Their approach is at first sight similar to our illustrated attestation protocol (Figure 2.1): The prover receives a challenge from the verifier, computes a checksum over the program memory and the challenge, and sends the result to the verifier, who eventually verifies its correctness. However, in software-based attestation protocols, the verifier also measures the time between sending out the challenge and receiving the response from the prover. In case the time measurement is larger than a specific threshold, the prover is regarded to be in a compromised software state. The idea behind this assumption is that malicious code needs to interfere with the checksum computation in order to evade detection. This interference delays the checksum computation, which is eventually noticed by the verifier.

The advantage of software-based attestation is its broad applicability. Especially low-end and legacy embedded devices may not provide secure hardware. With software-based techniques, their integrity can still be verified. On the downside, the security of software-based attestation protocols relies on several strong assumptions. First, the prover must implement and execute the attestation protocol in an optimal way, such that malicious code is unable to compute the attestation

---

**Figure 2.1:** Illustration of a simplified (hardware-based) attestation protocol. Operations highlighted by the grey box are vital for security, which is why secure hardware must ensure their untampered execution. In addition, secure hardware must prevent malicious code from obtaining the secret attestation key $akey$. 
response faster than the protocol code. Second, the adversary must be passive during protocol execution, meaning that the adversary must be unable to compute the attestation response with a device other than the actual prover. Third, the protocol execution must not be subject to variable delays, e.g., introduced by a communication over several hops. In practice, these assumptions have shown to be hard to achieve [10, 29]. For this reason, software-based attestation is typically considered to only be applicable in specific scenarios, e.g., the attestation of peripheral devices.

**Hardware-based Attestation.** In contrast to software-based attestation protocols, hardware-based protocols [8, 91, 124, 139] require provers to be equipped with secure hardware. Popular secure hardware are the Trusted Platform Module (TPM), ARM TrustZone, and Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX), which are nowadays (almost) built into all commercial servers, desktops, and mid-range and high-end embedded devices. Their security features prevent malicious software from accessing the secret attestation key and ensure the untampered execution of security critical parts of the attestation protocol (see Figure 2.1). In this way, hardware-based protocols are able to provide much stronger security guarantees than software-based protocols.

For low-end embedded devices, commodity secure hardware components are often too complex and expensive [51]. To address this issue, hybrid attestation schemes have been proposed, e.g., SMART [45], SANCUS [109], TrustLite [82], and TyTan [23]. They rely on a software/hardware co-design to enable a secure attestation with minimal requirements on secure hardware. Nevertheless, these hardware architectures have only been implemented as prototypes and their future availability in commodity low-end embedded devices is uncertain.

**Runtime Attestation.** Attestation protocols build on different techniques to measure the software integrity of provers. In general, existing protocols can be classified in two groups: load-time and runtime attestation protocols. Load-time protocols [124, 139], which are also referred to as static or boot-time protocols, measure the integrity of the software before it is executed. To this end, load-time protocols typically compute a cryptographic hash value over the software binary that is to be executed. Most attestation protocols used today are load-time protocols, including protocols based on the widely-deployed TPM [139].

By contrast, runtime, or dynamic, attestation protocols [3, 38, 39, 150] measure the integrity of the software during its execution. For this purpose, they capture the control flow of the software at runtime and report it to the verifier. This enables the verifier to trace the prover’s execution path and to determine whether the execution path has been compromised. Thus, runtime attestation protocols are able to detect sophisticated attacks, in which the adversary hijacks the control flow of a program, e.g., using Return Oriented Programming (ROP). Control flow hijacking attacks cannot be detected with load-time attestation protocols, since these attacks have no effect on the software binary. On the downside, runtime attestation protocols are much more inefficient than load-time protocols and hence suffer from scalability issues in large programs.
Scalable Attestation. In many applications, embedded systems are deployed in large quantities, e.g., in industrial control or automotive systems. In these cases, the verifier is typically interested in verifying multiple, or even all, devices in the network. Traditional attestation protocols (Section 2.1.1) focus on the attestation of a single device. Hence, in case they are used to verify multiple devices, the verifier needs to run the protocol with each device individually. This entails a high communication and runtime overhead, which renders single-device protocols impractical to verify large networks. Especially in networks where devices route data on behalf of other devices in the network, e.g., Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs), the overhead is particularly large.

Collective attestation protocols address this issue by providing a scalable attestation of many devices. To this end, collective protocols distribute the attestation burden across all devices in the network, as illustrated in Figure 2.2 and described in the following. Initially, the verifier sends an attestation challenge to an arbitrary device, which is then propagated in the network from device to device. Propagating the challenge arranges a spanning tree overlay in the network, where a receiving device regards the sending device as its parent in the tree. Thus, the verifier is the root of the tree, and devices whose neighbors have all received the challenge are the leafs of the tree. Next, each leaf device generates its attestation response and sends it to its parent device. Parent devices collect the attestation responses of all their child devices, aggregate them with their own response, and send the aggregated response to their own parent device. In this way, attestation responses are aggregated and propagated hop-by-hop along the spanning tree to the verifier. Finally, the verifier obtains a single aggregated response to which all devices have contributed. With the aggregated response, the verifier can determine the software integrity of all network devices.

The described approach was first proposed in SEDA [11] and has been enhanced by subsequent collective attestation protocols in various ways. SANA [7]
allows multiple entities to verify attestation reports, enables devices without secure hardware to aggregate attestation reports, and limits the strength of physical attacks by authenticating individual attestation reports. LISA [28] provides a quality metric for collective attestation protocols and discusses protocol design decisions to achieve different quality features. SeED [67] introduces a non-interactive attestation approach that mitigates Denial of Service (DoS) attacks and increases efficiency, as the attestation is initiated by a secure clock on prover devices (instead of the verifier). DIAT [4] constitutes the first collective runtime attestation protocol and particularly focuses on the attestation of data integrity, i.e., the proper generation and processing of data in collaborative networks.

**Physical Adversary.** Although in certain scenarios, devices are physically unreachable or protected by a secure perimeter, in many applications, the physical security of devices cannot be assured. However, most attestation protocols only focus on software attacks and consider physical attacks to be out of scope. Thus, an adversary who is able to physically approach and tamper with devices can bypass their security goals. In fact, only two attestation protocols, DARPA [68] and US-AID [65], also defend against physical attacks. For this purpose, they combine collective attestation with absence detection to detect both, software and physical attacks. Absence detection builds on the assumption that an adversary requires to take a device offline for a continuous amount of time to successfully tamper with it [32, 33]. Hence, devices that are offline for longer than a specific threshold are considered to be physically compromised.

In DARPA [68], each device periodically emits an authenticated heartbeat that is logged by all other devices in the network. Since physically attacked devices are offline for longer than the threshold time, they will miss sending a heartbeat in at least one period, which is noticed by all other devices. During attestation, the verifier receives the heartbeat log of all devices and considers devices that missed sending a heartbeat in at least one period as physically compromised. A weakness of DARPA is its limited scalability, as the amount of periodically exchanged messages scales quadratically with the number of network devices. US-AID [65] improves the scalability of DARPA by requiring devices to prove their physical presence only to neighboring devices, but not to all devices in the network. To support network dynamics, devices in US-AID periodically emit a token that attests the presence of all their neighboring devices. Neighboring devices record these tokens and use them to prove their presence towards newly encountered devices upon network topology changes.

### 2.1.3 Secure Code Updates

Secure code update techniques specifically address the problem of verifying that code updates are securely distributed and correctly installed on remote devices. A device that properly executed a secure code update has proven to be in a trustworthy, i.e., an unmodified and up-to-date, software state, clean of any malware. SCUBA [132] verifies the proper execution of the software update
protocol on a remote device using software-based attestation. Executing SCUBA, the verifier obtains a report which indicates that either (i) the code update was correctly installed on the remote device, such that any malicious code is wiped out, or (ii) malicious code interfered with the code update, e.g., to prevent its erasure, in which case the remote device is in a potentially untrustworthy software state. Nevertheless, software-based attestation, hence also SCUBA, provides questionable security guarantees due to its strong assumptions. Other secure code update techniques build on the concept of Proofs of Secure Erasure (PoSE) [75, 116]. PoSE enables a device to prove to a remote party that it has erased all its memory and thus is free of malicious code. In a second step, cleaned devices download the software update and send a MAC of the downloaded code to the verifier in order to prove the storage of the software update. The initial concept of PoSE [116] was enhanced by combining PoSE with All or Nothing Transforms to reduce the time and energy overhead [75]. Nevertheless, both software and PoSE-based approaches rely on the strong assumption that the prover is only able to communicate with the verifier, and with no other party. Thus, both approaches are unsuited for updating devices that are part of a larger network, since they can only provide security if the adversary is physically absent and has not gained control of more than one device in the network. By contrast, ASSURED [12] is a software update framework that provides stronger security guarantees by relying on hybrid attestation techniques. ASSURED extends existing update distribution schemes and is specifically designed for large-scale Internet of Things (IoT) settings with resource-constrained embedded devices. HEALED [66] constitutes another hardware-based secure code update solution and focuses on networks with multiple devices. In HEALED, devices in the network verify the software integrity of each other based on a Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) construction. The MHT allows to determine the exact software block that is defective on a prover. In case a compromised software block is detected, a benign healer device uses MHT information to deliver a minimal patch to the corrupt prover, and thereby restores its software.

2.1.4 Secure Aggregation

To reduce communication and data complexity in tree or mesh network topologies, a variety of secure in-network aggregation schemes have been proposed. In general, these schemes are able to compute arbitrary aggregation operations on data in a secure way. Unfortunately, in-network aggregation schemes have several drawbacks, which prevent their use in collective attestation protocols. For instance, they require to maintain a specific topology during aggregation [63, 117, 140, 149], are insecure upon corruption of multiple devices [63], can only estimate whether the aggregate has been manipulated [117, 149], or can only detect manipulations on the aggregate retrospectively after additional communication rounds [140, 149].
In contrast, cryptographic aggregation schemes provide rigorous security guarantees. They enable Message Authentication Codes (MACs) or digital signatures from multiple parties to be combined in a compact aggregate. Using the aggregate, a verifier can ensure that the data is authentic and indeed originates from the claimed sources. MAC aggregation schemes [77] are applicable to very resource-constrained devices due to their high efficiency. However, they require each verifier to hold the (secret) MAC key of all parties, which makes them inapplicable in case verifiers are potentially untrustworthy. In comparison, aggregate signature schemes [22, 102] are less efficient, but enable verifiers to be untrustworthy, as they must only hold the public keys of all parties. Multisignature schemes [43, 70, 106] are a special case of aggregated signatures, where all parties are only allowed to sign the same data. Both aggregate and multisignature schemes are commonly based on RSA [70], discrete logarithms [16, 104, 106], pairings [22, 102], and lattices [43]. Schnorr multisignatures [16, 104, 138] are one of the simplest, most-well understood, and efficient multisignature schemes. On the downside, Schnorr multisignatures are generated in an interactive protocol, can only be aggregated at the time of signing, and are larger than some pairing-based signatures. Another drawback of both MAC and signature aggregation schemes is that they do not allow extracting (uncompress) individual MACs or signatures from an aggregate and also do not allow the aggregate to contain duplicates. Thus, two aggregates that both contain the same MAC or signature cannot be further compressed into a combined aggregate. Hence, existing schemes typically maintain a static tree-based overlay network for an efficient aggregation [138].

2.1.5 Physical Attacks

Classification. Physical attacks can be classified in three groups: invasive, semi-invasive, and non-invasive attacks [135]. Invasive attacks require an adversary to get access to the internal components of a targeted chip by decapsulating and deprocessing it. Next, the adversary can perform so-called microprobing attacks [136], in which needles are attached to the internal wiring of the chip. This enables the adversary to read out potential secrets or perform additional fault attacks. In fault attacks, the chip is manipulated to provoke errors and unintended states that can enable the adversary to access secrets or disable protection mechanisms. Invasive attacks are the most powerful attacks, but require expensive equipment, e.g., a microprobing station, highly skilled personnel, and much time. Similar to invasive attacks, semi-invasive attacks [133] require depackaging the chip in order to expose its surface. However, semi-invasive attacks rely on less expensive equipment and are easier to perform. This is because electrical contact to the internal lines of a chip is not required. Instead, laser scanning or thermal imaging is used to read out internal secrets, or fault attacks are performed based on ultraviolet radiation or optical fault injections. Nonetheless, both, invasive and semi-invasive, attacks require an adversary to capture the target device and analyze it for hours up to weeks in specialized laboratory environments [134].
Non-invasive attacks do not require physically tampering with the structure or packaging of a chip. Common non-invasive attacks are side-channel, brute force, fault injection, and data remanence attacks [135], which all use the chip as a black box. Non-invasive attacks are typically more dangerous than (semi-)invasive attacks. First, this is because non-invasive attacks leave no physical traces. Therefore, it is often unnoticed that a chip has been attacked and its assets have been compromised. Second, non-invasive attacks are easier to mount, as they require inexpensive equipment or even no equipment at all, as well as less knowledge and less time than (semi-)invasive attacks. On the other hand, non-invasive attacks can be prevented with less effort. In the past, many countermeasures against non-invasive attacks were proposed and applied in practice [121].

**Countermeasures.** The detection and mitigation of physical attacks on computer systems is an ever-present goal, which is commonly approached using tamper-evident and/or tamper-resistant hardware. While the former attempt to sense physical intrusions (e.g., by employing silicon-embedded sensors or sealing lacquer), the latter harden systems against tampering (e.g., by shielding hardware with solid materials). Standards like FIPS 140-2 [48] and PCI-HSM [35], as well as certain Common Criteria Protection Profiles [81] define different security levels with requirements on tamper-evident and tamper-resistant hardware. However, hardware that fulfills these security levels imposes significant costs in form of weight, space, power consumption, and money. Therefore, tamper-evident and tamper-resistant hardware is typically only applied to secure high-value assets, e.g., certificate authorities, but is not deployed in commodity embedded devices.

*Absence detection* constitutes a more general and lightweight technique to detect physical tampering. Instead of fully relying on hardware-based protection measures, absence detection builds on the assumption that an adversary must take a device offline for a noticeable amount of time to perform (semi-)invasive physical attacks [14]. Initially, absence detection was proposed to detect device failures [137]. Yet, later works applied absence detection to also defend against node capture attacks [32, 33]. In these attacks, an adversary physically captures a device to extract its cryptographic material or to reprogram and redeploy it. In order to detect node capture attacks, devices in the network collaboratively flag a device as captured if it fails to communicate with any other network device within a fixed time interval. This approach was extended in subsequent work [62] by statistical methods to detect absent neighbor devices in static network topologies. Although absence detection suffers from false positives in dynamic networks, it constitutes an effective solution to detect (semi-)invasive physical attacks on devices that lack tamper-evident and/or tamper-resistant hardware, e.g., commodity embedded devices.

### 2.2 System Model

The main entity in our system model is the trustworthy network operator $O$, who initializes and maintains a network with one or multiple embedded devices
The devices can be heterogeneous, which means that they may run different software and have distinct computational power, storage capacity, communication capabilities, and secure hardware. In particular, we consider low-end embedded devices that have very limited resources and capabilities. Based on the terminology for constrained devices from the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [79], we define all embedded devices that have less than 100 MHz of computing power, 64 kB of RAM, and 256 kB of flash memory to be low-end devices. More powerful embedded devices are loosely referred to as mid-range and high-end devices. In addition, we assume that all devices whose integrity should be verifiable implement specific secure hardware features, which are defined in Section 2.3. During the operation of the network, $O$ repeatedly wants to ensure the secure and safe operation of the maintained devices. To this end, $O$ uses one of our proposed attestation protocols.

All our attestation protocols comprise a deployment phase that is executed by $O$ prior to the actual attestation of devices. In the deployment phase, all devices in the network are initialized in a trustworthy environment. After deployment, $O$ can repeatedly act as a verifier by executing the attestation phase of the respective protocol. This enables $O$ to verify the integrity of one or multiple devices in the network, which act as provers. As a result of the attestation phase, $O$ obtains an attestation report that indicates all prover devices whose software is trustworthy, i.e., unmanipulated and up-to-date. We refer to these devices as healthy or uncompromised devices, in contrast to compromised devices. In addition, our two protocols that defend against physical attacks (Chapters 6 and 7) further indicate the hardware integrity of prover devices, so that $O$ can also ensure that prover devices are physically healthy. Moreover, our second protocol that defends against physical attacks (Chapter 7) enables not only the network operator $O$, but also arbitrary other devices, to act as a verifier.

Throughout this thesis, we consider different communication technologies and network topologies, such as line, bus, star, tree, or mesh. In particular, we also regard ad hoc networks, in which devices cooperate to distribute data in the network, and thus form a decentralized and self-organized network. We consider networks that are static, where devices remain stationary, as well as dynamic, where devices can move freely. The latter are also referred to as MANETs or, in case devices only rarely have a connection to each other, as Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs). Nevertheless, we assume that the overall network topology remains connected and devices are only physically absent or offline for short times. The threshold how long devices are allowed to be unreachable depends on the particular attestation protocol. Note that such a threshold must exist because compromised devices can always refuse to respond to network messages, which makes it impossible to remotely distinguish between unreachable and compromised devices.
2.3 DEVICE REQUIREMENTS

Depending on the respective attestation protocol, prover devices must possess particular hardware security features to ensure a secure attestation. In general, all our protocols require prover devices to provide the minimal secure hardware features for remote attestation [51], which are common for all hardware-based attestation protocols. In Chapter 3, we present a solution to implement the required minimal secure hardware features on commodity low-end embedded devices, which is also employed for our use cases in Chapter 4. Nevertheless, in our subsequently proposed attestation protocols (Chapters 5, 6, and 7), we abstract from specific details on the implementation of the minimal secure hardware features on prover devices.

Furthermore, our attestation protocols that defend against physical attacks (Chapters 6 and 7) rely on additional assumptions. In specific, both protocols require prover devices to possess a write-protected Real-Time Clock (RTC) that is loosely synchronized between healthy devices. The RTC is needed to prevent malware from tampering with the device clock. Note that all existing protocols that defend against physical attacks [65, 68] rely on this assumption.

We henceforth refer to the execution space where all mentioned hardware properties for the respective attestation protocol are fulfilled as Trusted Execution Environment (TEE).

2.4 ADVERSARY MODEL

**Software Adversary.** We assume an adversary Adv_{sw}, who has full control over the communication medium (Dolev-Yao model [40]). Hence, Adv_{sw} is able to perform network attacks by eavesdropping, modifying, deleting, or synthesizing messages between devices. Furthermore, Adv_{sw} can perform software attacks, in which Adv_{sw} is able to compromise the software of all devices at will. On devices with a compromised software, Adv_{sw} has full control over the execution state, and can read from, or write to, any memory. However, Adv_{sw} is unable to bypass the hardware protection, and thus, cannot tamper with code, data, or the execution state in the TEE. DoS attacks are considered out of scope, since it is impossible to guarantee availability when Adv_{sw} is able to drop all messages.

**Physical Adversary.** We also consider a stronger adversary Adv_{hw}, who has the same capabilities as Adv_{sw} but can additionally physically attack devices in the network. After successfully tampering with a device physically, Adv_{hw} has full control over its clock as well as code and data in its TEE. However, common for absence detection protocols [32, 33, 68], we rely on the assumption that prover devices provide some form of physical tamper-resistance. The tamper-resistance requires Adv_{hw} to take a targeted device offline for a noticeable amount of time during the physical attack, e.g., to decapsulate the device [14, 135]. In general, physical attacks require not only much time, but also expensive equipment and
laborious handwork of highly skilled personnel. Depending on the hardware of provers and the capabilities of Adv_{hw}, we further assume that Adv_{hw} is only able to successfully tamper with a confined number of provers simultaneously and/or in total. In short, we assume that Adv_{hw} is limited in the following ways:

1. **Mandatory:** Adv_{hw} must permanently take a prover device $P_i$ offline for at least the attack time $\delta_a$ to physically compromise $P_i$.

2. **Optional:** Adv_{hw} is unable to physically compromise more than the concurrency factor $\beta$ prover devices simultaneously.

3. **Optional:** Adv_{hw} is unable to physically compromise more than the attack limit $\lambda$ prover devices in total.

The parameters $\delta_a$, $\beta$, and $\lambda$ must be adjusted to the physical tamper-resistance of prover devices and the required security level. Note that the concurrency factor $\beta$ and attack limit $\lambda$ are optional limitations for Adv_{hw}, which only facilitate the detection of physical attacks. In practice, a low $\beta$ increases the robustness of our protocol (Chapter 7), whereas a high $\lambda$ enables a verifier to perform the attestation at arbitrary times, as opposed to periodically within short time intervals (Chapter 6 and 7). Both limitations can be disabled by setting $\beta$ to $\infty$ and $\lambda$ to 0. By contrast, the attack time $\delta_a$ is a mandatory limitation for Adv_{hw}. Thus, if $\delta_a$ is 0, our attestation protocols are unable to operate.

We acknowledge that non-invasive physical attacks, e.g., cache or power side-channels, may enable an adversary to bypass secure hardware during the operation of a device, i.e., without disabling the device. However, our protocols focus on the detection of invasive and semi-invasive attacks, which is why we expect that provers implement the various proposed mechanisms to prevent non-invasive attacks [121]. By contrast, invasive and semi-invasive attacks cannot be fully prevented by technical measures on the device itself. Performing invasive and semi-invasive attacks an adversary directly accesses the internal components of the target device, which requires at least the decapsulation of the device and potentially also the bypass of hardware tamper-resistance. Therefore, invasive and semi-invasive attacks require an adversary to take a device offline and analyze it with specialized laboratory equipment [14, 135].

**Security Objectives.** The security goals are dependent on the scope of the particular attestation protocol:

- Attestation protocols that focus on software attacks (Chapter 3, 4, and 5) are regarded as secure, if Adv_{sw} is unable to fake a healthy system state for a prover that is at the time of its attestation in a compromised software state.

- Attestation protocols that focus on software and physical attacks (Chapter 6 and 7) are regarded as secure, if Adv_{tot} is unable to fake a healthy system state for a prover that is at the time of its attestation in a compromised software and/or hardware state.
ATTESTATION OF COMMODITY LOW-END EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

In contrast to mid-range and high-end embedded systems, low-end embedded systems are particularly optimized towards low cost, small size, and low energy consumption. For this reason, low-end embedded devices offer only little computing power and few secure hardware features. These circumstances hamper the realization of secure attestation protocols for low-end embedded systems. In this chapter, we present ALE, an attestation protocol that is specifically designed for low-end embedded systems. ALE provides the same (strong) security guarantees as existing hardware-based attestation protocols while relying on less secure hardware features. In contrast to existing hardware-based protocols, this enables ALE to be applicable to a broad range of existing commodity low-end embedded devices. Furthermore, ALE is lightweight and efficient, which we demonstrate by evaluating our protocol on an exemplary commodity low-end embedded device.

Remarks. Parts of this chapter have been published in [85, 86, 127].

3.1 MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION

Low-end embedded systems are characterized by their very constrained hardware, low energy consumption, small size, and low costs. Due to these characteristics, low-end embedded systems are widely deployed in many applications. For instance, low-end embedded devices are frequently used as basic sensors or actuators in safety-critical systems, e.g., road vehicles or industrial control systems. In these applications, malicious low-end embedded devices can cause significant physical damage, which is why it vital to ensure their security. However, the same characteristics that make low-end embedded devices so popular, prevent the implementation of effective security measures. For reasons of cost and space, low-end embedded devices lack cryptographic accelerators, common TEEs, e.g., ARM TrustZone or Intel SGX, or secure coprocessors, such as a TPM. This lack of secure hardware impedes the realization of secure attestation protocols.

Software-based attestation protocols [27, 98, 129] are independent of secure hardware and thus are applicable to low-end and legacy embedded systems. However, they provide questionable security guarantees, as they rely on assumptions that are hard to achieve in practice [10, 29]. In contrast, hardware-based attestation mechanisms provide much stronger security guarantees by relying on secure hardware that is built-in prover devices. As standardized and commercial secure hardware components like ARM TrustZone, TPM, Intel TXT, or Intel SGX are too complex and expensive to be used in low-end embedded systems, new security architectures, such as SMART [45], SANCUS [109], TrustLite [82], or
TyTan [23] have recently been proposed. Nevertheless, these architectures have only been implemented as prototypes and their future availability in commodity low-end embedded devices is uncertain.

**Contribution.** In this chapter, we present ALE, an attestation protocol for commodity low-end embedded systems. ALE combines the advantages of software-based and hardware-based attestation protocols, as it provides the same (strong) security guarantees as hardware-based protocols while being applicable to commodity low-end embedded devices, like software-based protocols. To detect compromised software, ALE measures the local software integrity during the boot process and immediately authenticates these measurements. Thus, a coprocessor or TEE to securely store integrity measurements is no longer required. This enables ALE to rely on fewer secure hardware properties than previous protocols. In particular, our protocol only relies on write-protected boot code and a simple memory protection mechanism. We show that these minimal secure hardware properties are available on many existing low-end embedded devices. This makes our protocol applicable to a broad range of popular low-end embedded devices without requiring hardware modifications. Therefore, ALE can be retrofitted to many currently deployed systems. ALE’s basic protocol only involves symmetric cryptography, which makes it lightweight and efficient. We implement our protocol on an exemplary low-end embedded device and demonstrate its practicality and efficiency.

**Outline.** In Section 3.2, we describe the secure hardware requirements of our attestation protocol and show that many existing low-end embedded devices provide these properties. Section 3.3 presents our attestation protocol. In Section 3.4, we describe two extensions that further increase the practicality and completeness of our protocol. Section 3.5 provides a proof of concept implementation and an evaluation of our protocol.

### 3.2 Secure Hardware Requirements

All remote attestation protocols build on two essential operations: During attestation, prover devices (i) measure their local software integrity, and (ii) authenticate their software integrity towards a verifier using a device-unique key. An adversary who can tamper with either of both operations is able to break the security of the respective attestation protocol. For this reason, all software and hardware that is involved in measuring and authenticating the software integrity constitutes the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) of attestation protocols.

As in any hardware-based attestation protocol, the TCB of our attestation protocol comprises secure hardware. In the following, we first specify our required hardware security properties. Afterwards, we explain their implementation on existing commodity low-end embedded devices.
3.2 SECURE HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

3.2.1 Hardware Security Properties

Our attestation protocol demands the following hardware security properties from each prover device:

1. Immutable Bootloader: A write-protected memory region $B$ that contains code and data and is immediately executed when the device starts;

2. Secure Storage: A device-dependent unique attestation key $ak$ that is only accessible to the code in $B$ and does not leak outside $B$;

3. Uninterruptible Execution: Once code in $B$ gets executed, execution cannot be interrupted until the control flow intentionally leaves $B$.

In the next section, we discuss how these properties can be implemented on commodity low-end embedded devices. We will see that many existing devices provide hardware features that allow for the implementation of the properties.

3.2.2 Implementation on Commodity Low-End Embedded Systems

In the following, we demonstrate how each of the stated hardware security properties can be implemented on existing Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) low-end embedded devices.

1st Property: Immutable Bootloader. Nowadays, it is common for commodity low-end embedded devices to provide a customizable bootloader that is stored protected in flash memory. On some devices, the flash memory can be separated into multiple sections that have dedicated lock bits for read protection, write protection, and also interrupt prevention [13]. Most commonly, the flash memory is divided into one bootloader section (BLS) and one application section. If the device at hand offers this feature, we propose that the BLS represents the memory region $B$ and lock bits are set in a way that write access to the BLS is denied. This makes $B$ immutable.

Other devices provide a more fine-grained flash protection, where memory regions of different sizes can be marked as read-only memory (ROM) or potentially also as execute-only memory (XOM) [141]. If the device at hand offers XOM or ROM, we propose to protect the boot code, which is immediately executed when the device starts, with the strongest supported memory protection available on the device, i.e., XOM if available and ROM otherwise. This memory region represents the bootloader $B$. Note that once flash protection is set, it can only be unset by physically accessing the system. This process typically involves the erasure of the entire flash memory [13, 141].

2nd Property: Secure Storage. If the particular device offers a dedicated bootloader section (BLS) for $B$, we suggest that the attestation key $ak$ is stored in this memory section. Next, we propose to configure the lock bits in a way that read
access to \( B \) is denied if it is performed by code outside of the separated memory region \([13]\). Thus, \( \text{ak} \) can only be read during the execution of \( B \).

If the particular device does not support such lock bits, we suggest to store \( \text{ak} \) in a secure key storage whose access can intentionally be denied until the next device restart. In this way, code in \( B \) can read out \( \text{ak} \) once during device start and afterwards deny access to \( \text{ak} \). As \( B \) is immutable and immediately gets executed when the device starts, an attacker is unable to access \( \text{ak} \). A secure key storage which provides this functionality is, for instance, an SRAM PUF. Previous works have shown that the SRAM modules present in several low-end embedded devices can be used as PUF instances, so that cryptographic keys can be derived from the SRAM start-up values \([78, 126]\). Note that the start-up values can be deleted after they have been read out, so keys are only accessible at boot time. A further possible key storage is memory which provides the functionality to hide blocks, e.g., EEPROM block hide \([141]\). Once an EEPROM block is hidden, it is not accessible until the next restart of the device.

**3rd Property: Uninterruptible Execution.** If the device at hand provides a dedicated bootloader section (BLS) for \( B \), we suggest setting the lock bits of the bootloader section such that interrupts are denied during the execution of code in that section. On other devices, we propose to store both the interrupt vector table (IVT) and a default interrupt handler in write-protected memory (i.e., XOM or ROM). All interrupts in the IVT are configured to refer to the default interrupt handler. When an interrupt occurs and the default interrupt handler gets executed, it checks whether the interrupt was triggered during the execution of code in \( B \). If this is the case, the default interrupt handler denies interrupt processing. If this is not the case, the interrupt handler redirects execution to a user-defined interrupt handler which processes the particular interrupt \([52]\). A further approach is to let the default interrupt handler clean up sensitive data before control is handed over to the particular user-defined interrupt handler \([142]\). Both approaches impose no restrictions, since custom interrupts can still be deployed by modifying the user-defined interrupt handlers.

**Summary.** Table 3.1 provides an overview of popular low-end embedded development devices and shows, for each device, which hardware security properties can be achieved and how to achieve them. \( \text{BLB, BOOTRST, PALL, etc.} \) are the names of particular fuses and lock bits that have to be set to achieve the stated security. A checkmark or hyphen indicates the availability of a security feature. The overview illustrates that the required security features are available in many popular low-end embedded devices. This demonstrates the broad applicability of our attestation protocol.

### 3.3 ALE: Attestation of Low-End Embedded Systems

In this section, we present ALE, an attestation protocol for low-end embedded systems. The protocol consists of two different phases. In the *deployment phase*
Table 3.1: Overview of popular low-end embedded devices and their security features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Immutable Code</th>
<th>Secure Storage</th>
<th>Uninterruptible Execution</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>panStamp AVR2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$B = \text{BLS}; BLB}_0=1; BLB}_1=4; \text{BOOTRST}=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TinyDuino</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$B = \text{BLS}; BLB}_0=1; BLB}_1=4; \text{BOOTRST}=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arduino UNO</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$B = \text{BLS}; BLB}_0=1; BLB}_1=4; \text{BOOTRST}=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFduino</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$B = \text{BLS}; BLB}_0=1; BLB}_1=4; \text{BOOTRST}=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XinoRF</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Use MPU: Store $B$ in R$_0$; PALL=0; PPr=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciseco</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$B = \text{BLS}; BLB}_0=1; BLB}_1=4; \text{BOOTRST}=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinoccio</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$B = \text{BLS}; BLB}_0=1; BLB}_1=3; \text{BOOTRST}=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanode</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$B = \text{BLS}; BLB}_0=1; BLB}_1=4; \text{BOOTRST}=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arduino Yun</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$B = \text{BLS}; BLB}_0=1; BLB}_1=4; \text{BOOTRST}=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libelium Wasmote</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$B = \text{BLS}; BLB}_0=1; BLB}_1=4; \text{BOOTRST}=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICA2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$B = \text{BLS}; BLB}_0=1; BLB}_1=4; \text{BOOTRST}=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arduino M. 2560</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$B = \text{BLS}; BLB}_0=1; BLB}_1=4; \text{BOOTRST}=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Quark D2000</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Explained in Section 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI Stellaris</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(1) $B$ in ROM + EEPROMHIDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) $B$ in ROM + SRAM PUF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Section 3.3.1) all devices are initialized by the network operator $O$. Afterwards, $O$ can repeatedly execute the attestation phase (Section 3.3.2) to verify the software integrity of a particular device in the network. Finally, we demonstrate the security of our protocol (Section 3.3.3).

3.3.1 Deployment Phase

In the deployment phase, the network operator $O$ initializes all prover devices in a trustworthy environment. $O$ deploys each device $D_i$ with a unique attestation key $ak_i$ that is stored in their secure storage, which is only accessible to the protected bootloader $B$ (see Section 3.2). The bootloader $B$ is deployed with the necessary code to measure the integrity of the installed software and authenticate the measurements with $ak$, as described in the next section. In addition, $O$ equips
### Figure 3.1: Attestation of a low-end embedded device $D_i$ by the network operator $O$.

Each device $D_i$ is initialized with a unique identifier $i$ and a random boot nonce $n_B$, which are stored in mutable (unprotected) memory, outside of $B$. The code to interact with $O$ is also stored outside of $B$ in mutable memory, which significantly reduces the size of $B$. This minimizes our TCB, as shown in Section 3.5. For each initialized prover device, the operator $O$ stores its identity, attestation key, and known-good integrity measurement of the respective software.

#### 3.3.2 Attestation Phase

The attestation phase consists of three steps, which are illustrated in Figure 3.1. In the first step, devices boot and measure their software integrity. In the second step, the network operator verifies the integrity of devices. The third step can be executed optionally and allows the operator to update the boot nonce of devices. Updating the boot nonce enables a recovery from runtime attacks, as we
explain in Section 3.3.3. All three steps are described in detail in the following paragraphs.

**Step 1.** When a device $D_i$ starts, it immediately executes its protected bootloader $B$. The first operation performed by $B$ is retrieving the secret attestation key $ak_i$ from the respective secure storage. Next, the installed firmware is measured, which involves computing a hash value over the memory region where the firmware is stored. The memory regions to be measured are either predefined in $B$ or are read out from a software certificate (see Section 4.2). The resulting integrity measurement $im_i$ is stored outside of $B$. Next, $D_i$ generates its so-called response key $rk_i$. To this end, $D_i$ computes an Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) with its attestation key $ak_i$ over the boot nonce $n_B$ and the integrity measurement $im_i$. Afterwards, $D_i$ ensures that no information about $ak_i$ are leaked. As explained in Section 3.2, this may involve erasing certain values in memory or executing specific instructions to lock $ak_i$ against further access. Finally, the control-flow leaves $B$, as the measured firmware is executed.

**Step 2.** In the second step, the network operator $O$ generates an attestation challenge, which consists of a fresh nonce $n$. The attestation challenge is sent to the device $D_i$ that $O$ wants to verify. Receiving the challenge, $D_i$ computes its attestation response, which contains the identifier $i$ of $D_i$ as well as an HMAC $\sigma_i$ that is computed with $rk_i$ over $n$ and $i$. Afterwards, $D_i$ sends $O$ its attestation response, i.e., its identity $i$ and HMAC $\sigma_i$.

In order to verify the attestation response, $O$ computes the expected (known-good) HMAC and compares it with the received HMAC $\sigma_i$. To this end, $O$ first uses the received identifier $i$ to retrieve the known-good attestation key $ak'_i$ and integrity measurement $im'_i$ of $D_i$. Next, $O$ computes the expected response key $rk'_i$ and the expected HMAC $\sigma'_i$, as detailed in Figure 3.1. Finally, $O$ compares the computed HMAC $\sigma'_i$ with the received HMAC $\sigma_i$. If both values match, $O$ considers $D_i$ to be in a trustworthy software state. If not, $D_i$ is regarded as compromised. We would like to point out that the resulting HMAC $\sigma_i$ of $D_i$ can also be useful for purposes other than attestation. For instance, $D_i$ can additionally compute the HMAC $\sigma_i$ over particular data to be authenticated, which is then send to $O$. This enables $O$ to verify whether received data indeed originates from $D_i$.

Depending on the use case, $O$ may repeat step 2 at later stages, continue with step 3, or instruct $D_i$ to restart and execute step 1 again.

**Step 3.** In certain use cases, the network operator $O$ may additionally execute step 3 to update the boot nonce of a particular prover device $D_i$. Performing step 3, $O$ sends $D_i$ an update message, which contains the nonce $n$ generated in step 2. Afterwards, both $O$ and $D_i$ overwrite the boot nonce $n_B$ with $n$. Updating $n_B$ allows recovering from attacks in which AdvSfu compromised a device $D_i$ at runtime and obtained its response key $rk_i$. This is because a new $n_B$ causes $rk_i$ to change in the next attestation phase. Thus, AdvSfu is unable to use the obtained $rk_i$ to forge a valid system state for $D_i$ in subsequent runs of the attestation (see Section 3.3.3). Note that $n_B$ may also be updated as part of the attestation request.
in step 2, so that \( O \) need not send a dedicated update message. We refer to our automotive attestation use case in Section 4.1 for details on updating \( n_B \) in step 2.

### 3.3.3 Security Analysis

In the following, we analyze the security of ALE against the software adversary \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) (Section 2.4). We show that our protocol is able to achieve the same security guarantees as all hardware-based load-time attestation protocols, which includes protocols based on the widely-deployed TPM. To this end, we analyze the capabilities of \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) to perform network attacks, load-time software attacks, and runtime software attacks. Recall that we consider our attestation protocol as secure, if \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) is unable to pass the attestation with a compromised device.

**Network Attacks.** By performing network attacks, \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) is unable to obtain the response key \( rk \) of prover devices, as \( rk \) never leaves devices. However, without knowledge of \( rk \), \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) is unable to bypass the challenge-response protocol that is executed in step 2. To break the challenge-response protocol, \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) would need to generate an HMAC \( \sigma_A \) that equals \( \sigma = \text{HMAC}(rk_i; n || i) \) with a random nonce \( n \) and an arbitrary identifier \( i \). Under the assumption that the HMAC is cryptographically secure, \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) is unable to forge such a \( \sigma_A \) without knowing \( rk \). Replaying recorded HMACs from previous attestation phases or other prover devices is also unpromising for \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \). This is because the network operator \( O \) always chooses a fresh nonce \( n \) as a challenge, which results in a unique HMAC \( \sigma \) that is valid in each run of the challenge-response protocol. In addition, each prover device \( D_i \) holds a device-dependent attestation key \( ak_i \) such that given a challenge \( n \), the response HMAC of different devices is never identical. Finally, by dropping or manipulating challenge messages and response messages, \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) can only perform DoS attacks, but is unable to subvert the security of our attestation protocol. Nevertheless, in practice, it may be useful for the network operator \( O \) to authenticate messages, in order to prevent \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) from impersonating \( O \). For instance, this would prevent \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) from performing simple DoS attacks, in which \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) distributes bogus boot nonces to devices in step 3.

**Load-Time Software Attacks.** \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) may compromise the software of a prover device before it is loaded and thus measured. To this end, \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) may have physical access to the prover device, which allows \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) to reprogram the software. Executing a compromised software gives \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) access to all readable and writable memory as well as complete control over the execution environment. However, \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) cannot bypass the secure hardware, meaning that \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) is unable to violate any of the three hardware security properties (Section 3.2.1). In particular, \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) is unable to prevent the execution of the protected bootloader \( B \) at the start of the prover device (1st property). Thus, \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) cannot interfere with the execution of step 1 of our attestation protocol.

In step 1, the installed software is measured. In addition, the response key \( rk \) is derived from the measurements and the secret attestation key \( ak \). On devices
with a compromised software, the integrity measurements $im$ deviate from its known-good integrity measurements $im'$. Consequently, the derived $rk$ does not match the proper $rk'$ that $O$ uses in step 2 to verify the attestation response. $Adv_{sw}$ is unable to compute the proper $rk$, since $Adv_{sw}$ lacks the attestation key $ak$. This is because $ak$ is only accessible to the bootloader code (2nd property) whose execution is uninterruptible (3rd property). Note that $ak$ is retrieved at the start of $B$ and hidden before the execution leaves $B$. Hence, the proper $rk$ is only generated if $B$ is executed from the beginning, which prevents $Adv_{sw}$ from obtaining $rk$ by generating a valid $im$ in memory and then jumping to the computation of $rk$ in the middle of $B$. As a result, $Adv_{sw}$ is unable to obtain $ak$ and compute $rk$, or make $B$ leak $rk$. Yet, without knowledge of $rk$, $Adv_{sw}$ is unable to bypass our attestation protocol, as explained in the previous paragraph.

Runtime Software Attacks. $Adv_{sw}$ may also compromise the software of a prover device at runtime, e.g., by exploiting a vulnerability that allows arbitrary code execution. Since runtime attacks are performed after step 1, where the software is measured, they enable $Adv_{sw}$ to access the proper response key $rk$ in memory. With the proper $rk$, $Adv_{sw}$ is able to compute valid attestation responses when the network operator $O$ performs step 2 with the compromised device. In this way, $Adv_{sw}$ can pass the attestation with a compromised device, i.e., bypass the security of our attestation protocol. Nevertheless, we would like to point out that all load-time attestation protocols, including the TPM, are vulnerable to runtime attacks. Furthermore, even dynamic attestation protocols are unable to detect runtime attacks in case they are performed after the software is measured.

To recover from runtime attacks, $O$ either needs to install a new software on the prover device or execute step 3 of our attestation protocol. Afterwards, the prover device needs to reboot. Installing a new software leads to a new integrity measurement $im$ and executing step 3 updates the boot nonce $n_B$. Since the response key $rk$ is dependent on both $im$ and $n_B$, both measures cause $rk$ to change in the subsequent execution of step 1. Thus, a new $rk$ is valid in step 2, so that the response key which $Adv_{sw}$ obtained in the runtime attack is of no value. Hence, $Adv_{sw}$ would need to perform a runtime attack again to bypass the security of our protocol. Yet, in the meantime, a software update could have fixed the original vulnerability that allowed $Adv_{sw}$ to perform runtime attacks.

3.4 Extensions for Real-World Use

In the following, we discuss extensions to ALE that are valuable for real-world applications. The first extension provides support for provisioning an attestation key and requires a slight extension of our hardware requirements. The second extension enables untrusted third parties to act as a verifier and perform the attestation of prover devices.

Attestation Key Provisioning. In cases where the attestation key $ak$ of a prover device may have been potentially compromised, it is desirable to provision a
new ak to the prover device. Examples include a user who takes ownership of a new or second-hand device, or a corrupted verifier who potentially leaked ak. To provision a new ak, we follow the TCG concept and propose that each prover device $D_i$ is equipped with a device-unique endorsement key $ek_i$ during its production. The endorsement key $ek_i$ is a symmetric key that is only shared between the device $D_i$ and the manufacturer. This allows the manufacturer to authorize key provisioning requests for ak from the network operator $O$ to $D_i$. At the same time, $O$ can ensure the authenticity of the provisioning target $D_i$.

Provisioning $ak_i$ based on $ek_i$ can be realized by implementing a standard key exchange or key transport protocol in the protected bootloader $B$. Since a key exchange based on a shared secret is a well-known technique in cryptography, we omit the description of a detailed instantiation. Nevertheless, we like to explain the slightly extended hardware requirement for supporting the key provisioning of $ak_i$. In particular, the provisioning requires the secure storage for $ak_i$ to be writable by the protected bootloader $B$, but protected against read and write access by any other code outside $B$. In addition, $ek_i$ must be protected against read access by code outside $B$, which resembles the previously defined exclusive access for $ak_i$ (see Section 3.2.1).

**Third-Party Verification.** In many use cases, low-end embedded devices operate not only with a single trusted entity, but establish a variety of interactions with user platforms, infrastructure components, and cloud backends. However, as the attestation key ak is a critical asset during attestation, sharing ak with all possible verifiers would impose a security risk. To address this issue, we extend our protocol to enable potentially untrusted entities to act as verifiers.

For this purpose, we turn the original network operator $O$ into a Certification Authority (CA). The idea is that a prover device $D_i$ no longer uses its response...
key \( rk_i \) to compute attestation responses. Instead, \( D_i \) derives a signature key pair based on the pseudo-random input of \( rk_i \), whose private part is then used to compute the attestation response. In order that a third-party verifier \( V \) can perform the attestation with \( D_i \), only the public signature key computed from \( rk_i \) must be shared with \( V \). This public signature key is also certified by \( O \), which facilitates its secure distribution, e.g., in case of key updates. Thus, only \( ak_i \) needs to be stored in a secure environment at \( O \), whereas the key to verify attestation response is public. The detailed protocol is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and described in the following.

To enable a third-party verification, we propose to modify step 2 of our attestation protocol. After a prover device \( D_i \) executed step 1, as described in Section 3.3.2, it uses its response key \( rk_i \) to generate a signature key pair \( (rk_{pub_i}, rk_{prv_i}) \leftarrow \text{GenKey}(rk_i) \). The signature key pair is generated deterministically, for example, using ECC key generation with \( rk_i \) as a seed value. As the network operator \( O \) knows \( D_i \)‘s attestation key \( ak_i \), integrity measurement \( im_i \), and boot nonce \( n_B \), \( O \) is able to reproduce \( rk_i \) and thus also \( rk_{pub_i} \) and \( rk_{prv_i} \). This enables \( O \) to issue a certificate \( cert_i \) that contains a signature from \( O \) over \( rk_{pub_i} \) and thus certifies the authenticity of \( rk_{pub_i} \).

A third party verifier \( V \) initially queries the network operator for \( D_i \)‘s public response key \( rk_{pub_i} \) and the corresponding certificate \( cert_i \). Using the certificate, \( V \) then verifies the authenticity of \( rk_{pub_i} \). Upon a successful verification, \( V \) is ready to verify the software integrity of \( D_i \). To this end, \( V \) challenges \( D_i \) with a fresh nonce \( n \). Subsequently, \( D_i \) generates a signature \( \sigma_i \) of \( n \) with \( rk_{prv_i} \) by computing \( \sigma_i \leftarrow \text{GenSig}(rk_{prv_i}; n) \). After \( D_i \) sends \( \sigma_i \) to \( V \), \( V \) uses \( rk_{pub_i} \) to verify \( \sigma_i \). If the verification succeeds, i.e., \( \text{VerSig}(rk_{pub_i}; \sigma_i; n) = true \), \( V \) assumes that \( D_i \) is in a trustworthy software state, otherwise not. Since only public information are required to verify the software integrity of \( D_i \), \( V \) can be potentially untrusted.

Note that each time the response key \( rk_i \) of \( D_i \) changes, e.g., as \( D_i \) is supplied with a new software or a new boot nonce, the public response key \( rk_{pub_i} \) also changes, so that \( V \) needs to obtain and verify the new \( rk_{pub_i} \) from \( O \).

### 3.5 Proof of Concept

As a target platform for the implementation of ALE, we selected the Intel Quark D2000. Our implementation comprises measuring the installed firmware, deriving the response key \( rk_i \), and managing the hardware protection for \( ak_i \) and \( ek \). We show that the implementation of our protocol is very efficient, with a code and data footprint in the range of 4 kB, and a boot delay of less than 200 ms. We refer to our attestation applications (Chapter 4) for an evaluation of ALE on ARM-based platforms as well as an evaluation that also involves network communication and regards the verifier’s side.
Table 3.2: Implementation overhead for the Intel D2000 (x86). The memory footprint in bytes is shown left and the runtime overhead in milliseconds is shown right, both with compiler optimizations for size (-Os) and runtime (-O1).

### 3.5.1 Implementation

The Intel Quark microcontroller D2000 employs an x86 Quark CPU that operates at 32 MHz, 8 kB SRAM, 32 kB main flash memory, as well as two regions of One-Time-Programmable (OTP) flash memory (4 kB and 4 kB). The Intel D2000 is tailored towards scenarios where low energy consumption is required. We use the Intel Quark Microcontroller Software Interface (QMSI) \[100\] and Zephyr RTOS \[101\] as a firmware stack. In the following, we describe the implementation of our required hardware security properties (Section 3.2.1) on the D2000.

**Immutable and Uninterruptible Bootloader (1st and 3rd property).** The D2000 boots directly from an 8 kB OTP flash partition. A hardware-enforced OTP lock permanently disables write accesses to the OTP partition of the flash memory. It further deactivates the mass erase capability of the OPT partition and at the same time disables JTAG debug access. Locking the OTP partition is done by setting bit ‘0’ at offset 0x0 of the flash memory region to ‘0’.

**Secure Storage (2nd property).** We store \(ak\) in main flash to support updates via key provisioning. One of the D2000 Flash Protection Regions (FPR) is set up and locked by the bootloader \(B\) to prevent read access by later firmware stages. In order to store the long-term key \(ek\), we use the OTP flash region of the D2000. The 8 kB OTP supports read-locking of the upper and lower 4 kB regions of OTP flash. As this read protection also inhibits execute access, we store \(ek\) at the upper end of the OTP memory and set the read-lock just at the very end of bootloader execution. The read-lock for the lower and upper OTP region is activated by programming the bits ROM_RD_DIS_L and ROM_RD_DIS_U of the CTRL register.
3.5.2 Performance Evaluation

In the following, we evaluate the memory and runtime overhead of our attestation protocol. We present measurements for the standard software stack and the protected bootloader $B$. Numbers for $B$ are further separated with respect to the base logic (data structures, memory management), cryptographic operations, and key protection logic. For memory footprint and runtime, we provide measurements for code that was optimized for size (-O0) and code that was optimized for runtime (-O1) by the compiler.

**Memory.** To measure the memory footprint, we counted all static code segments (.text) and read-only data segments (.rodata) of the firmware. Table 3.2 lists results for code that is optimized towards size (-O0) or runtime (-O1). On the Intel D2000, the protected bootloader $B$ consumes 2.6 kB on top of the QMSI stock ROM of 2 kB. This fits well within the total 8 kB available for bootloader code. The application flash is left for potential application code, except for a small part that is reserved for ak storage.

**Runtime.** The main runtime overhead of our attestation protocol is incurred by the cryptographic operations, as shown on the right side of Table 3.2. More specifically, the main overhead is caused by the computation of the HMAC, whose precise runtime is dependent on its input size. Runtime measurements of the HMAC are given for a small memory block of 32 B to compute the response key, and a large memory region of 32 kB to reflect the software integrity measurement. The D2000 is fast in computing authenticated measurements over various memory regions due to its quick flash access. In particular, the D2000 requires only 145 ms for hashing 32 kB. By contrast, the key protection entails a negligible runtime, as it takes only 0.03 ms in the worst-case. As a reference, booting the unmodified base ROM, without our attestation protocol, takes on average 6 ms.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented ALE, an attestation protocol that is particularly suited for low-end embedded systems. Existing hardware-based attestation protocols typically rely on a full-featured TEE to measure the software integrity and securely store the measurements. ALE relaxes these requirements by (i) enforcing that integrity measurements are performed at device start before malicious code can be executed, and (ii) immediately authenticating all measurements. This way, our attestation protocol is able to provide the same (high) security guarantees as other hardware-based protocols while relying on less secure hardware. In particular, this makes ALE applicable to a broad range of existing low-end embedded devices. Additionally, our basic protocol only relies on symmetric cryptography, which enables a low memory footprint and a low runtime overhead. In detail, measurements on an Intel Quark D2000 with 32 MHz showed that our protocol entails a runtime overhead of 200 ms and a memory footprint of 4 kB.
ALE’s underlying mechanism for a secure attestation of low-end embedded devices can be used in other attestation protocols proposed in this thesis. In the next chapter, ALE is applied in two particular use cases (Chapter 4).
Remote attestation is a versatile security service, which can be useful in many applications. This chapter presents two specific applications for the attestation of embedded systems. First, we apply attestation in the automotive context (Section 4.1). More specifically, we present a solution that uses attestation to ensure the secure operation of embedded systems in road vehicles. Thus, our solution prevents compromised embedded systems from jeopardizing the safety of vehicles. In the second application (Section 4.2), we combine remote attestation with existing code update techniques to achieve verifiable code updates, which enforce the proper installation of software as well as the removal of malware. This way, trust can be reestablished in potentially compromised devices, e.g., devices with a (previously) vulnerable software that may have been compromised by an adversary. Our solutions for both applications build on our attestation protocol for low-end embedded systems (Chapter 3), which demonstrates the protocol’s applicability in practice.

Remarks. Parts of this chapter have been published in [85, 86].

4.1 USE CASE 1: ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNITS IN ROAD VEHICLES

4.1.1 Motivation and Contribution

In the past decades, vehicles converted from mostly mechanical systems to complex electronic systems with dozens of interconnected embedded computers, called Electronic Control Units (ECUs). Nowadays, ECUs are accessible through various communication protocols and interfaces, of which some are even wireless, e.g., Bluetooth, WiFi, and LTE. This evolution drastically increased the attack surface of vehicles and rendered established techniques to ensure the safety of cars, like redundancy, reliability, and determinism, insufficient. In fact, recent attacks [107] and security evaluations [30, 50] have demonstrated that ECUs can be manipulated to perform malicious actions, which can lead to life-threatening accidents. Consequently, the safety of modern vehicles can only be guaranteed by establishing an appropriate level of security.

To secure vehicles, much effort has gone into the development [112, 119] and standardization [2] of authentication protocols. These protocols protect against network attacks, in which the adversary attempts to forge or manipulate messages in the automotive network. Although authentication protocols are essential for security, they cannot protect against all attacks. In particular, they are unable to defend against software attacks, in which the adversary compromises the software of ECUs to perform malicious actions. For instance, the firmware
of brake actuators may be manipulated to refuse applying the actual brakes (cf. Figure 4.1). As already explained in previous chapters, remote attestation is a key technology to defend against such software attacks.

The potential of remote attestation to protect vehicles against software attacks has already been recognized in existing works [97, 113, 145]. However, existing solutions suffer from limited applicability, as they either require ECUs to implement a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [97, 113] or the SANCUS research architecture [145]. Yet, ECUs are not equipped with TPMs and SANCUS is commercially unavailable. Furthermore, existing works either lack an implementation and evaluation of the attestation [97, 145], or only provide an evaluation on personal computers, but not on embedded systems (i.e., actual ECUs) [113].

**Contribution.** In this section, we present a scheme that recurrently ensures the safe and secure operation of ECUs in road vehicles. In our scheme, a trusted master ECU verifies the software integrity of all safety-critical ECUs in the vehicle, each time drivers or passengers unlock the vehicle and open the door(s). Only after all safety-critical ECUs are successfully verified, the master ECU mechanically allows the vehicle to move, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. This way, compromised ECUs are prevented from jeopardizing the safety of the vehicle.

To address the heterogeneous character of ECUs in road vehicles, our scheme comprises two attestation techniques. The first technique is suited for simple ECUs that possess only a small and modest system architecture, such as basic sensors and actuators. It is based on our attestation protocol for low-end embedded devices (Chapter 3). The second technique targets advanced ECUs that feature ARM application processors, and hence are suited for more complex tasks, e.g., sensor fusion. It makes use of the ARM TrustZone technology to securely measure installed software and report the measurements. Both techniques are applicable to a broad range of existing commodity ECUs that are deployed in road vehicles.
We implement our scheme on commodity devices, which we connect in an automotive CAN and Ethernet network. Measurements conducted in our setup demonstrate that 100 ECUs can be verified in less than 1.4 seconds. Note that typical vehicles contain 70-100 ECUs in total, so that the amount of safety-critical ECUs can be expected to be less than 100. Based on our measurement results, we argue that drivers and passengers are unable to notice any overhead to the startup time of vehicles.

**Outline.** This section is organized as follows. First, we present our attestation scheme (Section 4.1.2). Next, we evaluate our scheme (Section 4.1.3). Finally, we conclude (Section 4.1.4).

### 4.1.2 Attestation Scheme for Road Vehicles

We first describe the basic functioning of our attestation scheme and then explain its technical implementation details on simple and advanced ECUs.

**Overview**

The architecture of our scheme is analogous to ALE, our protocol for low-end embedded devices (Chapter 3), except for two minor changes: The vehicle manufacturer takes over the role of the network operator \( O \) in the deployment phase, and the master ECU takes over the role of \( O \) in the attestation phase.

Accordingly, the center of our attestation scheme constitutes the master ECU. At each time the vehicle is unlocked and then opened, the master verifies the software integrity of a predefined set of safety-critical ECUs by executing our proposed attestation protocol. The set of safety-critical ECUs is fixed at the roll-out of the vehicle by the manufacturer, but can be changed later on, e.g., in case ECUs need to be replaced. The manufacturer deploys each safety-critical ECU with two different nonces, \( n_B \) and \( n \), a unique identifier \( id \), and a unique attestation key \( ak \) that is only known to the ECU and the master. Furthermore, the master and all safety-critical ECUs are supplied with the protocol code and data, as detailed in Section 4.1.2. The protocol is illustrated in Figure 4.2 and described in the following. The attestation takes place in two steps that are sequentially executed when the vehicle is unlocked and opened. Note that compared with ALE, we merged step 2 and 3, which decreased the number of steps by one.

**Step (1).** All safety-critical ECUs boot and measure their local software integrity. To this end, ECUs compute a hash value over their installed software and store it in \( im \), the integrity measurement variable. Afterwards, each ECU derives a so-called response key \( rk \). ECUs generate \( rk \) by computing an Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) over the boot nonce \( n_B \) and the measurements \( im \) with the attestation key \( ak \). In step (2), \( rk \) is used to answer the attestation challenge from the master. If an ECU is in a compromised software state, \( im \) differs from the ECU’s known good integrity measurement, so that \( rk \) does not
match the ECU’s expected response key. In step (2), this is eventually detected by the master ECU when verifying the attestation response.

For a secure attestation, it is crucial that an adversary $Adv_{EP}$ is unable to obtain access to the attestation key $ak$ of ECUs, and cannot tamper with the computation of $im$ and $rk$. The details to ensure this depend on the ECU type and are subject to the following subsection (Section 4.1.2).

**Step (2).** The master ECU generates a random nonce $n$ and broadcasts it to all safety-critical ECUs. The nonce $n$ functions as a challenge and prevents $Adv_{EP}$ from performing replay attacks with recorded attestation responses.

Upon the reception of $n$, ECUs overwrite $n_B$ with $n$. Since $rk$ is dependent on $n_B$, this causes $rk$ to change in each attestation run. As discussed in Chapter 3, this enables our scheme to recover from runtime attacks, in which $Adv_{EP}$ compromises the software of ECUs at runtime, i.e., after step (1). Next, ECUs generate their attestation response, which consists of two parts: (i) the identity $id$ of the ECU, and (ii) an HMAC $\sigma$ that is computed over $n$ and $id$ with the response key $rk$ from step (1). Finally, ECUs send their attestation response, i.e., $id$ and $\sigma$, to the master ECU.

The master ECU receives all responses and verifies them as follows. For each safety-critical ECU, the master stores the known good integrity measurement $im'$ as well as the secret attestation key $ak'$. Based on the $id$ contained in a received response, the master retrieves the known good integrity measurement $im'$ and the attestation key $ak'$ of an ECU. Using $ak'$ and $im'$ as well as the previous nonce $n_B$, the master then computes the expected response key $rk'$.

Afterwards, the master generates an HMAC over $n$ and $id$ with the computed $rk'$, and compares it with $\sigma$ from the attestation response. If both values match, the attestation response of the particular ECU is considered valid.

Only if all safety-critical ECUs replied with a valid response, the master ECU regards the vehicle to be in a safe state. Only then, the master enables the vehicle to move by releasing the lock for the ignition switch and/or power supply. Hence,
compromised ECUs can only prevent the vehicle from moving, but are unable to jeopardize its safety.

**Technical Details**

**Security Requirements.** For a secure attestation, it is crucial that an adversary \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) (i) is unable to access \( ak \), and (ii) cannot manipulate the computation of the software integrity measurements \( im \) and the response key \( rk \). If (i) and (ii) are ensured, \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) cannot compute \( rk \). In addition, \( rk \) will reflect the software integrity of the ECU. This means that \( rk \) only matches the expected response key \( rk' \), which is used by the master to verify the attestation response, in case the respective ECU is in a trustworthy software state. Since \( \text{Adv}_{\text{sw}} \) can only bypass our attestation scheme by violating (i) or (ii), all hardware and software that ensures (i) and (ii) is our Trusted Computing Base (TCB).

More specifically, our TCB software consists of all code that is executed in step (1), in which \( ak \) is accessed and \( im \) and \( rk \) are computed. Common for hardware-based attestation schemes, we require the TCB software to be supported by secure hardware that must enable the implementation of the following well-known properties [51] (cf. Section 3.2.1): (i) TCB code has exclusive access to \( ak \), (ii) no leaks of \( ak \), (iii) immutability of the TCB code, (iv) uninterruptibility of the TCB code, and (v) controlled invocation of the TCB code. In the following, we discuss the implementation of the TCB code and the secure hardware properties on simple and advanced ECUs.

**Implementation on Simple ECUs.** Simple ECUs implement ALE, our proposed attestation protocol for low-end embedded devices (Chapter 3), to realize the security requirements. Accordingly, simple ECUs are deployed with a protected bootloader \( B \) that is stored in Read-Only Memory (ROM) and contains the TCB code, i.e., the code to execute step (1). The bootloader code is immediately executed when the device starts and makes use of a secure storage to access \( ak \). The secure storage can be implemented, for instance, based on a simple Memory Protection Unit (MPU) [71], an emulated MPU [44], an SRAM PUF [127], or EEPROM that can be hidden [127].

In practice, simple ECUs frequently provide the required secure hardware properties, as they are based on microcontrollers that have shown to exhibit those properties [44, 71, 85, 127]. Furthermore, since several years, all major manufacturers offer ECUs\(^1\) that fulfill the HIS-SHE [46] and/or EVITA [148] standard. Both standards provide a common specification for secure hardware in road vehicles. They specify that ECUs must offer hardware support for immutable and uninterruptible code to implement the secure boot functionality [9]. Recent work [44] has shown that based on a secure boot, a secure storage can be emulated. Therefore, all ECUs that implement the HIS-SHE and EVITA standard also implicitly fulfill the secure hardware requirements to implement ALE (Chapter 3). Note that

---

\(^1\) E.g., AURIX from Infineon; MPC56xxB/C, MPC57xxM, MPC57xxB-C-G from NXP; SPC56xxB/EC, SPC56xxEc from ST; RH850/P1x-C from Renesas.
actual ECUs often offer a real MPU, whose use we prefer over an emulated MPU (e.g., all ECUs mentioned in footnote 1 on the previous page provide an MPU).

**Implementation on Advanced ECUs.** Advanced ECUs utilize the same measures as simple ECUs to implement the necessary properties. Hence, they also store their boot code and boot data in ROM. Yet, to achieve increased functionality, we require advanced ECUs to also feature the ARM TrustZone technology [6], which offers a privileged second execution environment, called secure world. The secure world is isolated by hardware from the normal world, in which the standard Operating System (OS) and applications are running. Since the ARM Cortex-A15 from 2010, all ARM application processors (Cortex-A) feature the TrustZone technology. Moreover, the new ARMv8-M architecture brings TrustZone to microcontrollers, namely Cortex-M23/M33/M35P processors. Additionally, we require the secure storage of $ak$ to be only accessible from the secure world, which is a common requirement for TrustZone-based security services [49, 120]. To implement the secure storage, manufacturers offer different solutions, such as hardware fuses, TrustZone aware memory controllers, and/or IOMMU [49].

The additional secure hardware features are necessary because advanced ECUs must rely on a different attestation technique than simple ECUs due to their software complexity. Nowadays, a full-featured OS contains thousands of constantly changing files. Predefining which memory regions must be measured to detect malware, as required for simple ECUs, would hence be an impossible task on advanced ECUs. Therefore, we instead present a flexible technique, where any executable code is measured on demand at load-time, before it is executed. Using the additional security features of advanced ECUs, our technique ensures that the measurement code is unmodified, and executed potentially malicious software is unable to tamper with already performed measurements.

More precisely, advanced ECUs are deployed with a bootloader that performs a secure boot [9] of two software systems: (i) a Linux-based OS running in the normal world, and (ii) a software called OP-TEE [99] running in the TrustZone secure world (see Figure 4.2). The secure boot technology ensures that the particular software comes from a trusted party, like the manufacturer, as opposed to an adversary. For this purpose, the software is measured and the measurement is compared with a reference measurement from a stored certificate. In case actual and reference measurement differ or the signature verification of the certificate fails, the software is not executed.

All (automotive) applications running on the advanced ECU are managed by the Linux-based OS, which is deployed with an enabled Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) [123]. IMA is part of recent Linux kernels and offers the capability to measure binary files before their execution, including libraries and configuration files. Each measurement is stored in the IMA measurement list and contains, among others, the filename, filepath, and hash value computed over the file.

The second securely booted software, OP-TEE, manages all applications that are running in the TrustZone secure world. In particular, a special Trusted
Application (TA) is deployed in the secure world of advanced ECUs. The TA provides an API that enables the IMA to pass performed measurements to the TA. Passed measurements are concatenated in \( im = im_1 || im_2 || ... \) and stored protected in the secure world. In addition, the TA offers a second API to compute the response key \( rk \). For this purpose, the TA takes a nonce \( n_B \) and returns an HMAC \( rk \) that is computed with the attestation key \( ak \) over \( n_B \) and the concatenated measurements \( im \). Note that the computation of \( rk \) can also take place on demand in step (2). This is possible, as the computation is handled in the secure world, which prevents potentially malicious code running in the normal world from tampering with the computation.

4.1.3 Evaluation

In the following, we first describe our implementation setup. Afterwards, we show and evaluate our measurements.

Implementation Setup

We selected two different hardware boards to represent simple and advanced ECUs, and connected them in a CAN bus and via Ethernet. As a target platform for simple ECUs, we used 5 Olimex ESP32-EVB development boards, which feature 4 MB flash memory, a 240 MHz dualcore 32-bit microprocessor, 100 MBit Ethernet, and a CAN communication module. To implement the required security properties (Section 3.2.1), we locked the bootloader of each ESP32-EVB with the “one-time flash” option, such that it cannot be modified. Furthermore, our deployed bootloader configures the MPU to enable only the bootloader code access to the attestation key \( ak \).

For advanced ECUs and the master ECU, we employed 6 Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+, which feature 1 GB RAM, a 1.4 GHz quadcore ARM Cortex-A53, and Gigabit Ethernet. In addition, we extended each RPi3B+ with a SK Pang PiCAN2 module to enable CAN communication. Unfortunately, we were unable to implement all required security properties on the RPi3B+ (Section 4.1.2), as the RPi3B+ insufficiently protects TrustZone secure world memory and lacks a secure storage. We further acknowledge that our selected hardware lacks certain safety features that can be found in typical automotive hardware, such as a lockstep mode, ECC memory, and a large operating temperature range. However, the implementation of a TrustZone-aware memory controller, secure storage, and automotive safety features only entail a negligible runtime overhead and thus have an insignificant effect on our performance measurements.

Runtime Measurements

Single-Device Runtime. We investigated the runtime overhead to verify a single device. Table 4.1 outlines our averaged runtime measurements for the main
building blocks of our attestation scheme on the ESP32-EVB and the RPI3B+. As shown, the main overhead on both devices comes from the secure boot, which ensures the immutability and uninterruptability of the boot code. The secure boot takes with 587 ms on ESP32-EVB and 508 ms on RPI3B+ much more time than other operations, as it involves multiple computationally expensive signature verifications. Note that on other devices, a secure boot may not be required to implement the secure hardware properties (Section 4.1.2).

Further overhead is imposed by cryptographic operations, which we implemented with the mbed TLS library. During attestation, both devices compute a SHA-256 hash value over all software to be executed. Whereas the ESP32-EVB hashes a 512 kB firmware binary, which takes 127 ms, the RPI3B+ measures 29 files that sum up to a total of 2.5 MB, which takes 326 ms. Moreover, both devices compute two HMACs, which consumes 0.24 ms runtime on the ESP32-EVB and 0.41 ms on the RPI3B+. The RPI3B+ requires more time than the ESP32-EVB because it computes an HMAC over 29 software integrity measurements, as opposed to a single HMAC over the entire firmware binary. Furthermore, the master ECU, an RPI3B+, requires 0.18 ms to recompute the HMACs and verify the attestation response of an ESP32-EVB, and 0.44 ms to verify responses of an RPI3B+.

Additionally, the network communication also entails overhead, as a 16 bytes challenge and 33 bytes response needs to be transmitted during attestation. Interestingly, the performance of the network interfaces is quite different on the ESP32-EVB and RPI3B+. On the ESP32-EVB, CAN is faster than Ethernet and requires only 1.19 ms to transmit both challenge and response. By contrast, on the RPI3B+, CAN is much slower than Ethernet and entails a total communication overhead of 5.95 ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>ESP32-EVB (ms)</th>
<th>RPI3B+ (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secure Boot Overhead</td>
<td>587.38</td>
<td>508.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256 (32 B Flash)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256 (512 kB Flash)</td>
<td>126.71</td>
<td>67.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256 (2 MB Flash)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>281.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-SHA-256 (32 B RAM)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-SHA-256 (64 B RAM)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-SHA-256 (1 kB RAM)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethernet Round Trip Time</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethernet Throughput</td>
<td>49.08 MBit/s</td>
<td>95.70 MBit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN Round Trip Time</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN Throughput</td>
<td>1.27 MBit/s</td>
<td>1.22 MBit/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Averaged measurements on the ESP32-EVB and RPI3B+.
Altogether, the runtime overhead to perform the attestation of a single device depends on the device type and network interface. It varies between at least 715 ms (on ESP32-EVB over CAN) and at most 844 ms (on RPI3B+ over CAN).

**Multi-Device Runtime.** Figure 4.3 depicts the runtime overhead to attest a varying amount of ECUs over CAN and Ethernet. As shown, the fastest attestation is possible with the ESP32-EVB over CAN, while the slowest is the RPI3B+ over CAN. During attestation, safety-critical ECUs can perform many operations in parallel, such as measuring software integrity or computing attestation responses. For this reason, the runtime to attest many devices only slightly increases with a raising number of devices in the network, compared with the overhead to verify a single device. This demonstrates the good scalability of our attestation scheme. In fact, our projections to large networks show that the attestation of up to 100 devices takes even in the worst-case, being a CAN network with only RPI3B+ devices, less than 1.4 seconds. Because a typical driver requires more than 1.4 seconds to get in the vehicle and initiate its start, our scheme entails no perceptible delays for drivers and passengers. Moreover, road vehicles typically contain less than 100 safety-critical ECUs.

### 4.1.4 Summary

We presented an automotive attestation scheme in which a trusted master ECU verifies the software integrity of all safety-critical ECUs in the vehicle each time the vehicle is unlocked and opened. Only after the master has ensured that all safety-critical ECUs are in a trustworthy software state, the master allows the vehicle to move. This way, compromised ECUs are prevented from jeopardizing the safety of the vehicle. To address the heterogeneity of ECUs, we presented two distinct attestation techniques. The first technique targets simple sensor and actuator ECUs, while the second technique is designed for more complex ECUs.
ECUs, e.g., used for sensor fusion. Since both techniques are applicable to many existing commodity ECUs, our solution entails only minimal deployment costs. We evaluated our scheme in an automotive network that uses CAN and Ethernet. Our results show that the overall timing overhead to verify 100 ECUs is less than 1.4 s. Thus, our scheme causes no perceptible delays for drivers and passengers.

4.2 USE CASE 2: SECURE CODE UPDATES IN MESH NETWORKS

4.2.1 Motivation and Contribution

A popular way to connect low-end embedded systems are wireless mesh networks. In mesh networks, all devices cooperate in the distribution of data in the network, forming a decentralized and self-organized network topology. Recent technologies like IEEE 802.11s, IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee, Z-Wave, or Bluetooth enable embedded systems to establish large wireless mesh networks consisting of numerous embedded systems. Nowadays, these networks are widely used in industrial control, wireless sensor networks, home automation, building automation, military communication, or community networks. To maintain the security of these networks, it is essential that devices provide the capability for remote code updates. In fact, unpatched software vulnerabilities are currently the second most predominant reason for malware infections on embedded devices [76]. Using secure code update mechanisms, the proper installation of software and the erasure of malware can be verified. This enables to reestablish trust in potentially compromised devices by enforcing the proper installation of security patches as well as the erasure of potential malware.

A secure code update scheme for embedded devices in mesh networks must provide several features. First, it has to ensure that devices verify the novelty, integrity, and authenticity of code updates before installation. This feature is necessary to prevent misuse of the code update mechanism, e.g., by downgrading a software or installing malicious code. Second, the scheme must ensure that, appropriately executed, it restores the integrity of the software state on a device, even if the device was compromised before. Thus, an attacker who exploited a vulnerability in the old software to compromise and gain control over a device is removed from the device. However, compromised devices can simply deny the execution of code updates or execute them inappropriately without restoring software integrity. Therefore, after code update execution, the scheme must verify whether all devices are in a trustworthy, i.e., an unmodified and up-to-date, software state. To reduce potential damage caused by compromised devices, the secure code update scheme should exclude untrustworthy devices from the network. Furthermore, the scheme must be scalable, as it should allow for an efficient update of all devices in large mesh networks. Moreover, it should be applicable to already existing commodity low-end embedded devices. In this way, the scheme can be retrofitted to currently deployed systems. Finally, a network
operator issuing a secure code update should be informed about the software integrity of all devices in the network.

However, existing solutions do not satisfy all these requirements. Software- and PoSE-based (Proofs of Secure Erasure) approaches are applicable to commodity devices, but rely on strong security assumptions that are hard to achieve in practice \([10, 51, 75, 116, 132]\). Additionally, they allow a verifier to perform the attestation with only one device but not a group of devices, as they rely on the assumption that during attestation an adversary is unable to communicate with any other party, except for the verifier. By contrast, hardware-based solutions provide much stronger security guarantees by relying on secure hardware modules. Yet, security architectures which are applicable to low-end embedded systems, such as TyTAN, SMART, TrustLite, or SANCUS, are still in research stage \([23, 45, 82, 109]\). These architectures have only been implemented as prototypes and their future availability in commodity devices is uncertain.

**Contribution.** In this section, we present a secure code update scheme for mesh-networked commodity low-end embedded devices that achieves all above mentioned properties. To verify the proper installation of code updates, the scheme relies on ALE, our proposed attestation protocol for low-end embedded devices (Chapter 3). In contrast to existing secure code update solutions (Section 2.1.3), this makes our scheme applicable to many commodity low-end embedded devices as well as to groups of interconnected devices. Receiving a code update, a device checks its freshness and authenticity, and then installs the update. After installation, each device verifies its local software integrity and ensures that only unmodified and up-to-date software runs on the device. To enforce a proper execution of the code update, neighboring devices mutually verify the genuine and up-to-date software state of each other, and establish secure channels only if the verification succeeds. Thus, compromised devices can either refuse an appropriate execution of the code update, whereupon they are excluded from the network, or perform a correct code update, whereby any present malware gets eliminated. Issuing a secure code update for the network, the network operator is able to learn the identity of all trustworthy and all untrustworthy network devices. We implemented the scheme on exemplary low-end embedded systems that were interconnected via ZigBee. Simulation results demonstrate that our scheme scales well and is practically usable in networks with tens of thousands of devices.

**Outline.** Section 4.2.2 describes our secure code update scheme. In Section 4.2.3, we evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. Finally, Section 4.2.4 concludes this section.

### 4.2.2 Secure Code Update Scheme

Our secure code update scheme comprises two phases: a deployment phase and an online phase. The deployment phase is executed once, before the initial
initialization of all devices. In the deployment phase, each low-end embedded device $D_i$ is initialized by the trusted network operator $O$. After the devices have been deployed, the online phase is executed repeatedly, once for every code update. In the online phase, $O$ issues a secure code update for all devices in the network.

**Deployment Phase**

In the deployment phase, the network operator $O$ generates a unique identifier $i$ and signature key, consisting of a public key $pk_i$ and a private key $sk_i$, for each device $D_i$. For the purpose of authenticating devices and for implementing a challenge-based protocol to verify code update installations, we use public-key cryptography. Therefore, the symmetric attestation key $ak_i$ from ALE (see Chapter 3) is now replaced by the private signature key $sk_i$. Consequently, $sk_i$ is stored in a secure storage that can only be accessed during the execution of the protected bootloader $B$ (see Section 3.2). Furthermore, $O$ equips each device $D_i$ with a device certificate $dc_i$ and a software certificate $sc_i$, both signed by $O$ with $sk_O$ ($dc_i.sig, sc_i.sig$). The device certificate $dc_i$ stores the device class $c$ of $D_i$, the public key $pk_i$ of $D_i$, and the identifier $i$. The software certificate $sc_i$ lists all memory regions on $D_i$ where the code update routine and the firmware is stored. In addition, $sc_i$ provides hash values over the data of these memory regions ($sc_i.hash$). Thus, $sc_i$ can be used to verify the integrity of the installed software on $D_i$. In order to indicate the freshness of the software, $sc_i$ also stores a software version number ($sc_i.ver$). Moreover, each device initially stores the public key of the trusted network operator $pk_O$ in $B$. Both $sc_i$ and $dc_i$ are stored in a mutable and unprotected memory region.

Additionally, $O$ equips each device with the necessary code to perform a secure code update. Our scheme relies on the untampered execution of code that attests the integrity of the local software state. For this reason, code that implements the attestation routine is stored in $B$, while the rest of the code (including the actual code update functionality) is stored in a mutable and unprotected memory region (see Figure 4.4). Table 4.2 summarizes relevant definitions used in the deployment and the online phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$O$</th>
<th>Trusted network operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>Protected bootloader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_i$</td>
<td>Device with identity $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sh_i$</td>
<td>Secret ECDH key of entity $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ph_i$</td>
<td>Public ECDH key of entity $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sk_i$</td>
<td>Secret signing key of entity $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$pk_i$</td>
<td>Public signing key of entity $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dc_i$</td>
<td>Device certificate of entity $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sc_i$</td>
<td>Software certificate of entity $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$cu_c$</td>
<td>Code update for device class $c$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Notation.
Online Phase

The online phase consists of four different stages. In the first stage, \( O \) prepares a code update package, which is distributed in the network and installed on the devices. In the second stage, devices invoke the execution of the attestation routine in \( B \). The attestation routine verifies the integrity of the installed software and ensures that a device subsequently executes an unmodified and up-to-date software. Additionally, the attestation routine generates an attest which proves a trustworthy software state by certifying an untampered and complete execution of the attestation routine. In the third stage, neighboring devices verify the software integrity attest of each other. If the verification is successful, devices establish a secure channel. As untrustworthy devices are unable to attest their valid software integrity, they cannot establish communication channels and thus are excluded from the network. In the fourth stage, \( O \) obtains an installation report, which exhibits the software state of all devices in the network. Figure 4.4 shows the memory layout of the code update scheme and illustrates the control flow throughout all stages. In the following, we will explain each stage in detail.

Stage 1: Code Update Distribution and Installation

The online phase starts with \( O \) preparing a code update package \( cupkg \). \( Cupkg \) includes an ascending version number \( cupkg.no \) and a signature by \( O \), in order to prevent replay attacks and tampering with the code update package. Since devices in the network may be heterogeneous, \( cupkg \) is able to address multiple device classes. For each device class \( c \) in the network, \( cupkg \) contains a software certificate \( sc_c \), which specifies the correct software configuration for a device of type \( c \). In addition, all software certificates that are contained in \( cupkg \) store the current \( cupkg \) version number (\( sc.ver = cupkg.no \)). Furthermore, for each device class \( c \) that should be updated, \( cupkg \) contains code update data \( cu_c \). Code update data \( cu_c \) comprises the binary code of the update as well as instructions for its installation (e.g., addresses where to store the binary code during installation).

After preparing \( cupkg \), \( O \) sends a code update request followed by \( cupkg \) to an arbitrary device in the network. This causes the recipient device to execute stage one in the code update routine (see Figure 4.4). Next, the code update routine receives \( cupkg \) and stores it in a free memory region. Devices that received
Figure 4.5: Cupkg distribution in stage 1 and swstate message exchange in stage 3.

Figure 4.6: Establishment of secure channels in stage 3 in presence of an adversary $D_A$.

cupkg check whether it contains a valid signature by $O$ and whether its version number is higher than the last received cupkg version number. If both checks pass, devices send a code update request to their immediate neighboring devices and subsequently forward cupkg to them. In this way, a flooding propagation of cupkg is initiated (see Figure 4.5). Since efficient and secure code disseminations in wireless mesh networks are well-understood [41, 58, 60, 93, 96, 122, 144], we will not elaborate on the distribution of cupkg, but instead assume that eventually each device in the network receives cupkg.

Devices that received, verified, and forwarded cupkg to their neighbors check whether cupkg comprises a new code update for their device class. To this end, each device $D_i$ examines whether cupkg contains a cu for the local target device class specified in $dci$. If this is the case, a device uses the installation instructions in cu to install the update binary code. Note that, since the code update routine is stored in mutable memory, the update routine itself may also be updated during update installation. Furthermore, all devices in the network update their local software certificate to the new software certificate for their device class and then issue an attestation of the local software configuration (see next stage).

We propose that devices also invoke the execution of the code update routine on fatal errors that render devices non-functional. This allows $O$ to remotely recover devices whose software accidentally became misconfigured or defective.

Stage 2: Local Software Integrity Attestation

In order to attest an untampered and up-to-date software state, devices invoke the execution of the attestation routine. Since the attestation routine is stored in the protected bootloader $B$ (see Figure 4.4), its execution requires a device reboot. As illustrated in Algorithm 4.1, the attestation routine starts with the retrieval of the protected secret signing key sk. Next, the authenticity of the software certificate sc is ensured by verifying whether sc was signed by $O$. If this is the case, sc is used to check the local software integrity (denoted by the execution of CheckCodeIntegrity()). Consequently, hash values over all memory regions that are listed in sc are taken and compared to the expected reference values specified in sc.hash. If all measurements match their reference value, the verification of
the software integrity is successful. Upon a successful verification, the device generates a new Elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) key pair \((sh, ph)\) \[95\] and computes \textit{attest} by signing \(ph\) and \(sc\_ver\) with \(sk\). Afterwards, it is ensured that no information about the secret signing key \(sk\) gets leaked (denoted by the execution of \text{HideSecret}()). As described in Section 3.2, this may involve the erasure of certain memory regions or the execution of specific instructions on some commodity devices. Finally, the firmware is executed and \(sh\), \(ph\), and \(attest\) are passed to the firmware (see Figure 4.4). The entry point of the firmware is hardcoded in \(B\). This ensures that the control flow is indeed passed to the firmware, whose integrity was just verified, and not to malicious code that hides somewhere in memory. However, if the verification of the software integrity is unsuccessful, stage one in the code update routine is executed all over again. In this way, devices are able to recover from situations where \(O\) accidentally distributed a defective \textit{cupkg}.

\textbf{Algorithm 4.1:} Execution of \text{AttestationRoutine()} (located in \(B\)).

\begin{verbatim}
1: procedure \text{AttestationRoutine}(sc)
2:     sk ← \text{RetrieveSecret}()
3:     if \text{Verify}(pk_O; sc.sig; sc.content) and \text{CheckCodeIntegrity}(sc.hash) :
4:         sh, ph ← \text{GenKey}()
5:         attest ← \text{GenSig}(sk; ph||sc.ver)
6:         \text{HideSecret}(sk)
7:         \text{StartFirmware}(sh, ph, attest)
8:     else :
9:         \text{HideSecret}(sk)
10:     \text{StartCodeUpdateRoutine()}
\end{verbatim}

We would like to point out that a valid \textit{attest} proves that \(D\) runs a firmware and code update routine whose integrity was successfully verified using a software certificate with the version \(sc\_ver\). One reason for this are the three device properties (see Section 3.2). They prevent an adversary from tampering with the attestation routine, accessing \(sk\) outside of the attestation routine, and interrupting the execution of the attestation routine. Another reason is the design of the attestation routine, which prevents an adversary from generating a valid \textit{attest} without executing the attestation routine from the beginning. This is due to the first instructions of the attestation routine, in which \(sk\) is retrieved and thus must initially be executed to sign \textit{attest} correctly. However, executing the attestation routine from the beginning leads to its execution in entirety (see third device property). This inevitably executes code which ensures that no information about \(sk\) gets leaked, that the software integrity of \(D\) conforms to \(sc\), and that the firmware, and no unverified code, gets executed next. Tampering with the input of the attestation routine is also unpromising for the adversary. The only mutable data that the attestation routine relies on is \(sc\). However, \(sc\)'s integrity is verified before it is used to check the local software integrity. Using
old scs as input for the attestation routine, devices can pass the local software integrity verification with an outdated software state. Nevertheless, as we will see in the next stage, this will be detected during the verification of attest by neighboring nodes.

Stage 3: Mutual Integrity Verification and Setup of Shared Secrets

In the third stage, each device reaches out to neighboring devices in the network, i.e., devices within immediate communication range. If a device $D_i$ finds a neighbor $D_n$ whose software state has not yet been verified, it invokes a mutual verification. For this purpose, $D_i$ generates a swstate; message comprising attest, ph, and dc, and sends this message to $D_n$. Upon receiving swstate, $D_n$ generates a swstate; message and sends it to $D_i$ (see Figure 4.5). Next, both devices invoke the execution of stage three in their code update routines (see Figure 4.4) to verify each others’ software integrity and establish a shared secret. Algorithm 4.2 illustrates this process in pseudocode.

Algorithm 4.2: Software integrity verification of a neighbor device $D_n$ on $D_i$.

1: procedure VerifyNeighborSoftwareIntegrity(swstate;)
2:   attest, dc, ph := swstate
3:   key ← ⊥
4:   if VerSig(pkO; dc, sig; dc.content)
5:     and VerSig(dc, pk, attest, ph||sc-ver):
6:     key ← KeyExchange(sh, ph)
7: return key

In order to verify the software state of $D_n$, $D_i$ initially checks dc using pkO. Next, $D_i$ verifies whether attest corresponds to the received ph and the latest software version, which $D_i$ stores in its local software certificate (sc, ver). A successful verification ensures that $D_n$ is in a software state that corresponds to sc from O’s latest cupkg. Thus, it ensures the integrity as well as the up-to-dateness of $D_n$’s software state. In addition, verifying attest confirms the integrity and the authenticity of ph. If the verification of dc and attest is successful, $D_i$ uses its own secret ECDH key sh and $D_n$’s public ECDH key ph to perform a key exchange and establish a shared secret key. Note that if $D_n$’s verification of $D_i$’s software state is also successful, both parties agree on the same key. However, if any of the verifications fail, $D_i$ regards the software state of $D_n$ as untrustworthy and does not reconstruct a shared secret. Next, the attestation routine returns and passes key to the firmware (see Figure 4.4). If the verification failed, the firmware causes $D_i$ to send $D_n$ a message that indicates a failure. Nevertheless, $D_n$ can re-request a mutual integrity verification with $D_i$ to recover from connection breaks or other repairable errors.

If the verification was successful on both sides, $D_i$ and $D_n$ use key to establish a confidential and authenticated channel. This channel is used for any further
communication between both parties. In this way, devices whose software is in an untrustworthy state are effectively excluded from communication. An adversary may try to pass the mutual software state verification by replaying a \textit{swstate} message recorded from a trustworthy device. However, in doing so, the adversary is not in the possession of the \textit{sh} that correspond to the replayed \textit{swstate} message. For this reason, the adversary is not able to reconstruct the correct \textit{key} and the attack will be detected during the establishment of the secure channel. Figure 4.6 illustrates a scenario in which a compromised device $D_A$ is unable to attest its software state towards its neighboring devices and thus is unable to establish a communication channel with them.

\textit{Stage 4: Installation Reporting}

The fourth stage starts with $O$ requesting an installation report from the network. For this purpose, $O$ initially uses the approach explained in stage three to establish a secure channel with an arbitrary trustworthy device $D_i$ in the network. In order to pass the integrity verification by $D_i$, $O$ generates a signature key pair, issues a dc that authenticates the generated key, and uses the key to compute \textit{attest}. Next, $O$ sends $D_i$ a request for an installation report over the established channel. Devices that receive a report request invoke the execution of stage four in their code update routines (see Figure 4.4). The report request is used to construct a spanning tree whose root is $O$. For this purpose, $D_i$ broadcasts the request over secure channels to all trustworthy neighboring devices, which in turn broadcast the request. Broadcasting is repeated until the report request reaches leaf nodes in the spanning tree, i.e., nodes whose neighbors all have received the request. Leaf nodes then generate an installation report, which initially contains the identifier of the particular leaf node. Afterwards, the installation report incrementally gets propagated back to the root of the spanning tree. At each hop, a node aggregates the report from its child nodes, includes its own identifier, and then forwards the aggregated report to its parent node. Above a certain number of aggregated identifiers, it is useful to encode the report as an $n$-bit array, where a flipped bit at position $k$ indicates that $D_k$ is in a trustworthy state. Eventually, the installation report gets transmitted from $D_i$ to $O$. Since $O$ knows the identifiers of all deployed devices, $O$ can also assess the precise identifiers of all untrustworthy devices. This may serve as a first step towards physically locating and recovering compromised devices.

Note that listing the precise identifiers of all devices in the network causes a considerable communication overhead in large mesh networks with many devices. If $O$ does not require detailed information about the identity of trustworthy and untrustworthy devices, it is reasonable to implement a more coarse-grained report type. For instance, $O$ could initially only request for the total number of trustworthy devices or the number of trustworthy devices per device class.
4.2.3 Evaluation

Setup

We implemented the proposed secure code update scheme on Stellaris EK-LM4F120XL microcontrollers. The Stellaris is a low-cost embedded system from Texas Instrument which features an 80 MHz ARM Cortex-M4F microprocessor and provides 256 kB of protectable flash memory. To enable wireless mesh connectivity based on the ZigBee standard, we equipped the Stellaris microcontrollers with CC2530 BoosterPacks from Anaren. In the following, we consider a homogeneous network of Stellaris microcontrollers in a static network topology. We measured network and computational delays of our implementation in small real word mesh networks. In order to evaluate the scalability of the secure code update scheme, we simulated large-scale networks based on our measurements. We found out that the network topology plays an important role for the code update runtime. This is due to the high communication costs for the transmission of the binary code updates.

We implemented the key exchange using Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (EC-DH) with Curve25519 [18]. For the signature scheme, we used an Edwards-curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA) called Ed25519, which is based on Curve25519 [19]. We implemented the hash function using SHA-512, while the secure and authentic channel uses AES in Galois/Counter Mode (AES-GCM).

Runtime Measurements

Network Runtime Performance. For unicast messages between two neighboring nodes in the mesh network, we measured an average maximum throughput of 35.0 kbps on the application layer. Although the measured throughput is only a fraction of the theoretical maximum throughput of 250 kbps in ZigBee networks, other performance evaluations revealed similar performance losses in reality [25]. In addition, we measured an average one-hop round-trip time (RTT) of 13.5 ms with the smallest message size (1 byte) and 18.5 ms with the biggest message size (81 bytes). Carrying out measurements for the broadcast throughput, we found out that the broadcast frequency on the CC2530 BoosterPack is limited according to the specification of the ZigBee Pro stack. In practice, we measured a maximum broadcast throughput of 0.65 kbps. Thus, for performance reasons, we implemented all network communication as unicast transmissions. During protocol execution, additional overhead is generated through the restart of the devices. We measured that a full device restart, comprising an initialization of the device and a join in the mesh network, takes on average 2338 ms.

Cryptographic Runtime Performance. Table 4.3 shows an excerpt of our cryptographic runtime measurements on the Stellaris microcontroller. We would like to stress that we based our implementation on platform independent and unoptimized C code [17, 90]. Recent works have shown that assembler optimized
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code for low-end embedded systems can improve the performance of cryptographic operations by orders of magnitudes \cite{37, 42}. We presume that similar performance improvements are also possible on the Stellaris platform, if the used cryptographic primitives were optimized for ARM Cortex-M4F microprocessors.

Storage Consumption

Compared to a naïve code update approach that only distributes the binary code of the update but provides no security, our scheme requires additional storage for data. In fact, each device must store $sc$ (ca. 212 bytes), $dc$ (100 bytes), $pk_O$ (32 bytes), $sk$ (64 bytes), ECDH keys (96 bytes), and shared secrets (32 bytes per neighbor). Hence, with $k$ being the number of neighboring devices, the storage overhead for data adds up to $504 + 32 \cdot k$ bytes.

Further storage consumption arises due to the size of the code. Our reference implementation, which we use throughout this performance evaluation, requires 66 kB of protected storage in $B$. However, almost all the storage is spent for the implementation of the Ed25519 signature scheme. By using an Ed25519 implementation that is particularly suited for low-memory systems \cite{15}, we were able to reduce the size of $B$ to 7.7 kB, albeit increasing the runtime for cryptographic operations\footnote{Yet, existing works have shown that a signature scheme which achieves about the same runtime performance than our reference implementation can be implemented in less than 4 kB of code by using platform dependent assembler directives \cite{37, 103}.}. This smaller implementation makes our scheme applicable to all commodity low-end embedded devices analyzed in Section 3.2.2, since all of them offer at least 8 kB of protectable flash memory. Reusing the signature scheme in $B$, additional 15.1 kB of code in mutable memory are consumed for the implementation of the network communication, key exchange, encryption and decryption, and protocol logic. In total, our reference implementation consumes 81.1 kB and our code size optimized implementation consumes 22.9 kB of storage. This is an acceptable overhead of 31.6 % and 8.9 % of the available storage on the Stellaris platform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ed25519</td>
<td>GenKey()</td>
<td>18 ms</td>
<td>KeyExchange()</td>
<td>48 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GenSig(16 B)</td>
<td>19 ms</td>
<td>VerSig(16 B)</td>
<td>51 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GenSig(1024 B)</td>
<td>22 ms</td>
<td>VerSig(1024 B)</td>
<td>53 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES-GCM</td>
<td>AuthEncrypt(16 B)</td>
<td>0.1 ms</td>
<td>AuthDecrypt(16 B)</td>
<td>0.1 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AuthEncrypt(1024 B)</td>
<td>1.8 ms</td>
<td>AuthDecrypt(1024 B)</td>
<td>1.8 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-512</td>
<td>Hash(16 B)</td>
<td>0.4 ms</td>
<td>Hash(20480 B)</td>
<td>54.7 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hash(1024 B)</td>
<td>3.1 ms</td>
<td>Hash(163840 B)</td>
<td>435.1 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Cryptographic runtime measurements on the Stellaris.
Single Device Secure Code Update RT

We simulated the runtime of our code update scheme under various conditions and compared it to a conventional code update approach. The conventional code update approach distributes and installs code updates and ensures the authenticity, integrity, and freshness of updates on the devices. However, it does not exclude devices that are in an untrustworthy software state from the network and also provides no report listing all trustworthy devices for the network operator.

Figure 4.7 compares the runtime on a single device between our secure code update approach and the conventional code update approach with varying code update sizes. It shows the runtime of both approaches in seconds as well as the percentage overhead of our secure approach. The mesh network consists of 1024 nodes which are arranged in a binary tree topology. Since devices in the network require different amounts of time to perform the code update, e.g., some devices transmit a smaller installation report or they need not forward the new code update to neighboring devices, we averaged the runtime over all devices in the network. Figure 4.7 illustrates that the size of the code update has a linear impact on the code update runtime. This is almost entirely due to the transmission time of the code update. In fact, the runtime overhead of our secure approach is nearly independent of the code update size, as it increases only slightly from 0.7 seconds with a 1 kB code update to 1.1 seconds with a 160 kB code update. For that reason, compared with the conventional scheme, the runtime overhead decreases from 22.0% to 1.4% with an increasing size of the code update.

Figure 4.8 shows the runtime for a 30 kB code update on a single device with a varying number of neighbor devices. We distributed the code update to the measured device first, which is why all surrounding neighbor devices are supplied with the code update during protocol execution. This causes a linear increase of the code update runtime. However, the additional runtime of our secure update approach also increases linearly with the number of neighbor devices. This is due to the time neighboring devices require to mutually verify
each others' software state during protocol execution. Thus, with a varying number of neighbor devices, the runtime overhead remains rather constant at approximately 4%.

**Network Secure Code Update Runtime**

We further evaluated the total runtime required to perform a secure code update with all nodes in the mesh network. Figure 4.9 shows the total runtime for a 30 kB code update with varying numbers of nodes, using the secure or the conventional code update approach. The network topology is arranged as a binary tree or a 4-ary tree. The figure demonstrates that due to the tree network topologies, the code update runtime increases logarithmically with the number of devices in the network. We configured our secure update scheme to report the precise device ids of all trustworthy devices to the network operator. As this causes the installation report to grow proportional with the network size, the gap between the runtime of our secure approach and the conventional approach increases considerably when the network contains more than 100.000 devices. In such large network, our secure code update scheme performs better if the network is arranged in a broader but flatter network topology, as this decreases
the average size of the report (among others, it increases the number of leaf nodes that must only transmit their own id to the parent node). Therefore, in networks with more than $106,000$ devices, our code update scheme performs better in a 4-ary tree network topology than in a binary tree topology. Nevertheless, for smaller networks, the runtime overhead is quite low in tree network topologies. To be precise, the runtime overhead remains below $2\%$ for up to $25,000$ devices and is less than $5\%$ for up to $100,000$ devices.

However, mesh networks could also embrace unfavorable topologies. Figure 4.10 depicts the total runtime performance for a $30\,\text{kB}$ secure code update in a network with a chain topology and a star topology. The star topology is constituted of three device chains branching off a central star device. Figure 4.10 shows that in such an inconvenient network topology, the runtime for a code update attains extremely high values. This is caused by the long transmission time for the code update and the installation report. Nevertheless, even in the worst case, which is the chain topology, the overhead of our secure approach compared to the conventional approach is below $2\%$ for up to $4,000$ devices and less than $11\%$ for up to $30,000$ devices in the network.

We would like to stress that the overhead is largely introduced by transmitting the precise ids of trustworthy devices to the network operator. If we instead configure our scheme to report only the total number of trustworthy devices to the operator, the network runtime overhead becomes almost negligible compared to the conventional approach. In fact, this way, the runtime overhead is less than $1.5\%$ for $10$ devices and less than $0.35\%$ for networks with $500,000$ devices.

### 4.2.4 Summary

We presented a secure code update scheme for commodity low-end embedded devices that are connected in large mesh networks. Our scheme offers desirable security features for patching software vulnerabilities in these networks. It enforces that all devices which properly execute the code update only run unmodified and up-to-date software. Devices that refuse a proper execution of
our scheme, and thus run outdated or compromised software, are detected by their neighboring devices and excluded from the network. Issuing a secure code update, the network operator learns which devices are in a trustworthy and which devices are in an untrustworthy software state. Since our scheme is based on ALE (Chapter 3), it can be applied to a broad range of existing commodity low-end embedded devices. In addition, we showed that the scheme scales well and is practically usable in networks with tens of thousands of devices. Compared to a conventional code update, which offers none of the described security features, our scheme imposes a runtime overhead of 2.1% in the best case and 11.9% in the worst case for a network with 30,000 devices and a firmware update size of 30 kB. Thus, our solution is also well suited for future developments, where we expect networks with low-end embedded devices to increase in size.
ATTESTATION OF HIGHLY DYNAMIC AND DISRUPTIVE NETWORKS

Collective attestation protocols aim at an efficient attestation of many, or even all, devices in the network. To this end, collective attestation protocols typically arrange a virtual spanning tree during attestation, which enables the efficient transmission and aggregation of information between prover devices and the network operator. However, maintaining a spanning tree topology is inefficient or even inapplicable when devices in the network are mobile or lack continuous connectivity. In this chapter, we present SALAD, a collective attestation protocol for highly dynamic and disruptive networks. SALAD uses a novel distributed approach, where devices incrementally establish a common view on the integrity of all devices in the network. In contrast to other attestation protocols, SALAD performs well in highly dynamic and disruptive network topologies, increases resilience against targeted Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, and allows the network operator to obtain the attestation result from any device. Moreover, SALAD is capable of mitigating physical attacks in an efficient manner, which is achieved by adapting and extending recently proposed aggregation schemes. We demonstrate the security of SALAD and show its effectiveness by providing large-scale simulation results.

Remark. Parts of this chapter have been published in [83].

5.1 MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION

Collective attestation protocols (Section 2.1.2) aim at the efficient attestation of many interconnected devices. To achieve scalability, collective attestation protocols typically rely on a virtual spanning tree, whose root is the verifier. During protocol execution, devices verify their child devices in the spanning tree and propagate an aggregated report to their parent devices. In this way, aggregated reports are incrementally propagated back to the verifier, who eventually receives a report that indicates all healthy network devices. Note that this approach is applied in our secure code update scheme (Section 4.2) as well as in our subsequently proposed protocols SCAPI (Chapter 6) and PASTA (Chapter 7), albeit in a modified form.

A tree-based attestation is very efficient in fully-connected and quasi-static networks. However, in various use cases, device groups operate in sparsely populated networks with high device mobility, e.g., in environmental monitoring [128], offshore exploration [57], agricultural production [26], or emergency communication [143]. In these highly dynamic and/or disruptive networks, tree-based attestation approaches are inefficient or even inapplicable. This is because high
network dynamics lead to reallocations in the spanning tree, so that devices that are neighbors in the spanning tree may shortly afterwards already be several hops away from each other. In addition, network disruptions may break such distant routes over several hops after a short time, such that devices are even unable to communicate with their (virtual) neighbors in the spanning tree in the first place. Furthermore, in constantly partitioned networks, only a fraction of all devices may take part in the construction phase of the spanning tree and it is unclear how all other devices participate in the attestation.

Contributions. In this chapter, we present SALAD, a collective attestation protocol for highly dynamic and disruptive networks. Instead of routing attestation results along a (virtual) spanning tree \[7, 11, 28, 68\], SALAD pursues a distributed approach where all devices uniformly establish the attestation result. For this purpose, devices within communication range mutually attest the software integrity of each other. Upon success, devices exchange their accumulated attestation proofs, which demonstrate the integrity of further devices in the network. In this way, devices gradually expand their view on the software integrity of other devices in the network, until all devices eventually share the same result about the network state.

The distributed approach of SALAD brings several benefits in dynamic and disruptive networks. First, it increases resilience against targeted Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, in which the communication of only a few devices is impeded to prevent an attestation of many other devices. Second, the verifier can obtain the attestation result from any network device, hence, does not require to hold a connection to a specific, potentially moving, device. Finally, as attestation proofs are shared among all devices using simple device-to-device communication, no routing mechanism is required. This not only saves communication and computational resources, but, most importantly, enables a seamless operation in highly dynamic and/or disruptive networks.

Besides detecting software attacks, SALAD also considers physical attacks. Attestation protocols that detect physical attacks, e.g., DARPA [68], US-AID [65], SCAPI (Chapter 6), or PASTA (Chapter 7), rely on assumptions (Section 2.4) that render them inapplicable in highly disruptive network topologies. For this reason, SALAD only focuses on the mitigation of physical attacks, but not on their detection. In SALAD, each device authenticates its attestation report with a unique key. Thus, a physical adversary can only forge a valid attestation result for devices that have been physically tampered with, but not for other devices. Unfortunately, existing techniques to aggregate, i.e., compress, the emerging additional authentication tags [7, 28, 68] can only be applied in tree-based protocols. This is because they are unable to aggregate intersecting attestation reports\(^1\), which frequently occur in SALAD’s distributed attestation approach. However, small attestation reports are vital in dynamic networks. They not only decrease communication, runtime, and energy consumption, but also ensure that

\(^1\) E.g., existing aggregation schemes are unable to merge an aggregate containing device \(A\) and \(B\) with an aggregate containing device \(B\) and \(C\), as both aggregates contain \(B\).
devices are able to exchange their reports in the first place, since communication links can break any time. Therefore, we propose two extensions to existing aggregation techniques that make them applicable in SALAD. Compared with a basic solution, the extended schemes are able to decrease the communication by up to 40% and runtime by 95%. To further decrease the overhead, we present an approach that enables the parameterization of security and performance in the proposed aggregation schemes. We will show that using this tradeoff, communication can be decreased by more than 90% and runtime by 98% while providing sufficient statistical security for common attestation use cases.

Moreover, we demonstrate the security and performance of SALAD. Although our protocol is suitable for many device types and network topologies, we will specifically show its applicability in challenging network scenarios, namely, ZigBee connected low-end embedded devices moving with high (drone) speed in large areas. To this end, we provide simulation results based on measurements of SALAD on low-end embedded devices.

Outline. In Section 5.2 we present SALAD, our attestation protocol for highly dynamic and disruptive networks. Section 5.3 describes different aggregation schemes that enable SALAD to efficiently mitigate physical attacks. In Section 5.4, we evaluate the performance of SALAD. Section 5.5 concludes this chapter.


Our attestation protocol, named SALAD, consists of two different phases. The deployment phase (Section 5.2.1) is executed once, in a trusted environment by the network operator O. In this phase, all devices are initialized and deployed. Afterwards, O can repeatedly execute the attestation phase (Section 5.2.2) to verify the software integrity of all devices in the network.

5.2.1 Deployment Phase

In the deployment phase, the network operator O initializes the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) of each device Dᵢ with a unique device identifier i, O’s public key pkₒ, and a unique attestation phase identifier curpidᵢ. We implement curpid as a counter that is initially set to zero.

In addition, each Dᵢ stores a symmetric attestation key akᵢ, required to generate an attestation report that attests the software integrity of Dᵢ towards O. To reduce the size of attestation reports, SALAD makes use of specific aggregation schemes, which are described in the next section (Section 5.3). Procedures that involve our aggregation schemes are the generation, partitioning, aggregation, and verification of attestation reports, denoted by GenRep(), SliceRep(), AggRep(), and VerRep(), which are used as black boxes in this section.
Furthermore, devices implement a function \( \text{VerSW}(vss) \) that takes \( vss \), a set of valid software states, as input. \( \text{VerSW}(vss) \) measures the local software state (\( vss \) may describe what should be measured) and compares the measurement to the expected measurement in \( vss \). If both values match, the device is assumed to be in a healthy software state and \( \text{VerSW()} \) returns \( \text{true} \). Otherwise \( \text{VerSW()} \) returns \( \text{false} \). We deliberately abstracted from any implementation details of \( \text{VerSW()} \) to support a wide range of integrity measurement mechanisms. In practice, \( \text{VerSW()} \) may be implemented as a simple hash function measuring the binary code of the software, or as an advanced control-flow-attestation mechanism that also protects against runtime attacks [3].

We henceforth assume that any two devices \( D_i \) and \( D_j \) in the network share a common channelkey \( ck_{ij} \). For performance reasons, pairwise channel keys can be preinstalled, if devices provide enough free storage. Otherwise, each device \( D_i \) holds an asymmetric key pair \((sk_i, pk_i)\) as well as a certificate \( \text{cert}_i \), containing a signature over \( pk_i \) from \( O \). This enables devices to establish an authenticated channelkey on demand. To this end, both devices exchange their \( \text{cert} \) and \( pk \), verify the other’s \( pk \) and \( \text{cert} \) with \( pk_O \), and then perform a key exchange, e.g., Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH), using their own \( sk \) and the other’s \( pk \).
Furthermore, $O$ equips all devices with the functionality to perform the attestation phase (Section 5.2.2). Except for network message processing, any protocol code is stored and executed inside the TEE of devices. For convenience, we assume that all devices are initialized at once. Yet, $O$ may deploy a new device at any time by initializing the new device as described. Table 5.1 summarizes relevant definitions.

5.2.2 Attestation Phase

Overview. The attestation phase allows the network operator $O$ to verify the software integrity of all devices in the network. It consists of four steps: (1) $O$ prepares an attestation initiation and sends it to an arbitrary device in the network. (2) Devices that receive the attestation initiation verify and propagate it to their neighboring devices, i.e., all devices that are within direct communication range. Furthermore, they generate their own attestation report, which attests the software state of the particular device. (3) Neighboring devices mutually exchange attestation reports. After ensuring the software integrity of a neighboring device, a device aggregates its stored attestation report with the neighbor’s report. This way, each device holds an aggregated report that gradually contains more and more healthy devices. (4) $O$ reconnects to the network, receives the attestation report from an arbitrary device, and verifies it. If the report is valid, $O$ learns the identity of participating network devices with a healthy software state. Finally, $O$ either stops the attestation phase or waits for more devices to participate in the attestation. In the following, each step of the attestation protocol, formalized in Figure 5.1, is described in detail.

(1) Attestation Initiation. First, $O$ defines $vss$, the set of valid software states, which describes all software configurations that $O$ regards as healthy, e.g., because they represent the correct and most recent software configurations. After setting $vss$, $O$ increases the phase id $pid$, which uniquely identifies the current attestation phase, and chooses appropriate security parameters $sp$ for the attestation report. Details about $sp$ are given in the next section (Section 5.3). Moreover, $O$ computes a signature $sig$ over $vss$, $pid$ and $sp$ using $sk_O$. Finally, $O$ connects to an arbitrary device $D_i$ and emits an initiation message $msg_{init}$, containing $vss$, $pid$, $sp$, and $sig$.

(2) Generation of Attestation Reports. A device $D_i$ that receives an attestation initiation $msg_{init}$ verifies its freshness and authenticity by checking whether the phase identifier is new and the signature from $O$ is valid. In addition, $D_i$ uses the specified valid software states $vss$ to verify whether it is in a healthy ($VerSW()$ returns true) or compromised software state. Only if all checks pass, $D_i$ will update its current phase identifier $curpid_i$ to $pid$ and generate an attestation report $rep_i$ (GenRep()), which proves that $D_i$ is in a known good state according to $vss$. Generating an attestation report involves the use of one of the aggregation schemes presented in Section 5.3. For now, it is only important to note that
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Operator $O$</th>
<th>Device $D_i$</th>
<th>Devices $D_k, D_l, D_m, \ldots$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$msg_{init}$</td>
<td>processMsgInit()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>if $pid &gt; curpid_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and VerSig($pk_O; sig; \text{vss}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and VerSw($\text{vss}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>curpid_i $\leftarrow$ pid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rep_i $\leftarrow$ GenRep($ak_i; \text{curpid}_i; sp$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$msg_{ann} \leftarrow$ curpid_i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$D_i$ encounters $D_k$ that has not yet received $msg_{init}$

|                     | $msg_{ann}$ | processMsgAnn() |
|                     |             | if $curpid_i > curpid_k$ |
|                     |             | $msg_{initreq} \leftarrow \bot$ |
|                     |             | elseif $curpid_i = curpid_k$ |
|                     |             | and $\text{rep}_i.\text{ids} \setminus \text{rep}_k.\text{ids} \neq \emptyset$ |
|                     |             | $msg_{initreq} \leftarrow \text{rep}_i.\text{ids}$ |
|                     |             | $msg_{ann}$ | processMsgInit() |

$D_i$ encounters $D_k$ that has already received $msg_{init}$

|                     | $msg_{ann}$ | processMsgAnn() |
|                     |             | processMsgRepReq() |
|                     |             | $srep \leftarrow \text{SliceRep}(\text{rep}_i; \text{rep}_i.\text{ids})$ |
|                     |             | $mk_{k,i} \leftarrow \text{KDF}(\text{ck}_{k,i} \parallel \text{curpid}_k)$ |
|                     |             | $mac_{k,i} \leftarrow \text{GenMac}(mk_{k,i}; srep)$ |
|                     |             | $msg_{rep} \leftarrow srep || \text{mac}_a$ |
|                     |             | $msg_{ann}$ | processMsgRep() |
|                     |             | $mk_{k,i} \leftarrow \text{KDF}(\text{ck}_{k,i} \parallel \text{curpid}_k)$ |
|                     |             | if VerMac($mk_{k,i}; mac_{k,i}; srep$) : |
|                     |             | rep_k $\leftarrow \text{AggRep}(srep; \text{rep}_k)$ |
|                     |             | $msg_{ann} \leftarrow \text{curpid}_k || \text{rep}_k.\text{ids}$ |

$\ldots D_i$ exchanges and accumulates reports with more devices ($D_l, D_m, D_n, \ldots$). Eventually, $O$ connects to $D_i$...

|                     | $msg_{repreq}$ | processMsgRepReq() |
|                     |             | mk_{io} $\leftarrow \text{KDF}(\text{ck}_{io} \parallel \text{pid})$ |
|                     |             | if VerMac($mk_{io}; mac_{io}; srep$) : |
|                     |             | VerRep($\text{pid}; ak_1, ak_n; srep$) : |
|                     |             | return $srep.\text{ids}$ |

Figure 5.1: The attestation protocol after secure channel establishment, i.e., all devices share a channel key $\text{ck}$ and know their identities.
each report \( \text{rep} \) consists of two parts: (i) a device description \( \text{rep}.\text{ids} \), listing the identifier of all healthy devices that contributed to \( \text{rep} \), and (ii) a data structure \( \text{rep}.\text{proofs} \), which provides the actual proof that all listed devices in \( \text{rep}.\text{ids} \) are healthy. Initially, \( D_i \)'s device description \( \text{rep}_i.\text{ids} \) contains the identifier \( i \) and \( \text{rep}_i.\text{proofs} \) consists of a MAC computed over the attestation phase id \( \text{curpid}_i \) with \( D_i \)'s attestation key \( \text{ak}_i \). Finally, \( D_i \) generates an announcement message \( \text{msg}_\text{ann} \), which is used to announce towards neighboring devices that \( D_i \) holds a new attestation report. Message \( \text{msg}_\text{ann} \) contains the phase identifier \( \text{curpid}_i \) as well as the currently stored device identifiers in the report \( \text{rep}_i.\text{ids} \), which is initially only \( D_i \)'s identifier \( i \).

We would like to emphasize that all protocol code is executed inside the TEE of devices (Section 5.2.1). Due to the assumption on the TEE (Section 2.4), \( \text{Adv}_{\text{hw}} \) is unable to generate a valid report \( \text{rep} \) and cannot manipulate the valid software states \( \text{rss} \) as well as the phase id \( \text{curpid} \). Furthermore, as each attestation proof is authenticated with a unique attestation key, \( \text{Adv}_{\text{hw}} \) can only forge attestation reports for physically compromised devices, where \( \text{Adv}_{\text{hw}} \) has broken the TEE and gained access to the attestation keys. Yet, for all other devices, \( \text{Adv}_{\text{hw}} \) is unable to forge a valid attestation proof.

(3) Distributed Report Aggregation. After completing Step 2, a device \( D_i \) broadcasts \( \text{msg}_\text{ann} \) to announce its attestation report to other devices \( D_j \) encounters. A device \( D_k \) that receives \( \text{msg}_\text{ann} \), checks the freshness and relevance of \( \text{msg}_\text{ann} \), which is indicated by the phase id \( \text{pid} \). If \( D_k \) has not yet received the issued attestation initiation, which is only the case if its stored phase id \( \text{curpid}_k \) is smaller than the just received \( \text{curpid}_i \), then \( D_k \) will ask \( D_i \) through a message \( \text{msg}_\text{initreq} \) to forward the initial attestation message \( \text{msg}_\text{init} \) from \( O \). On receiving \( \text{msg}_\text{init} \), \( D_k \) performs the earlier described Step 2 to generate an attest for itself.

If, however, \( D_k \) has already attested itself in the current attestation phase \( \text{curpid}_i = \text{curpid}_k \), then both devices will exchange their attestation reports. For efficiency reasons, \( D_k \) will only initiate this exchange, if \( D_i \) announces an attestation proof for at least one device that is not already contained in \( D_k \)'s report. \( D_k \) checks this by comparing the list of device ids \( \text{rep}_i.\text{ids} \), already communicated in message \( \text{msg}_\text{ann} \), with its own list of attested devices \( \text{rep}_k.\text{ids} \). If a difference is identified, \( D_k \) requests for \( D_i \)'s report by sending a message \( \text{msg}_\text{reqrep} \) that also includes the device identifiers of all its stored attestation proofs \( \text{rep}_k.\text{ids} \). This allows \( D_i \) to generate a subset \( \text{srep} \) of its own stored report (with the for now unspecified function \( \text{SliceRep()} \)) that only contains the attestation proofs that \( D_i \)'s report is missing. After generating \( \text{srep} \), \( D_i \) authenticates \( \text{srep} \) with a MAC \( \text{mac}_{ik} \), which is computed by the function \( \text{GenMac()} \). The key \( \text{mk}_{ik} \) to compute this MAC is derived from the channel key \( \text{ck}_{ik} \) as well as the phase id \( \text{curpid}_i \) using a Key Derivation Function (KDF). This form of authentication prevents \( \text{Adv}_{\text{hw}} \) from reusing MACs that were captured from other devices or previous attestation phases. Both \( \text{srep} \) and \( \text{mac}_{ik} \) are transmitted from \( D_i \) to \( D_k \) in a message \( \text{msg}_\text{rep} \).

On receiving \( \text{msg}_\text{rep} \), \( D_k \) recomputes the MAC key \( \text{mac}_{ik} \) and then verifies the received report \( \text{srep} \) with the function \( \text{VerMac()} \). This ensures that (i) \( \text{srep} \) has
not been manipulated during transmission, (ii) src originates from $D_i$, and (iii) $D_i$ is healthy according to $vss$ (as otherwise, $D_i$ would not have set $cupid_i$ to $pid$ in the previous step). If the verification is successful, $D_k$ will aggregate $src$ with its local report $rep_k$. This functionality is realized by $AggRep()$, which stores the union of $rep_i.ids$ and $rep_k.ids$ as well as $rep_i.proofs$ and $rep_k.proofs$ in $rep_k$. Since this operation increases $D_k$’s accumulated attestation proofs, $D_k$ distributes an updated $msg_{ann}$ to inform its neighboring devices.

(4) Attestation Finalization. Eventually, $O$ connects to an arbitrary device $D_i$ and request, receives, and verifies the attestation report of $D_i$ using the same protocol as described in Step 3. The time $O$ waits between Step 1 and Step 4 is dependent on the network size, network density, device mobility, security parameters, and device-to-device communication capabilities. $O$ may conduct real-world experiments or simulations to estimate a proper waiting time. In a network with 3000 devices, a communication range of 50m, a deployment area of 5000m x 5000m, high network dynamics, and a high security level, we identified an optimal waiting time of approximately 20 minutes (Section 5.4.2). Next, $O$ verifies all attestation proofs contained in the received report using $VerRep()$, as described in Section 5.3. Thereby, attacks where $Adv_{hw}$ attempts to fake a healthy system state for devices with a compromised software, but healthy hardware, are detected. If both checks pass, $O$ considers all devices listed in the report to be healthy. Depending on $O$’s goals, that is, verifying specific devices, the majority of devices, or all devices, $O$ either ends the attestation phase or waits for more devices to contribute to the aggregated report.

To end the attestation phase, $O$ sends a signed finish message containing the phase id $pid$ to $D_i$. Devices that receive the finish message verify its authenticity, stop executing Step 3, and propagate the finish message to neighboring devices that still execute Step 3. We note that the attestation result may exhibit false positives, as $O$ cannot be sure whether all healthy devices indeed contributed to the received report. However, it is impossible to distinguish between a compromised and an absent device, i.e., as compromised device can intentionally not respond during attestation. Nevertheless, $O$ can increase the probability that all healthy devices are contained in the attestation result by not emitting a finish message and repeating Step 4 at a later time, thereby prolonging the waiting time.

Remarks. For clarity, we omitted implementation details. In practice, timeouts are required to prevent the protocol from halting upon manipulations or errors. Furthermore, it is more efficient to only transmit the quantity and hash value of device identifiers in the announcement messages ($msg_{ann}$), instead of actually transmitting all identifiers from the report. Moreover, when receiving an announcement message $msg_{ann}$ from a $D_i$, it is useful to not only check for proofs to receive but also to check for proofs that $D_i$ is missing, in order to initiate an exchange of these. Additionally, the retransmission of the same $msg_{ann}$ to a particular device should be avoided, e.g., when a device is encountered repeatedly.
Security. As specified in our adversary model (Section 2.4), we refer to an attestation protocol as secure, if an adversary is unable to report a valid attest, i.e., a healthy system state, for a device that is at the time of its own attestation in a compromised state. To pass the attestation phase with a compromised device $D_A$, an adversary must (i) generate an attestation report $rep_A$ that contains a valid attestation proof for $D_A$, and (ii) transmit $rep_A$ with a valid $msg_{rep}$ to a healthy device or the network operator $O$.

$Adv_{sw}$, who cannot break the security of the TEE, is unable to achieve both (i) and (ii). Since all protocol code is executed inside the TEE, verifying the software integrity on compromised devices fails in Step 2, so that compromised devices refuse to update their phase id $curpid$ and to generate a report (failing (i)). Due to the outdated $curpid$, compromised devices construct an invalid MAC key $mk$ in Step 3, hence, are unable to generate a $msg_{rep}$ that contains a valid MAC and is accepted by healthy devices (failing (ii)).

By contrast, $Adv_{hw}$ can achieve (ii), since $Adv_{hw}$ can break into the TEE of a device, gain access to a valid MAC key $mk$ for the current attestation phase, and thus synthesize valid $msg_{rep}$ messages that are accepted by other healthy devices. To achieve (i) and generate a valid attestation proof for $D_A$, $Adv_{hw}$ requires access to the attestation key $ak_A$ of $D_A$. However, $Adv_{hw}$ has only access to the attestation key of devices that are physically tampered with. Thus, $Adv_{hw}$ can only forge valid attestation proofs for physically compromised devices, but no other devices. Since physical attacks require a lot of resources and do not scale (Section 2.4), SALAD effectively mitigates physical attacks.

Moreover, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks in the network only affect devices whose communication is directly disturbed, e.g., jammed by $Adv_{sw}$. All other devices can successfully participate in the attestation.

5.3 ATTESTATION REPORT AGGREGATION

In the following, we first describe a contemporary basic solution to represent attestation reports and apply it to SALAD (Section 5.3.1). Afterwards, we present two aggregation schemes, which aim at minimizing the message and storage overhead entailed by the basic scheme (Section 5.3.2). Finally, we propose an approach that allows the parameterization of security and performance in the proposed schemes (Section 5.3.3).

5.3.1 Basic MAC Scheme

MACSimple. In the straightforward solution, attestation reports store the attestation proofs of individual devices unaggregated, as a list of signatures or Message Authentication Codes (MACs) [28]. On embedded devices, MACs are preferred over signatures for efficiency reasons. We adapt this approach to SALAD in a scheme that is henceforth referred to as MACSimple. Recall that in SALAD an
attestation report \textit{rep} consist of two parts: (1) \textit{rep}.\textit{ids}, a list of device identifiers describing all devices that contributed to the attestation report; (2) \textit{rep}.\textit{proofs}, a data structure that stores the attestation proofs of all devices listed in \textit{rep}.\textit{ids}. In MACSimple, \textit{rep}.\textit{ids} and \textit{rep}.\textit{proofs} are both lists. In the following, we describe all operations performed by MACSimple.

\textbf{GenRep}(\textit{ak}_i; \textit{curpid}_i; \textit{sp})\textbf{:} To generate a new report, \textit{D}_i sets \textit{rep}.\textit{ids} to a list that only contains its identifier \textit{i}. Furthermore, \textit{D}_i computes its attestation proof by generating a MAC over \textit{curpid}_i with its attestation key \textit{ak}_i (\textbf{GenMac}(\textit{ak}_i; \textit{curpid}_i)). Afterwards, \textit{rep}.\textit{proofs} is set to a list that only contains the computed MAC. The security parameter \textit{sp} defines the settings of the MAC algorithm.

\textbf{AggRep}(\textit{rep}_A; \textit{rep}_B): Two reports are aggregated by concatenating both lists, i.e., the device ids (\textit{rep}_A.\textit{ids} and \textit{rep}_B.\textit{ids}) and the attestation proofs (\textit{rep}_A.\textit{proofs} and \textit{rep}_B.\textit{proofs}). Afterwards, duplicates within each list are removed.

\textbf{SliceRep}(\textit{rep}_A; \textit{rep}_B.\textit{ids}): To generate a subset \textit{srep} of \textit{rep}_A that specifically contains no attestation proofs from devices listed in \textit{rep}_B.\textit{ids}, \textit{srep}.\textit{ids} is set to the relative complement of \textit{rep}_B.\textit{ids} in \textit{rep}_A.\textit{ids} (\textit{srep}.\textit{ids} = \textit{rep}_A.\textit{ids} \setminus \textit{rep}_B.\textit{ids}). In addition, the appropriate attestation proofs from \textit{rep}_A.\textit{proofs} are copied to \textit{srep}.\textit{proofs}, taking into account their order in \textit{srep}.\textit{ids}.

\textbf{VerRep}(\textit{pid}; \textit{ak}_i \ldots \textit{ak}_n; \textit{rep}): \textit{O} verifies a report by recomputing the MAC for each device contained in \textit{rep}.\textit{ids} and checking whether the recomputed MACs match the particular MACs in \textit{rep}.\textit{proofs}. If this is the case, \textit{O} assumes that all devices listed in \textit{rep}.\textit{ids} are in a healthy system state.

To minimize the size of \textit{rep}.\textit{ids}, device ids are represented in three different ways, depending on the number of entries: as a list of ids present in the report, as a list of device ids not present in the report, or as an n-bit vector where a one at position \textit{i} indicates that \textit{D}_i is in the report.

\subsection{Extended MAC Aggregation Schemes}

\textbf{Motivation.} With the basic scheme (Section 5.3.1) attestation reports are relatively large, as they contain an individual MAC from each device that contributed to the report. To reduce the size of \textit{rep}.\textit{proofs}, recent protocols employ tree-based aggregation schemes that compress multiple signatures or MACs into a small aggregate \cite{7, 68}. In these protocols, devices form a static tree topology, in which each node aggregates its own report with the reports of its children, before transmitting the aggregated report to its parent. Since this approach is uneconomical in dynamic or even infeasible in disruptive networks, SALAD pursues a distributed approach, where devices pass their own attestation proof to multiple devices. Hence, devices may need to aggregate reports that contain an \textit{intersection}, i.e., at least one proof from the same device is present in both reports.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the occurrence of an intersection for a small exemplary network. The figure shows the attestation of six devices over five time periods. In each time period, all devices that meet exchange their aggregates. Starting
### Figure 5.2: Attestation report aggregation with the MACGreedy and MACSmart aggregation schemes.

- **Column Time**: Shows an abstract time period.
- **Column Comm.**: Illustrates devices that meet and exchange reports.
- **Column Scheme**: Annotates the aggregation scheme.
- **Columns $D_1$ to $D_6$**: Show the aggregated attestation proofs stored by the particular device. Intersecting aggregates are highlighted in red.
with time \( t = 1 \), \( O \) invokes the attestation protocol by notifying \( D_1 \), which in \( t = 2 \) exchanges aggregates with \( D_2 \). In \( t = 3 \), \( D_1 \) and \( D_3 \) meet, as well as \( D_2 \) and \( D_4 \). At \( t = 4 \), devices \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) meet for the second time. Yet, now they cannot merge their aggregated proofs, since \( D_1 \) has a proof for \( [D_1, D_3, D_4] \) and \( D_2 \) has a proof for \( [D_1, D_2, D_4] \) that both contain an attestation proof for \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \). In simulations, we discovered that these intersections frequently occur in dynamic and disruptive networks (Section 5.4). MACSimple can union intersecting reports because it stores each proof individually, i.e., unaggregated. By contrast, advanced aggregation schemes are unable to resolve intersections, as their aggregates cannot be reverted back into individual proofs. For instance, protocols that use MAC-based attestation proofs [68] perform an XOR-operation for aggregation [77]. Hence, intersections cancel each other out upon aggregation, e.g., \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) would store the (incomplete) aggregate \( [D_3, D_4] \) after performing a XOR-operation at \( t = 4 \).

To take advantage from MAC aggregation [77] in SALAD, we propose two extended MAC aggregation schemes that can handle intersecting attestation reports. Both schemes require attestation reports to store not only one aggregated attestation proof and device identifier list, as in MACSimple, but multiple tuples of attestation proofs and device identifier lists. Consequently, each report stores \( l \) report tuples, where a tuple with index \( 1 \leq i \leq l \) consists of a single aggregated MAC \( \text{rep.proofs}_i \) and a device identifier list \( \text{rep.ids}_i \). Each \( \text{rep.ids}_i \) indicates the identity of all devices whose attestation proof is aggregated in \( \text{rep.proofs}_i \).

**MACGreedy.** Our first MAC-based aggregation scheme, named MACGreedy, aims at minimizing the storage consumption of attestation reports by aggregating all MACs in a greedy manner, using a XOR aggregation. More specifically, MACGreedy attempts to immediately aggregate any report tuple of newly received reports with all stored report tuples. If a received report tuple can, due to intersections, not be aggregated with any stored tuple, it is appended as a new tuple to the stored report. As a result, all report tuples stored in \( \text{rep} \) are intersecting and cannot be further aggregated. Moreover, MACGreedy removes all tuples that are subsets of other tuples, to further reduce the size of the overall report. Algorithm 5.1 depicts the precise pseudocode for aggregating two reports. Generating and verifying attestation reports is similar to MACSimple, despite each tuple in the report must be processed individually. To generate a subset report of \( \text{rep} \) that specifically covers certain devices with \( \text{SliceRep()} \), MACGreedy finds a minimum combination of tuples in \( \text{rep} \) that cover the requested device identifiers. Unfortunately, finding this combination is an NP-complete problem, namely, a variation of the minimum set cover problem. In our implementation (Section 5.4), we solve this problem by initially selecting all tuples that are the only tuples covering a request device identifier. Afterwards, a greedy heuristic iteratively selects the tuple that covers the most requested device identifiers, until all device identifiers are covered by the selected tuples. This approach turned out to provide sufficient solutions in comparatively short time (Section 5.4).
Algorithm 5.1: Pseudocode of AggRep() function in MACGreedy.

```
1: procedure AggRep(repA; repB)
2:   for i = 1, 2, ..., len(repB) do
3:     merged ← false
4:     for k = 1, 2, ..., len(repA) do
5:       if (repB.ids_i ∩ repA.ids_k) = ∅ then
6:         repA.proofs_k ← repA.proofs_k ⊕ repB.proofs_i
7:         repA.ids_k ← repA.ids_k ∪ repB.ids_i
8:         merged ← true
9:         break
10:     if merged = false then
11:       repA.proofs_1+len(repA) ← repB.proofs_i
12:       repA.ids_1+len(repA) ← repB.ids_i
13:   for i = 1, 2, ..., len(repA) do
14:     for k = 1, 2, ..., len(repB) do
15:       if i ≠ k and repA.ids_i ⊂ repA.ids_k then
16:         repA.proofs ← repA.proofs \ repA.proofs_i
17:         repA.ids ← repA.ids \ repA.ids_i
18:   return repA
```

MACSmart. The objective of our second MAC aggregation scheme, MACSmart, is to minimize the size of transmitted attestation reports. For this purpose, MACSmart stores received report tuples separately, and only aggregates (XORs) them for transmission, which reduces communication costs. We remark that this approach is noticeably different to storing individual proofs (as in MACSimple), since transmitted tuples, i.e., also received tuples, are aggregated by the sending device to the best of its abilities. In detail, AggRep(repA, repB) generates a new report that contains all tuples of repA and repB. Only when an attestation report is prepared for transmission with SliceRep(), MACSmart aggregates stored tuples in an optimal way to cover specific attestation proofs and their device identifiers.

Like in MACGreedy, this requires MACSmart to solve a variation of the set cover problem. However, in addition, MACSmart must also solve a variation of the set packing problem, to find an optimal combination of tuples that are non-intersecting, hence, can be aggregated (in MACGreedy this is redundant as all stored tuples are intersecting). We implemented a heuristic that is able to solve this issue in reasonable time on low-end embedded devices (Section 5.4). The heuristic initially constructs a graph in which tuples are represented as vertices and all non-intersecting tuples are connected by edges. Then, we employ the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [24] to find maximal cliques in the graph. A clique is a subset of vertices where each vertex is connected to all other vertices by an edge. Accordingly, each clique in our graph is a set of non-intersecting tuples, hence, can be aggregated to a single tuple. Our heuristic constructs the final result by
iteratively determining the largest (remaining) clique, aggregating its tuples, and appending the aggregate to the result. Using this approach, MACSmart achieves a stronger aggregation with fewer intersections than MACGreedy, albeit at a higher storage overhead. Figure 5.2 demonstrates that MACSmart enables $D_1$ and $D_2$ to exchange $[D_4]$ respectively $[D_3]$ at $t = 4$. When requested for their full report in $t = 4$, this would allow $D_1$ and $D_2$ to assemble the optimal report $[D_1, D_2, D_3, D_4]$ which contains only a single aggregated proof. At the same time, MACGreedy requires $D_1$ and $D_2$ to assemble a report that contains two attestation proofs, namely, $[D_1, D_2, D_3]$ and $[D_1, D_2, D_4]$. Nevertheless, as shown in $t = 5$, MACSmart cannot prevent the arising of intersecting tuples. Hence, with many devices, transmitted reports still contain evermore tuples that cannot be aggregated.

5.3.3 Trading Security for Performance

MAC Truncation. The extended MAC aggregation schemes presented in the last section (Section 5.3.2) are able to decrease the communication costs of MACSimple by up to 40%. Nevertheless, in networks with high dynamics or many devices, their entailed communication, runtime, or storage costs may still be too high (Section 5.4). For these cases, we propose that, instead of using the standard MAC size $64$, aggregation schemes truncate MACs to save overhead. Thereto, we parameterize the aggregation schemes MACSimple($t$), MACGreedy($t$), MACSmart($t$), which operate like before, but shorten the attestation proofs, i.e., MACs, to $t$ bits. The parameter $t$ is chosen by the network operator $O$ in each attestation phase. Because certain MAC algorithms are vulnerable to truncation attacks [147], we suggest to use Hash-based Message Authentication Codes (HMAC) [92]. Accordingly, a device $D_i$ generates its attestation proof by using the $t$ leftmost bits of an HMAC computed over $curpid_i$ with the key $ak_i (HMAC(ak_i, curpid_i))$. For security, the HMAC specification recommends to set $t$ to at least 80 bits [92]. Yet, in the following, we argue that when using MACSimple($t$), a $t < 80$ bits can be a reasonable choice in many use cases of attestation.

Security. Due to the authenticated exchange of attestation reports, $Adv_{sw}$ is unable to contribute an attest to any report. Hence, changing $t$ only affects the security against $Adv_{hw}$, but not $Adv_{sw}$.

Moreover, devices use their secret attestation key to compute the HMAC, which is unknown to an adversary. Thus, collision attacks on the HMAC are irrelevant and only preimage attacks need to be considered. Using an output size of $n$ bits typically provides $n$ bits security against preimage attacks, as opposed to $n/2$ bits against collision attacks (due to birthday attacks). Hence, to provide a high security level of 128 bits, it is sufficient to set $t = 128$.

Furthermore, $t$ itself has no influence on the preimage resistance of the HMAC. Using a low $t$ increases the probability with which $Adv_{hw}$ can successfully forge the HMAC, but not the probability with which $Adv_{sw}$ can break the preimage
resistance, thus, reconstruct attestation keys. In short, Adv_{hw} has no advantage over guessing an HMAC, which is successful with the probability 1/2t.

In MACSimple(t), this probability of successfully forging an attestation proof only holds for one device in a single run of the attestation phase. Recall that Adv_{hw} requires significant resources to physically compromise a few devices. Therefore, in practice, it may be enough to prevent Adv_{hw} from faking a healthy system state for many devices, and/or for the same device over multiple attestation rounds, in order to render physical attacks uneconomical and deter Adv_{hw}. This is especially the case when O only needs to determine whether the majority of devices are in a healthy state. However, the probability of success for Adv_{hw} exponentially decreases with the number of forged attestation proofs and rounds, rapidly becoming negligible. Thus, the goal of preventing any form of scalable attacks is achieved even for very low t, e.g., t = 20. Table 5.2 provides precise numbers for different configurations. Note that in MACGreedy and MACSmart, truncated MACs have more severe security implications. This is due to their MAC aggregation, which allows Adv_{hw} to successfully fake an attestation proof for multiple devices by forging only a single MAC.

Furthermore, we would like to emphasize that the attestation phase can only be initiated and verified by O. Adv_{hw} has no indications whether a forged attestation report is valid or invalid, before handing it to O. However, if the verification of the attestation report fails, O can take actions like increasing t or physically inspecting devices in the network to look for manipulations. For this reason, forging an attestation proof may not be required to be as hard as breaking common cryptographic primitives.

In practice, t needs to be adjusted to the particular use case. Yet, due to the provided reasons as well as the security and performance insights from Table 5.2 and our evaluation (Section 5.4), we observe that MACSimple(20) provides an
adequate security for typical use cases while increasing performance by more than an order of magnitude.

5.4 EVALUATION

In this section, we first describe our implementation and measurements (Section 5.4.1). Then, we present our simulation setup and the results of our network simulations (Section 5.4.2).

5.4.1 Implementation and Measurements

Implementation. As a target platform for our implementation, we employed three Stellaris LM4F120H5QR microcontrollers from Texas Instruments that were equipped with CC2530 BosterPacks from Anaren for ZigBee wireless networking capabilities in the 2.4 GHz band. The Stellaris microcontrollers feature an 80 MHz ARM Cortex-M4F core, 256 kB flash, and 32 kB SRAM memory. Furthermore, they provide the minimal hardware properties required for remote attestation [127]. Cryptographic primitives were implemented based on TinyCrypt [69] and Supercop [17]. In detail, we used SHA-256 as a cryptographic hash function, a Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) based on SHA-256 as a MAC and KDF, and Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) as well as Edwards-Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA) based on Curve25519 [18] for key exchanges and digital signatures.

For the implementation of our secure code update scheme (Section 4.2) and SCAPI (Chapter 6), we also employed the Stellaris as a target platform. Nevertheless, compared to the implementation of our secure code update scheme and SCAPI, we switched from SHA-512 with Supercop [17] to SHA-256 with TinyCrypt [69], which increased the performance of hash computations, as shown in the following.

### Table 5.3: Runtime of cryptographic algorithms on the Stellaris board.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ed25519</td>
<td>GenKey( )</td>
<td>18.26 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KeyExchange( )</td>
<td>48.84 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VerSig(32 B)</td>
<td>50.67 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256</td>
<td>Hash(32 B)</td>
<td>0.08 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hash(32 kB)</td>
<td>40.02 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256 HMAC</td>
<td>GenMAC/VerMAC(32 B)</td>
<td>0.23 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GenMAC/VerMAC(32 kB)</td>
<td>39.86 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 5.4 Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>MACSimple</th>
<th>MACGreedy</th>
<th>MACSmart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td>0.18 ms</td>
<td>1.91 ms</td>
<td>0.64 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AggRep()</td>
<td>0.09 ms</td>
<td>2.59 ms</td>
<td>2.71 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>500</strong></td>
<td>0.79 ms</td>
<td>29.89 ms</td>
<td>5.72 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SliceRep()</td>
<td>0.42 ms</td>
<td>24.01 ms</td>
<td>20.07 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1000</strong></td>
<td>2.55 ms</td>
<td>76.56 ms</td>
<td>13.83 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SliceRep()</td>
<td>1.25 ms</td>
<td>52.05 ms</td>
<td>45.75 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1500</strong></td>
<td>4.42 ms</td>
<td>137.35 ms</td>
<td>20.44 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SliceRep()</td>
<td>2.17 ms</td>
<td>94.40 ms</td>
<td>73.33 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Runtime of aggregation schemes on the Stellaris board.

**Runtime Measurements.** Table 5.3 shows runtime measurements of the implemented cryptographic algorithms used in SALAD. All operations that devices frequently perform during attestation, that is, authenticating and verifying messages, consume very little runtime (< 1 ms). Only signature verification (to verify O’s attestation request), attesting the device’s software (hash over complete firmware), and performing a key exchange (introducing a new device to the network), consume more runtime, with around 50 ms per operation, which is still practical.

The generation of reports (GenRep()) comes at negligible cost, but their aggregation (AggRep()) and partitioning (SliceRep()) can be computationally expensive, depending on the used aggregation scheme. We experimentally evaluated the runtimes of all proposed aggregation schemes in networks of different sizes. Table 5.4 illustrates averaged runtime measurements of the procedures AggRep() and SliceRep() for 100, 500, 1000, and 1500 devices. The table shows that MACSimple provides the best runtime. This is because only comparatively inexpensive operations are required (cf. binary search is its most expensive operation). By contrast, MACGreedy and MACSmart perform complex algorithmic tasks (Section 5.3). This involves solving an NP-complete problem for which we implemented a fast greedy heuristic. AggRep() is faster in MACSmart than in MACGreedy because MACGreedy attempts to aggregate all report tuples immediately, whereas MACSmart only aggregates report tuples in SliceRep().

**Network Measurements.** In Section 4.2.3 we already showed network measurements for Stellaris LM4F120H5QR microcontrollers that were equipped with CC2530 BosterPacks from Anaren for ZigBee wireless networking capabilities.
Simulation Setup and Results

Simulation Setup. To simulate SALAD in large networks, we used the OMNeT++ [146] event simulator. We implemented SALAD at the application layer and configured delays based on our runtime and network measurements. On lower network layers, we applied a simplified communication model that enables unimpaired communication whenever devices are within communication range. Two devices were only allowed to communicate half-duplex and while other devices within reach were inactive. In this respect, the granularity of our communication model lies between typical models used for the simulation of sparse (DTN) and dense (MANET) network topologies. This allows us to provide more realistic results than DTN simulators [80] while being able to scale simulations to a few thousands devices, which is infeasible with MANET simulators [21].

In general, we set the firmware size that is attested to 30 kB and the device communication range to 50m, being half of the distance specified in ZigBee. A simulation run starts with the network operator sending an attestation initiation to the first device and ends with all devices sharing the same attestation result. Each data point represents the average of 8 simulations with different seed values. At the start of each simulation, devices are randomly deployed in a 5.000m x 5.000m area and then move according to the random waypoint mobility model, which is one of the most popular mobility models to evaluate DTNs and MANETs. Consequently, devices repeatedly select a random destination within the area and then move towards this destination at a specified speed. In contrast to actual mobility traces that enable to examine the performance in specific application scenarios, synthetic mobility models, like the random waypoint mobility model, are well-suited to assess the general performance. We acknowledge that the random waypoint mobility model leads to a nonuniform spatial distribution of devices in the area [20], where devices are more likely to be located in the center of the area, as opposed to its edges. Nevertheless,
SALAD is free from assumptions on the spatial uniformity of devices. Thus, for the general conclusions that can be derived from simulations it is irrelevant whether the random waypoint or a more uniform mobility model is used.

**Communication Costs.** Figure 5.3 and 5.4 depict the average application layer traffic per device (sent and received) in medium-sized networks with up to 250 devices (Figure 5.3) and larger networks with up to 3500 devices (Figure 5.4). The simulation shows that communication costs are strongly dependent on the used aggregation scheme and its parameters. This is because communication during attestation is dominated by the exchange of attestation reports ($msg_{rep}$), which are represented according to the selected aggregation scheme (Section 5.3).

In medium-sized networks (Figure 5.3), MACGreedy and MACSmart outperform MACSimple by requiring considerably less communication. In detail, when SHA256-HMACs are not truncated, MACSmart reduces the communication costs of MACSimple by 42.2% with 50 devices or 31.8% with 200 devices. In general, MACGreedy performs worse than MACSmart, as its aggregation strategy is optimized for storage rather than communication.
A very efficient way to further reduce communication cost is to truncate the SHA256-HMAC, which is indicated for all schemes by parameter $t < 256$. Recall that the chances of Adv to successfully forge an attestation report increases with a decreasing $t$. Nevertheless, in Section 5.3.3, we showed that MACSimple(20) provides sufficient security for typical attestation use cases (but not MACGreedy(20) or MACSmart(20)). We observe that communication costs can be reduced by almost a factor of two for MACsmart(128) and MACGreedy(128) and by up to one order of magnitude for MACSimple(20). Since MACSimple communicates MACs in an unaggregated form, it benefits more from truncated MACs than MACSmart and MACGreedy, as shown by $t = 128$ in Figure 5.3 and 5.4.

Investigating the more promising schemes MACSimple and MACSmart in larger networks, we see that MACSmart outperforms MACSimple for the standard MAC size, but for all truncation parameters $t \in \{1, 20, 128\}$, MACSimple entails less communication. We also observe that significantly more communication is required with high (Figure 5.4b) than with low network dynamics (Figure 5.4a). Reason for this are connection breaks, which occur more frequently with high dynamics. Whenever devices communicate but are unable to exchange an attestation report successfully due to connection disruptions, communication is wasted. The probability that a report exchange fails increases when devices move fast (high dynamics) and attestation reports are big (large networks). This is why aggregation techniques that lead to smaller reports suffer less from high network dynamics. Consequently, as shown in Figure 5.4, MACSimple(1) and

---

**Figure 5.5:** Fraction of final report that an average device stores at a given time in a network with 3000 devices and high dynamics (device speed 10-20 m/s). The average time till the first/last network device stores the final report is indicated by vertical dotted/solid lines.
MACSimple(20) perform only slightly worse in high, compared with low, network dynamics. We also varied the network density by enlarging or reducing the deployment area but found no impact on the communication costs.

**Attestation Runtime.** In smaller networks, we identified that the selected aggregation scheme has only little influence on the attestation runtime and communication or computational optimizations will not be able to further reduce the runtime. This is because SALAD already pursues the fastest approach of achieving a common attestation result on all devices, as attestation proofs are propagated in an epidemic manner. Instead, we found the major bottleneck for the attestation runtime in the lack of communication opportunities between devices. Thus, in smaller networks, attestation runtimes are heavily dependent on the underlying mobility model.

Nevertheless, in highly dynamic networks with many devices, attestation reports become large and devices may have too little contact time to successfully exchange their reports. In these networks, attestation runtime can be significantly improved by using an aggregation scheme that leads to more compact reports, thereby, increases the probability of success for report exchanges. Figure 5.5 illustrates this effect in a network with 3000 devices and high network dynamics. The figure depicts the average number of devices, measured as a fraction of all devices, that contributed to the report at a particular time. As shown, compared with the basic aggregation scheme MACSimple, attestation runtime can be decreased by more than an order of magnitude using MACSmart, or almost two orders of magnitude when truncating MACs with MACSimple(20). Thus, in large dynamic networks, only MACSmart(128) and MACSimple(t ≤ 20) achieve a complete attestation with a practical runtime in the range of 10 to 20 minutes. If it is sufficient to merely verify a fraction of all devices, the attestation result can be obtained much earlier. For instance, the majority of devices can be verified in less than one third of the time required to verify all devices.
**Storage.** The vast majority of storage is consumed by channel keys (ck) and attestation reports. Whereas channel keys consume $16n$ bytes on each device, with $n$ being the number of network devices, the storage consumption of attestation reports depends on the selected aggregation scheme. Figure 5.6 shows the storage consumption of the final attestation report on an average device in the network. It illustrates that our extended schemes, MACGreedy and MACSmart consume less storage than MACSimple in networks up to roughly 600 devices when truncating MACs to 128 bits, or in all networks with untruncated MACs. Although MACGreedy was designed with storage consumption in mind, it unfortunately performs in most cases only a little better than MACSmart. Again, by truncating MACs, the overhead can be radically reduced, for instance, by more than two orders of magnitude when comparing MACSimple(256) with MACSimple(1). Note that transmitted reports are much smaller than stored reports, as SliceRep() ensures that only fractions of the actual report are transmitted during attestation.

**Summary.** Our evaluation revealed that the selected aggregation scheme has a big impact on the attestation phase. Using MACSmart, the communication and runtime overhead can be reduced by up to 40% and 95%, compared with the basic scheme MACSimple. However, it is even more efficient to apply MACSimple($t$) and truncate MACs to an output length of $t < 128$ bits. For instance, MACSimple(20), provides a security level that is suitable for typical attestation use cases while reducing communication, runtime, and storage costs by more than an order of magnitude. This enables SALAD to be a secure and lightweight attestation scheme for highly dynamic and disruptive networks.

### 5.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we presented SALAD, a collective attestation protocol for highly dynamic and disruptive networks. SALAD pursues a novel distributed approach, in which all devices exchange and accumulate proofs that attest the trustworthiness of devices in the network. This way, SALAD performs well in highly dynamic and disruptive networks, enables the verifier to obtain the attestation result from any network device, increases resilience to denial of service attacks, and also mitigates physical attacks. To reduce communication costs and attestation runtime, we presented aggregation schemes that compress the size of exchanged attestation proofs. Compared with a basic solution, our aggregation schemes are able to reduce the communication and runtime overhead by 40%, resp. 90%, for a very high security level, and by more than 90%, resp. 98%, for a security level sufficient for practical use cases. We demonstrated the security of SALAD and evaluated our protocol in network simulations based on measurements that we conducted on low-end embedded devices.
ATTESTATION OF SOFTWARE AND PHYSICAL ATTACKS

Traditional attestation protocols only protect against software attacks and consider physical attacks to be out of scope. Due to this reason, an adversary is able to corrupt their attestation results after physically tampering with the hardware of prover devices. Recently proposed protocols combine collective attestation with absence detection to detect software and physical attacks. However, these protocols suffer from limited scalability and robustness, which impairs their applicability in practice. In this chapter, we present a scalable attestation protocol that detects software and physical attacks. Based on the assumption that physical attacks require an adversary to capture and disable devices for a noticeable amount of time, our protocol identifies devices with compromised hardware and software. Compared to existing solutions, our protocol reduces communication complexity and runtimes by orders of magnitude, precisely identifies compromised devices, and is robust against failures or network disruptions. We demonstrate that our protocol is highly efficient in well-connected networks and operates robust in very dynamic network topologies.

Remark. Parts of this chapter have been published in [88].

6.1 MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION

Embedded systems are frequently used in applications where they are publicly accessible, left unattended, and deployed in large quantities. These circumstances allow an adversary to physically approach and tamper with the hardware of embedded devices much easier than with the hardware of traditional computer systems. Collective attestation protocols (Section 2.1.2), which enable the efficient attestation of entire networks, commonly only protect against software attacks [7, 11, 28, 44, 65, 67]. Thus, by physically compromising devices, an adversary can corrupt their attestation results and fake a healthy system state for devices that are actually in a compromised state.

DARPA [68] represents the first approach to solve this problem by combining existing scalable attestation approaches [7, 11] with absence detection [32] to detect both software and physical attacks. Absence detection builds on the assumption that an adversary, who physically tampers with a device, must temporarily take the device offline for a noticeable amount of time, e.g., to disassemble the device and extract secret keys [14]. To detect offline and thus physically compromised devices, each device periodically emits a heartbeat that needs to be received, verified, and logged by every other device in the network. Although a functional solution to the problem, the protocol suffers from several shortcomings. First, the amount of exchanged messages per periodically
executed heartbeat period scales quadratically with the number of devices in the network. This causes scalability issues in large networks with respect to network communication, energy consumption, and runtime performance. Furthermore, the protocol is error-prone, since a single defective transmission of a heartbeat suffices to cause a false positive, where a healthy device is mistakenly regarded as compromised. Aggravating this, the protocol is only able to attest the state of the overall network and cannot identify particular compromised devices. Hence, a single false positive causes the entire network to be mistakenly regarded as compromised. Finally, the protocol relies on the assumption that the network topology is static and connected, which is a strong limitation.

**Contribution.** In this chapter, we present SCAPI, a scalable attestation protocol that detects software and physical attacks. To detect physical tampering, SCAPI builds on the established assumption that an adversary needs to take a device offline to physically tamper with it \[32, 33, 65, 68\]. During protocol execution, healthy prover devices maintain a secret communication key that compromised devices are unable to obtain, which excludes compromised devices from the network. This approach is similar to our secure code update scheme (Section 4.2), where the key is, however, only dependent on the software integrity of prover devices. By contrast, in SCAPI, the key is dependent on the hardware integrity, whereas the software integrity is determined using existing scalable software attestation approaches \[7, 11\].

In detail, all physically healthy devices share a common session key that is periodically regenerated by a leader device and propagated in the network. To transmit the newest session key from one device to the other, sender and receiver must mutually authenticate themselves with the previous session key. Since a device that is under physical attack has to be absent for at least one period, it will miss this period’s session key and thus be unable to obtain any further keys. To prevent collusion between compromised devices, session keys are stored in lightweight secure hardware and are transmitted encrypted via secure channels. During the actual attestation, devices that fail to authenticate with the newest session key are regarded as physically compromised, whereas devices with a compromised software are detected based on existing software attestation techniques. In case of network partitioning or outages of leader devices, new leader devices are determined in the network, which take over the task of previous leaders. We show the security of our protocol against an adversary who compromises all but one device in the network and evaluate its scalability and robustness. Our results demonstrate that our protocol is highly efficient in well-connected networks and operates robust in very dynamic network topologies.

As a result, SCAPI provides several improvements over DARPA \[68\]. First, it reduces the number of transmitted messages per time period from \(O(n^2)\) to \(O(n)\), where \(n\) denotes the total number of devices in the network\(^1\). In this way,

\(^1\) In fact, when detecting physically compromised devices through their absence, \(O(n)\) transmitted messages per time period is the best possible solution, since each device must at least send or receive one message.
SCAPI achieves scalability to millions of devices. Second, SCAPI is more robust against network delays by relying on a unidirectional 1-to-\(n\) delay-tolerant link in each session period, in contrast to an \(n\)-to-\(n\) continuous link. In addition, SCAPI can recover from device outages and network partitioning, which increases robustness against failures or targeted DoS attacks. Moreover, we present an extended version of SCAPI that further enhances delay robustness by requiring devices to contact their neighboring devices only once, at any time of the session period. Finally, SCAPI can precisely identify devices whose hardware and/or software is compromised, if less than half of all devices in the network are compromised.

**Outline.** In Section 6.2, we present SCAPI, our scalable attestation protocol to detect software and physical attacks. In Section 6.3, we extend the protocol to improve its robustness in dynamic network topologies. In Section 6.4, we evaluate the performance of SCAPI. Section 6.5 concludes this chapter.

### 6.2 SCAPI: Scalable Attestation of Software and Physical Attacks

SCAPI consists of three different phases. In the deployment phase (Section 6.2.1), the trusted network operator \(O\) initializes each device once, before the first operation of the network. The session key update phase (Section 6.2.2) is periodically executed during the operation of the network. In this phase, all physically uncompromised devices maintain a secret group key, the session key. We will show how the session key is periodically regenerated and propagated in the network. In addition, we will demonstrate that physically compromised devices are unable to obtain a valid session key. In the attestation phase (Section 6.2.3), \(O\) verifies the software and hardware integrity of all devices in the network and obtains a report that exhibits either the overall or the precise network state. As opposed to all our attestation protocols presented in previous chapters, SCAPI is secure against a physical adversary \(\text{Adv}_{\text{hw}}\) (Section 2.4).

#### 6.2.1 Deployment Phase

**Preliminaries.** We discretize time into non-overlapping periods \(t \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots\}\) of a fixed session length \(\delta\). To protect against physical attacks of length \(\delta_a\) (Section 2.4), we require \(\delta \leq \delta_a / 2\). The starting times of each time period are referenced with \(P_1, P_2, P_3, \ldots\). The real time can be read by any device from a reliable read only clock (Section 2.3) using \(\text{Time}\), which for simplicity is assumed to be synchronized between all devices. Nevertheless, clock drifts could be tolerated by periodically synchronizing device clocks and considering the maximum allowed clock skew in \(\delta_a\). Moreover, each device keeps track of the time period \(t\), running from time \(P_t\) until \(P_{t+1}\), in which the device needs to update its session key.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>δ</td>
<td>length of time/session period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>time pointer for next session key update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>unique device identifier of (D_i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sk_{\text{cur}})</td>
<td>session key valid in current time period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sk_{\text{next}})</td>
<td>session key valid in next time period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ck_{ij})</td>
<td>channel key between (D_i) and (D_j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ak_i)</td>
<td>attestation key to generate individual attests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dk_i)</td>
<td>device key for authentication with (O)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Overview of secrets stored in the TEE of a device \(D_i\).

**Enrollment.** In the enrollment phase, the network operator \(O\) initializes the TEE (Section 2.3) of all devices with several secrets. First, devices store two initial session keys \(sk_{\text{cur}}\) and \(sk_{\text{next}}\), which function as a group secret between all healthy devices. Second, each device \(D_i\) is equipped with two device-dependent symmetric keys \(dk_i\), used during attestation to verify the authenticity of \(O\), and \(ak_i\), used to generate device attests. In addition, each device stores \(t\), a time pointer to the next session key update period, and its own unique device identifier \(i\). Furthermore, \(O\) equips each device with the functionality to perform the session key update (Section 6.2.2) and attestation phase (Section 6.2.3). Any protocol code, except for network message processing, is stored and executed inside the TEE. For convenience, we assume an initial enrollment of all devices. However, \(O\) may enroll a new device at any point in time by first obtaining \(sk_{\text{cur}}\) and \(sk_{\text{next}}\) from the network and then initializing the new device as described above. Table 6.1 provides a summary of relevant definitions.

### 6.2.2 Session Key Update Phase

**Basic Idea.** The session key update phase is the core of SCAPI. It excludes devices from the network that are offline for an entire time period and, hence, are assumed to be physically compromised. For this purpose, a session key \(sk_{\text{cur}}\), shared by all healthy devices, is periodically updated in a way that physically compromised devices are unable to obtain the newest \(sk_{\text{cur}}\). In every time period, a so-called *leader device* generates a new secret session key \(sk_{\text{next}}\) for the subsequent time period, which is propagated in the network. Propagating \(sk_{\text{next}}\) requires sender and receiver device to authenticate themselves with the current session key \(sk_{\text{cur}}\). At the start of every new time period, devices overwrite \(sk_{\text{cur}}\) with \(sk_{\text{next}}\) and the device leader generates and distributes a new \(sk_{\text{next}}\).

A device that has been physically tampered with is offline for \(\geq \delta_a\) and consequently misses the transmission of \(sk_{\text{next}}\) in at least one time period \(t_a\), as
$\delta_a \geq 2\delta$. As a result, the compromised device does not possess a valid $sk_{cur}$ for $t_a + 1$ and is also unable to obtain a valid session key for any subsequent time period $t_a + 2, t_a + 3, \ldots$. Thus, even when compromising many devices, $Adv_{hw}$ is only able to obtain session keys of past time periods, which are of no use, as their validity already expired. Since SCAPI secures any communication using the current session key $sk_{cur}$, physically compromised devices are effectively excluded from the network, in particular during the execution of the attestation phase (Section 6.2.3). In the following, we describe the session key transmission protocol, formalized in Figure 6.1, in detail. It is run between two neighboring devices to transfer the session key from one device to the other.

**Session Key Transmission Protocol.** For simplicity, we henceforth assume that two neighboring devices have already established a unique symmetric channel key $ck_{ij}$ that is stored in their TEEs. Pairwise channel keys between devices can either be preinstalled in the enrollment phase or established on demand when devices communicate with each other for the first time. In the latter case, devices perform a key exchange that is authenticated with the current session key $sk_{cur}$ to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks [73].

The emission of the new session key in every time period is initialized by the leader device $D_1$, which is the first device in the network (see $\dagger$ in Figure 6.1). As soon as the leader observes that the real time $Time()$ has reached the start of a new time period ($P_t \leq Time() < P_{t+1}$), the leader first updates the session key of the current time period $sk_{cur}$ to the most recently exchanged key $sk_{next}$. We remark that there is no need to store past keys, which could be denoted as $sk_1, sk_2, sk_3, \ldots$, since only the current and next session key are relevant for any device. After updating the current session key, the leader generates a new

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sender Device $D_i$</th>
<th>Receiver Device $D_j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execute in TEE: ①</td>
<td>Execute in TEE: ②</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if $i = 1$ and $P_t \leq Time() &lt; P_{t+1}$ :</td>
<td>if $P_t \leq Time() &lt; P_{t+1}$ :</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sk_{cur} \leftarrow sk_{next}$</td>
<td>$sk_{cur} \leftarrow sk_{next}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sk_{next} \leftarrow {0, 1}^t$</td>
<td>$msg_{req} \leftarrow AEnc(sk_{cur} \oplus ck_{ij}; 0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t \leftarrow t + 1$</td>
<td>$msg_{req} \leftarrow AEnc(sk_{cur} \oplus ck_{ij}; msg_{req})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast(msg$_{neut}$)</td>
<td>$t \leftarrow t + 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Execute in TEE: ③ | Execute in TEE: ④ |
| if $P_{t-1} \leq Time() < P_t$ : | if $P_t \leq Time() < P_{t+1}$ : |
| if $A\text{DecOrAbort}(sk_{cur} \oplus ck_{ij}; msg_{req}) = 0$ : | $sk_{next} \leftarrow A\text{DecOrAbort}(sk_{cur} \oplus ck_{ij}; msg_{sk})$ |
| $msg_{sk} \leftarrow AEnc(sk_{cur} \oplus ck_{ij}; sk_{next})$ | $t \leftarrow t + 1$ |
| Broadcast(msg$_{neut}$) | Broadcast(msg$_{neut}$) |

Figure 6.1: Session key transmission protocol between a sender $D_i$ and a receiver $D_j$ after channel key establishment, i.e., both devices share a channel key $ck_{ij}$ and know their identities.
random session key $sk_{next}$ for the subsequent period $t + 1$ and increments its time pointer $t$ by one. Consequently, the time period described by the pointer is now ahead of the real time $P_t > \text{Time}()$. This indicates that a device is in possession of a valid session key for the upcoming time period. Next, the leader informs its neighbors about the new session key with a message $msg_{\text{new}}$.

On receiving $msg_{\text{new}}$ from any device $D_i$, a device $D_j$ will enter its TEE and check whether the next time period has been reached (see 2). If this is the case, $D_j$ will update its current session key to the previously communicated one. Afterwards, $D_j$ encrypts and authenticates ($\text{AEnc()}$) a fixed string, e.g., '0' with the current session key $sk_{\text{cur}}$ that is XOR-ed with the channel key $ck_{ij}$ shared by both devices. The result is sent from $D_j$ to $D_i$ in $msg_{\text{req}}$.

Next, $D_i$ verifies the correctness of $msg_{\text{req}}$ from $D_j$ (see 3). A successful authenticated decryption ($\text{ADecOrAbort()}$) shows $D_i$ that $D_j$ is in possession of the current session key, and thus physically uncompromised. Only then, $D_j$ answers with a message $msg_{\text{skr}}$ containing the next session key $sk_{next}$, which is also authenticated and encrypted with $sk_{\text{cur}}$ XOR-ed with $ck_{ij}$. Message $msg_{\text{sk}}$ is a good example to emphasize the necessity of the channel key $ck_{ij}$. In this case, $ck_{ij}$, only known to $D_i$ and $D_j$, prevents $Adv_{hw}$ from obtaining the newest session key. If $ck_{ij}$ is not used to encrypt $msg_{\text{skr}}$, $Adv_{hw}$ could gradually decrypt recorded $msg_{\text{sk}}$ messages with an old (expired) session key that $Adv_{hw}$ obtained from a third physically compromised $D_A$, and finally decrypt and obtain the newest session key.

On receiving $msg_{\text{skr}}$, $D_j$ performs an authenticated decryption of $msg_{\text{sk}}$. If it succeeds, $D_j$ stores the new session key as $sk_{next}$, increments its time period pointer, and announces the new session key to its neighbors with $msg_{\text{new}}$ (see 4). Neighboring devices of $D_j$ that have not yet received the newest session key then perform the session key transmission protocol with $D_j$. This time $D_j$ acts as the sender and the particular neighboring device as the receiver. Figure 6.2a illustrates the session update phase in a network with 6 healthy devices and one adversarial device $D_A$ that was physically compromised in time period $t = 2$.

We note that the update of the session key relies on the availability of the leader device, which constitutes a single point of failure. In Section 6.3, we extend the protocol to improve its robustness against device outages, network delays and partitioning, or targeted DoS attacks. Furthermore, this as well as all further SCAPI protocols are presented in a simplified way for reasons of clarification. In practice, message types must be authenticated and timeouts must prevent devices from hanging during protocol execution upon errors.

### 6.2.3 Attestation Phase

**Basic Idea.** The attestation phase allows the network operator $O$ to verify the integrity of the software and hardware of all network devices. To initiate the attestation phase, $O$ connects to an arbitrary device and sends an attestation request, which is then propagated in the network and answered by all devices
(a) **Session key update phase**: All devices store the initial session key $sk_1$ that was used to secure the exchange of $sk_2$. Subsequently, $sk_2$ is used to exchange the next session key $sk_3$ for the upcoming time period $t = 3$. Such an exchange is illustrated between $D_4$ and $D_6$. We observe that $D_A$ was physically compromised in time period $t = 2$ and thus did not receive $sk_2$. Consequently, $D_A$ is unable to obtain $sk_3$ or any following session key.

(b) **Attestation phase**: The attestation request from $O$ was forwarded to all devices that were in possession of the current session key $sk_3$. $D_A$’s attest is not included in the attestation report, as $D_A$ is excluded from all communication in the attestation protocol. Using a spanning tree topology, attestation reports are propagated back to $O$ and aggregated at each hop.

Figure 6.2: In Figure 6.2a a session key update phase is illustrated for 7 devices in time period $t = 2$. In Figure 6.2b, the same network is illustrated in time period $t = 3$ while answering an attestation request from $O$.

with an attestation report. Emitting an attestation request, $O$ selects to verify either the *overall* or the *precise network state*. The former is secure against an adversary who compromises all but one device ($\lambda = 1$, see Section 2.4), but only outputs a Boolean result, namely whether all devices are healthy or not. The latter precisely identifies compromised devices by id. Yet, it relies on the assumption that at least half of all devices in the network are healthy, i.e., $\lambda \geq n/2$, with $n$ being the total number of prover devices. Propagating the attestation request through the network arranges a spanning tree whose root is $O$. This enables efficient transmission and aggregation of attestation reports along the spanning tree back to $O$ [7, 11, 68].

Instead of relying on a tree-based approach, SCAPI can also apply the distributed approach of SALAD (Chapter 5). Building on SALAD enables SCAPI to
perform the attestation phase in highly dynamic and disruptive networks, albeit at the cost of scalability and efficiency. To this end, only a minor modification to the attestation phase of SALAD is necessary: Any communication between two devices $D_i$ and $D_j$ must be authenticated and encrypted using the current session key $sk_{cur}$ XOR-ed with the channel key $ck_{ij}$ shared by both devices. Since physically compromised devices lack $sk_{cur}$, this prevents $Adv_{hw}$ from participating in the attestation phase, so that $O$ receives a report that only contains healthy devices.

In the following, we first introduce essential building blocks, namely, the verification of the software integrity ($\text{VerifySW}$), and the generation ($\text{GenRep}$), aggregation ($\text{MergeRep}$), and verification ($\text{VerRep}$) of attestation reports. Although function names for handling attestation reports are the same in SCAPI and SALAD (Chapter 5), their implementations are different. This is because SCAPI uses a tree-based aggregation approach, whereas SALAD relies on a distributed approach. After introducing all building blocks, we describe the attestation protocol, which is formalized in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.2b illustrates the attestation phase in a network with 6 healthy devices and one adversary device $D_A$ that was physically compromised.

**Verification of Software Integrity.** When initiating an attestation of the network, $O$ defines a set of valid software states $vss$ in the attestation request. $vss$ specifies all software configurations that are permitted by $O$, e.g., because they represent the correct and most recent software states. Devices implement a function $\text{VerifySW}()$ in their TEE that takes $vss$ as an argument. Internally, $\text{VerifySW}()$ measures the local software configuration ($vss$ could contain a description what should be measured) and generates a measurement that is compared to the respective expected measurement value defined by $O$ in $vss$. $\text{VerifySW}()$ returns $true$ if both values match, and $false$ otherwise. We deliberately abstract from any implementation details for the underlying integrity measurement mechanism to support a wide range of attestation mechanisms.

During the execution of the attestation protocol, each device determines its software state. Devices being in an untrustworthy software state ($\text{VerifySW}(vss) = false$) immediately abort the attestation phase, such that $O$ receives a report that exclusively contains healthy devices.

**Attestation Reports.** During attestation, each healthy device generates an $\text{attest}$, which proves that the device is in a healthy software and hardware state. A device $D_i$ generates its $\text{attest}$ by computing an $\text{HMAC}$ with its attestation key $ak_i$ over an initial challenge $ts$ from $O$. An $\text{attestation report}$ condenses attests of one or multiple devices. It consists of a secure $\text{aggregate}$ and, if $O$ verifies the precise network state, a $\text{device description}$. The aggregate contains the attests of all devices that contributed to the attestation report. A secure aggregate of multiple attests is computed by XOR-ing all attests [77]. The device description lists all devices whose attest is in the aggregate and is only required when $O$ requests for the precise network state. To minimize the size of the device description, it can be represented in three different ways: as a list of device ids present in the
Execute in TEE:

Initially, the network operator Attestation Protocol. computes the individual device attests.

- A device requests the attestation type and contains all valid software states vss authenticated and encrypted with the device key dk and emits an attestation request msg.

- The request comprises the attestation type and actively verifies the report by generating the attestation response msg.

- It recomputes the attests for all devices, whose ids are contained in the device description. Given no description, O recomputes the attests for all devices. If the recomputed aggregate equals the reported aggregate and if at least n/2 attests are included in the report, then the report is assumed to be valid. Only then, all attested devices are assumed to be healthy and VerRep() returns a bit vector, where a zero/one at position k indicates that D_k is in a compromised/healthy state.

**Attestation Protocol.** Initially, the network operator O connects to a device D_i and emits an attestation request msg_{req} (see (1) in Figure 6.3). The request is authenticated and encrypted with the device key dk_i, known only to D_i and O, and contains all valid software states vss that are permitted by O. In addition, the request comprises the attestation type, i.e., overall or precise network attestation, and a timestamp ts that is dated in the future and serves two purposes: (1) as an expiry date (Time() + c) for the attestation request, and (2) as a challenge for the computation of individual device attests.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Operator O</th>
<th>Device D_i</th>
<th>Devices D_j, D_k, ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: msg_{req} ← gen attestation request</td>
<td>msg_{req} ← AEnc(dk_i, tag)</td>
<td>Execute in TEE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: msg_{req} ← ADecOrAbort(dk_i, msg_{req})</td>
<td>tag ← ADecOrAbort(dk_i, msg_{req})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: msg_{rep} ← GenRep(attest.; type)</td>
<td>msg_{rep} ← GenRep(attest.; type)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: msg_{rep} ← MergeRep(msg_{rep}, msg_{rep})</td>
<td>msg_{rep} ← MergeRep(msg_{rep}, msg_{rep})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: msg_{rep} ← AEnc(dk_i ∥ tag, msg_{rep})</td>
<td>msg_{rep} ← AEnc(dk_i ∥ tag, msg_{rep})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: r ← ADecOrAbort(dk_i, msg_{req})</td>
<td>returnVerRep(r, ts)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.3: Illustration of the attestation protocol after secure channel establishment, i.e., all devices share a channel key ck and know their identities.

aggregate, as a list of ids not present in the aggregate, or as an n-bit vector where a one at position k indicates that D_k is in the aggregate. An attestation report is generated by the function GenRep(), which takes as input the attests of a device and the attestation type (overall or precise state). Multiple attestation reports are aggregated by the function MergeRep(), which merges all device descriptions (if available) and XORs all attests.
Next, $D_i$ verifies the authenticity and freshness of the attestation request to prevent $\text{Adv}_{\text{hw}}$ from performing network-wide denial of service attacks (see 2). Furthermore, $D_i$ verifies whether it is in a trustworthy software state by passing $\text{vss}$ to $\text{VerifySW}()$. If all checks pass, $D_i$ generates its individual attestation report $\text{rep}_i$, which initially only contains $D_i$’s own attest. Moreover, $D_i$ propagates the attestation request to all neighboring devices. This and all following communication between devices is secured with the current session key $\text{sk}_{\text{cur}}$ and the respective channel key $\text{ck}$, in order to prevent physically compromised devices from participating in the attestation protocol.

Any device that receives an attestation request first verifies the request and then also propagates the request to its neighboring devices. These steps are repeated until the attestation request reaches leaf devices whose neighbors already have received a request. Leaf devices return their attestation report to their parent device, i.e., the device from which they initially obtained the attestation request (see 3). Parent devices merge their own attestation report with all reports they receive from child devices (see 4), and propagate the merged report to their parent devices. Eventually, $D_i$ merges a final report that contains all healthy devices in the network. This final report is encrypted under $\text{dk}_i$ and transmitted to $\mathcal{O}$ (see 5).

$\mathcal{O}$ verifies the report by passing it with the initial challenge $ts$ to $\text{VerRep}()$ (see 6). If the report is valid, $\mathcal{O}$ assumes that all devices listed in the report are healthy. Physically compromised devices could not participate in the protocol, as they lacked $\text{sk}_{\text{cur}}$. Likewise, devices with a compromised software did not contribute to the attestation report, since they aborted protocol execution.

We note that if the attestation phase is executed while the session key is updated, some parent devices may already have the new session key $\text{sk}_{\text{next}}$ while their child devices still possess the old $\text{sk}_{\text{cur}}$. To prevent synchronization issues, such parent devices must first propagate $\text{sk}_{\text{next}}$ to their child devices, before they receive the encrypted attestation reports from them. Additionally, the attestation protocol must either complete in time $\delta_s$ or $\mathcal{O}$ has to periodically check the presence of $D_i$ during attestation. In the latter case, there is no restriction for the attestation phase runtime. The measures are necessary to prevent $\text{Adv}_{\text{hw}}$ from physically compromising $D_i$ during the attestation phase, which would enable $\text{Adv}_{\text{hw}}$ to extract an aggregate and induce attest of physically compromised devices. Furthermore, the attestation phase currently does not tolerate device mobility or device outages during protocol execution. For the purpose of handling low to medium network dynamics and disruptions, SCAPI can be extended with common ad-hoc networking techniques, i.e., a routing protocol, introducing timeouts, and maintaining a virtual spanning tree topology. In order to handle high network dynamics and disruptions, SALAD’s distributed approach can be applied to SCAPI, as previously described.
6.3 ROBUSTNESS EXTENSION

In wireless networks, device mobility can lead to broken connections, which increase communication delays or even cause temporarily partitioned networks. To tolerate network dynamics in the attestation phase, either a virtual spanning tree or SALAD’s distributed approach can be employed (see Section 6.2.3). In this way, the functionality and security of the attestation protocol is preserved, albeit, communication and runtime increases. However, network disruptions are much more severe during the session key update phase, since increased delays or temporary outages can provoke false positive errors, where healthy devices are mistakenly regarded as physically compromised. This is a common issue that all absence detection approaches have to contend with [32, 33, 62, 65, 68]. The issue is caused by their underlying assumption that devices being absent for more than a certain amount of time $\delta$ are regarded as physically compromised.

In this section, we extend the session key update phase (Section 6.2.2) to minimize the amount of false positives during attestation. Thereby, we increase SCAPI’s robustness against network partitioning, failures, and delays, making it more suitable for dynamic and disruptive network topologies.

Part 1 – Tolerating Device Outages. When attesting the precise network state, SCAPI tolerates up to $n/2$ device outages with the exception of the leader device. This is an improvement compared to DARPA [68], which is intolerant towards a single device outage. Nevertheless, the leader device constitutes a single point of failure that can render the protocol dysfunctional, e.g., upon a leader device outage, network partitioning, or targeted DoS attacks. To continue service when the leader itself becomes absent, we propose that devices in the network elect a new leader in a self-organizing manner. The new leader is identified by the lowest device identifier and takes over the task of the previous leader, i.e., the periodic emission of a new session key.

In detail, devices now store the device identifier ($id$) of their current leader in $D_{\min}$, which is set to 1 during enrollment. When a device fails to receive the next session key from the current leader within a time $\delta_{\text{out}}$ ($\delta_{\text{out}} \ll \delta$), it first elects itself as a temporary leader. A temporary leader initially generates its own next session key, sets $D_{\min}$ to its own $id$, and periodically announces the existence of a new session key with $msg_{\text{new}}$. For efficiency reasons, we combine this leader election with the transmission of the next session key, issued by the new leader. Therefore, $msg_{\text{new}}$, $msg_{\text{req}}$, and $msg_{\text{sk}}$ now additionally carry the $id$ of the device whose session key is announced, requested, or transmitted. A device $D_j$ that receives $msg_{\text{new}}$ from a neighboring device $D_i$, compares the announced $id$ with its stored $D_{\min}$. In case $id$ is lower, $D_j$ performs the session key transmission protocol (Section 6.2.2) with $D_i$ to obtain the next session key of device $id$. On success, $D_j$ sets its $D_{\min}$ to $id$, regards $D_{id}$ as leader, and henceforth announces and distributes the next session key of $D_{id}$. In this manner, the $id$ and next session key of the device with the lowest $id$ will propagate in the network and will replace all other temporary leaders as well as their session keys. The newly
elected leader recognizes itself as the leader, when it only received messages from devices with higher ids during election. Note that the original leader has the smallest id in the entire network, hence, its return is implicitly tolerated within the same session.

**Part 2 – Tolerating Link Delays.** Thus far, the session key update phase relies on a 1-to-n delay-tolerant link between the possibly changing leader and all other devices. Although this is a major advance over DARPA [68], which requires a continuous n-to-n link, in certain network topologies the leader may not be able to continually reach all devices within time \( \delta \). In general, \( \delta \) can be increased to meet the dynamics of such networks. Yet, this comes at the expense of an increased attacking time \( \delta_a \geq 2 \cdot \delta \), hence, lower security. In the following, we present an alternative solution to increase robustness against extreme delays.

In our approach, devices support multiple leaders and session keys per period by propagating not only the leader’s next session key, but \( k \) next session keys from devices with the lowest id in the network. Thus, up to \( k (\leq n) \), instead of 1, session keys can be valid in every time period. As a result, SCAPI is robust and secure as long as the network can be represented as an undirected connected graph, where (i) each node depicts a device, and (ii) an edge between two nodes indicates that both devices share at least one common session key.

In detail, devices that fail to receive \( sk_{next} \) from their leader generate their own next session key and become leaders themselves, as described above. However, instead of forwarding only a single key from their future leader, devices now store and exchange multiple current and next session keys. For each current and next session key devices store, they record the identifier id of the device that generated the key. This list of stored key ids is appended to each emitted \( msg_{new} \).

Nevertheless, to reduce communication overhead, we propose that devices limit the number of advertised key ids in \( msg_{new} \) to \( k \) entries, namely, those with the lowest id. A device \( D_j \) that receives \( msg_{new} \) from a neighboring device \( D_i \) compares the advertised key id list with its own stored keys. If \( D_i \) advertised the id of a current session key \( sk_{cur} \) that \( D_j \) stores, both devices can continue executing the key transmission protocol and use \( sk_{cur} \) as a session key to secure communication (see Section 6.2.2). However, they only do so, if \( D_i \) also advertised at least one key that is new to \( D_j \), i.e., \( D_i \) listed an id in \( msg_{new} \) that is not contained in \( D_j \)'s stored key id list. If this is the case, \( D_j \) requests all such new keys from \( D_i \) by listing their ids in \( msg_{req} \). Receiving \( msg_{req} \) with a list of requested current and/or next key ids, \( D_i \) answers with a \( msg_{sk} \) that contains the actual value of the requested keys.

Note that devices exchange the \( k \)-th current and next session keys from devices with the lowest id. This reduces fragmentation in the current and next session period, i.e., the number of devices not sharing a common session key. A higher \( k \) provides more robustness, but increases the communication overhead in the network. If \( k = 1 \), the approach corresponds to the extension in part one.

**Security.** All protocol extension code and data is stored in the TEE of devices, and device identifiers as well as session keys in \( msg_{req} \) and \( msg_{sk} \) are transmitted
authenticated and encrypted by sk_{cur} \oplus ck, with sk_{cur} being issued by any previous leader device. The key ids in msg_{new} can be transmitted in plain, as any forgery will inevitable be detected by the sender when processing msg_{req}. Therefore, the security of the proposed extension can be reduced to the security of the original session key update phase (Section 6.2.2).

6.4 EVALUATION

In the following, we evaluate SCAPI and its protocol extensions. First, we describe our setup, give details of the implementation, and present our measurements (Section 6.4.1). Then, we report on simulation results conducted in static large-scale networks to demonstrate the scalability of SCAPI (Section 6.4.2) as well as dynamic network topologies to show the robustness of our protocol (Section 6.4.3).

6.4.1 Implementation and Measurements

Setup. We used the same setup as in our secure code update scheme (Section 4.2) and SALAD (Section 5.4). Accordingly, we implemented our protocol on Stellaris EK-LM4F120XL microcontrollers that were equipped with Anaren’s CC2530 BoosterPacks. The Stellaris provides the minimal hardware requirements to perform remote attestation [127], but unfortunately lacks a write-protected device clock to prevent malware from tampering with the device time (Section 2.3).

Runtime Measurements. We based our implementation on the same libraries that we used for our secure code update scheme. Please refer to Section 4.2.3 for network and cryptographic runtime measurements.

Memory Costs. In our implementation, devices store their own ECDH key pair (64 bytes), the current and the next session key (each 16 bytes), the leader device id (4 bytes), j secure channel keys and device ids (each 20 bytes), and a timestamp (4 bytes). The number j of stored secure channel keys can be adjusted to the particular memory requirements, since devices can establish channel keys right away by performing an ECDH key exchange with a neighboring device. If the multiple leader protocol extension is used, devices store up to k current and next session keys and their respective device id (each 20 bytes). Further, devices need to temporarily store the attestation report during attestation. The size of the attestation report is dependent on the number n of devices and the number of attests contained in the report. In the worst case, where the device description must be represented as an n-bit vector, it amounts to n/8 + 64 bytes. However, using another representation, such as a list of device ids contained in the report (Section 6.2.3), the actual size of the report is much lower for many devices in the network. In total, devices require 72 + j \cdot 20 + k \cdot 40 bytes of permanent storage and at most n/8 + 64 bytes of temporary storage.
Setup. In order to demonstrate the scalability of SCAPI, we performed network simulations in static network topologies. In these networks, all devices are connected and stationary, so there are no link breaks or delays for determining routes in the network. We used the OMNeT++ framework \[146\] to simulate a homogeneous network with ten to multiple million Stellaris devices, implemented our protocol on the application layer, and used computational and network delays based on our measurements.

Session Key Update Runtime. We simulated the runtime of the session key update phase in various topologies. Figure 6.4 shows the runtime for a binary, 4-ary, and 8-ary tree topology with up to 550,000 devices, where the leader device is located at the root of the tree. The figure demonstrates that in tree network topologies, runtime increases logarithmically with the number of devices in the network. Under these conditions, the transmission of next session keys achieves an outstanding performance, requiring less than 2.4 seconds to reach 500,000 devices in an 8-ary-tree and less than 1.8 seconds in a binary tree topology. Even with multiple million devices, runtime remains below 2 seconds in a binary tree topology. Only the first propagation of the next session key in the network requires little more time, since neighboring devices initially need to exchange public keys and perform key exchanges to establish their channel keys. Yet, even with the additional key exchanges, runtime remains below 2.8 seconds for more than 500,000 devices.

Attestation Runtime. Figure 6.5 shows the runtime of the attestation phase for a binary and 8-ary tree topology with up to 550,000 devices, where the network operator is located at the root of the tree. During attestation, devices verify the integrity of installed software by computing a SHA512 digest over a 30 kB software and comparing the digest to an expected value that is specified in the
6.4 Evaluation

Figure 6.5: Attestation runtimes in two static topologies for verifying the overall (no ids) or precise (with ids) network state.

Attestation request. Additionally, we varied the attestation type, requesting either for the precise network state (solid lines) or the overall network state (dashed lines). Figure 6.5 demonstrates that reporting precise device identifier introduces a notable overhead. When reporting the overall network state, attestation runtime increases barely with the number of devices in the network, remaining below 3 seconds even for networks with multiple million devices in almost any tree topology. Yet, when reporting precise device ids, runtime increases to 158 seconds for 500,000 devices due to the large size of the attestation report, which increases proportionally with the network size. Nevertheless, we consider that 2.5 minutes is an acceptable timeframe to obtain a report that precisely lists which devices out of half a million are in a compromised state. Moreover, to increase efficiency, $O$ may only verify the precise network state, if the (faster) verification of the overall network state fails.

Communication Costs. During a session key update phase, each device sends and receives multiple $msg_{new}$ (1 byte), $msg_{req}$ (45 bytes), and $msg_{sk}$ (45 bytes) messages, depending on the particular network topology and the position of the respective device in that topology (i.e., root, middle, or leaf device). If devices need to establish a secure channel key, they need to mutually exchange their public keys, which causes an additional message overhead of 32 bytes. For instance, in a binary tree topology, devices transmit on average 182 bytes, or 310 bytes with the initial key exchange, in each session key update phase.

During the attestation phase, devices receive one $msg_{req}$ or $msg_{att}$ (both 108 bytes), send a $msg_{att}$ and receive a $msg_{rep}$ to/from non-leaf neighbor devices, and send one $msg_{rep}$ or $msg_{res}$ (both $\leq n/8 + 92$ bytes for precise state or 92 bytes for overall state) to their parent device or $O$. In summary, assuming a binary tree topology, devices transmit on average 400 bytes, if the overall network state is attested. If the precise network state is attested and the network consists of $n = 10,000$ devices in a binary tree topology, devices transmit on average 1314 bytes.
Summary. We demonstrated that SCAPI is highly efficient in static network topologies. In comparison to DARPA [68], we reduce the number of transmitted messages per session period from $O(n^2)$ to $O(n)$, thus, decreasing protocol communication costs and runtime. To illustrate this advantage, in binary-tree topologies our approach is 27 times faster with $n = 2000$ devices and 3800 times faster with 500 000 devices. As a result, SCAPI saves energy costs, supports larger networks, and tolerates a substantially shorter session length $\delta$ (e.g., a 3 seconds $\delta$ is sufficient in the presented network topologies). Note that a shorter session length increases security, as $\delta_s \geq 2 \cdot \delta$. Furthermore, for comparison we already considered the fastest variant presented in [68], which requires each device to store $n$ symmetric keys. In our protocol, devices must only store the keys of neighboring devices, e.g., 3 in a binary tree topology.

When attesting the state of the entire network, both protocols ([68] and SCAPI) show a runtime that scales logarithmically with $n$. Nevertheless, in contrast to [68], SCAPI also allows to determine the ids of compromised devices with an acceptable overhead even in larger networks.

6.4.3 Robustness Simulation Results

Setup. We evaluated the robustness of SCAPI to false positives by simulating worst-case scenarios, where the network topology is highly partitioned as well as constantly changing. To this end, we randomly deployed devices in a 1000m $\times$ 1000m square area and applied a random waypoint mobility model, where each device moves at a random speed between 5 and 15 m/s. In order to simulate link disruptions, network delays, and signal interference in a realistic manner, we modeled a 802.15.4 physical and medium access control layer using the INET framework for OMNET++ [64]. We set the wireless communication range to 50m, representing 50% of the distance specified in the ZigBee standard, and the session period to 5 minutes, detecting physical attacks that require more than 10 minutes. Simulating both layers, device mobility, and multiple days of runtime requires a huge amount of computational power, making it infeasible to scale simulations to thousands of devices [21]. Nevertheless, as we will show in the following, the main hurdle is to operate robust in sparse topologies, where the network is constantly partitioned. We showed in the previous section that our protocol performs well in dense networks with permanently connected devices.

Robustness. We examined the elapsed time until the absence detection of SCAPI produces false positives, i.e., healthy devices that are regarded as physically compromised because they did not receive the next session key on time in the key update phase. Figure 6.6 illustrates the average runtime until a certain amount of false positives occur with or without the robustness extension (Section 6.3). The figure shows that the network must be sufficiently dense in order that the randomly moving devices meet each other frequently enough to exchange the next session key on time. In fact, there is an exponential correlation between
device density and robustness. This causes the average error-free runtime to quickly increase from 2.5 days with 35 devices to 72.8 days with 55 devices, when using the robustness extension. To illustrate the sparseness in this scenario, 35 optimally distributed and connected devices cover 17.0% of the area and 55 devices 26.6%. The figure also demonstrates the effectiveness of the robustness extension. Without extension, approximately 60% more devices are required to achieve comparable error-free runtimes. Investigating false positives, we identified the main cause in the random movement of devices. Commonly, a single device does not encounter other devices, and thus has no chance to receive the next session key on time. This cannot be prevented by faster computations or smaller communication delays in our protocol, but only by increasing the duration of the session period. We observed that this hiding of single devices has barely any cascading effect. Hence, as shown in Figure 6.6, if tolerating a minimal amount of false positives, significantly longer runtimes are possible.

We further analyzed the time required in each session key update phase to establish an error-free network state with and without the robustness extension. Figure 6.7 shows for a varying amount of time the largest fraction of devices that shares a common next session key (without extension) or is connected through multiple next session keys (with extension). The figure illustrates the importance of the network density. In dense networks, session keys can spread faster and thus reach more devices in shorter time. Nevertheless, with our proposed extension, we eliminate the bottleneck that the leader device’s next session key must reach all other devices on time. Instead, temporarily unconnected devices generate and distribute their own individual next session keys and tolerate multiple valid keys per period. Hence, a robust network state is already established if devices exchanged their individual session keys with immediate neighboring devices. In the described setting and with 50 devices, this state is already reached within 182 seconds.
Summary. We demonstrated the robustness of SCAPI to false positives in extreme scenarios. Although our protocol targets connected network topologies, we showed that it also performs robust in disruptive and highly dynamic topologies, where it achieves error-free runtimes in the range of multiple weeks. We also exhibited the advantage of our protocol extension (Section 6.3). It provides the same robustness as the unextended protocol in almost half as dense networks. By contrast, DARPA [68] relies on continuous links, and hence is unable to deal with network disruptions. Yet, even if DARPA is extended to support disruptions, $n$ devices must successfully deliver a message to $n$ other devices in each session period. In comparison, SCAPI improves robustness in two stages. First, our unextended protocol relies on one device sending a message to $n$ devices. Second, in the extended version, devices must merely reach immediate neighboring devices once, at any time during a session period.

6.5 Summary

We presented SCAPI, a scalable attestation protocol that detects physical attacks. Compared to DARPA [68], our protocol reduces the number of transmitted messages per time period from $O(n^2)$ to $O(n)$, thus scaling to millions of devices and outperforming existing solutions by orders of magnitude. In addition to verifying the overall state of the network, SCAPI is able to precisely identify devices that run compromised software or have been physically manipulated. We demonstrated that our protocol is robust even in very dynamic network topologies, as it quickly recovers from device outages or network partitioning.
In autonomous networks, embedded devices operate collaboratively in a distributed and self-organizing manner. These autonomous embedded systems have special requirements on scalability, performance, robustness, and security, which are only insufficiently addressed by existing attestation protocols. In this chapter, we propose PASTA, a practical attestation protocol for autonomous embedded systems. Compared with our previously proposed protocols, PASTA expands the $1:n$ relation between verifier, i.e., network operator, and prover devices to $m:n$. In particular, PASTA enables many low-end embedded prover devices to attest their integrity towards many potentially untrustworthy low-end embedded verifier devices. Furthermore, PASTA is fully decentralized and thus able to overcome arbitrary network and device outages. Like SCAPI (Chapter 6), PASTA can detect physical attacks, albeit in a more robust way, which suits the demands of autonomous embedded systems. We implement our protocol, conduct measurements, and simulate large networks. The simulation results show that our protocol scales to large networks with millions of devices and improves robustness by multiple orders of magnitude compared with SCAPI.

Remark. Parts of this chapter have been published in [84].

7.1 Motivation and Contribution

Embedded devices are increasingly deployed in distributed and autonomous networks, in which devices operate collaboratively with minimal or no supervision. Specific application scenarios include industrial control [31], smart cities [74], building automation [118], logistics [72], or environmental monitoring [53]. However, existing attestation protocols are unable to fulfill the requirements on scalability, performance, robustness, and security that are needed for autonomous embedded systems. In the following, we elaborate on these requirements and provide a summary in Table 7.1.

*Scalability and Performance:* Autonomous networks of embedded systems may comprise thousands of collaborating low-end embedded devices. For instance, a network may contain many actuator devices that control a safety-critical process based on measurements received from many sensor devices. In this case, all actuators need to verify that all sensors from which they receive data are uncompromised. Hence, sensors must be provers and actuators must be verifiers (and potentially provers as well). Collective attestation protocols (see Section 2.1.2) address this issue to some extent, as they distribute the computational and communication burden across all provers in the network [7, 11, 28, 67, 68]. This allows a scalable and efficient attestation of the entire network. Yet, collective
Table 7.1: Overview of collective attestation protocols and features important for the attestation of autonomous embedded systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Scalability</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Robustness</th>
<th>Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scalable</td>
<td>Publicly</td>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prover</td>
<td>Verifiable</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td>Attestation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attestation</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td>Generation</td>
<td>Verification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEDAN [11]       ●          ●          ●          ●          ○          ○          ○
SANA [7]         ●          ●          ●          ●          ○          ○          ○
DARPA [68]       ●          ●          ●          ●          ○          ○          ●
SeED [67]        ●          ●          ●          ●          ○          ●          ○
LISA [28]        ●          ●          ●          ●          ○          ○          ○
SALAD (§ 5)     ○          ●          ●          ●          ○          ●          ○
SCAPI (§ 6)      ●          ●          ●          ●          ○          ●          ●
PASTA (§ 7)      ●          ●          ●          ●          ●          ●          ●

Scalable attestation protocols are typically centralized, meaning that only a single entity, which is usually the network operator, is capable of verifying the attestation result. In fact, only one collective attestation protocol considers multiple verifiers [7]. However, it poses a high computational burden on provers and even more on verifiers, which makes it unsuitable in cases where provers and especially verifiers perform time-critical operations or have limited computational power, e.g., as they are low-end embedded devices.

Robustness: Autonomous systems typically need to operate undisturbed without manual intervention for long times, during which the system may have to overcome network and device disruptions. Therefore, an attestation protocol for autonomous systems must be robust and sustain its security service in case of failures. However, the dependence of existing protocols on a centralized [11, 28, 67, 68] or external verifier [7] that initiates, controls, and verifies the attestation, constitutes a single point of failure, which impairs robustness.

Security: For reasons explained in previous chapters, embedded devices are often at a higher risk of being physically manipulated than general-purpose computers. Collective attestation protocols have recently been combined with absence detection (see Section 2.1.2) to also detect physical attacks. Unfortunately, existing attestation protocols that consider physical attacks are prone to network and device outages, whereupon healthy, but temporarily unreachable, provers are mistakenly regarded as physically compromised. Thus, their additionally limited robustness make them unsuitable for autonomous systems.

1 For example, the authors report that a 48 MHz embedded prover device requires more than 2.2 seconds to generate its attestation report and a server (Amazon EC2 t2.micro instance) requires more than 1 second to verify an attestation report containing 1000 prover devices [7].
**Contribution.** In this chapter, we propose PASTA, a practical attestation protocol for autonomous networks of embedded devices. In PASTA, prover devices periodically collaborate to generate so-called tokens. Each token attests the integrity of all provers that participated in its generation. During token generation, provers mutually ensure their integrity and then make use of a Schnorr-based multisignature scheme to compute an aggregated signature, which is stored in the token and attests the provers’ integrity. The aggregated signature is of constant size and can be efficiently generated, which ensures scalability and performance. Furthermore, the aggregated signature is publicly and efficiently verifiable, which enables even untrustworthy low-end embedded devices to rapidly verify the integrity of all provers.

To increase the availability of the attestation result in case of network and device outages, tokens are distributed to all devices in the network, instead of being stored centralized. Since tokens are protected by their contained signature, any device can store and forward tokens, which facilitates their quick distribution. Moreover, PASTA is fully decentralized, because all provers equally ensure the freshness of tokens by periodically initiating a new token generation. Thus, in case of arbitrary network or device outages, all remaining operative and connected provers still sustain the token generation and attest their integrity towards all network devices.

In addition to software attacks, PASTA is also able to detect physical attacks. For this purpose, PASTA relies on the common assumption that physical attacks require an adversary to take a targeted device offline for at least the time period $\delta_a$ (e.g., 10 min) [32, 33, 65, 68]. Hence, any prover whose last participation in a token generation is more than or equal to $\delta_a$ time ago is considered to be physically compromised. In contrast to SCAPI (Chapter 6), PASTA calculates the absence time of each prover individually, which gives provers twice as much time to participate in the protocol. Thus, compared with SCAPI, PASTA can increase robustness against disruptions while providing the same security level or halve $\delta_a$ to provide stronger security guarantees with the same level of robustness.

Physical attacks require not only much time, but also expensive equipment and laborious handwork of highly skilled personnel. In our adversary model (Section 2.4), we therefore argued that a physical adversary may only be able to successfully tamper with a limited number of devices simultaneously. Based on this assumption and the property of tokens to be publicly verifiable, PASTA is able to reunite groups of prover devices that have been separated for longer than $\delta_a$ time, meaning that any prover of one group has not generated a token with any prover of the other group within $\delta_a$ time and thus violated the original absence assumption. To reunite groups, provers of different groups exchange their generated tokens that (i) testify the permanent presence of all provers of the particular group during the separation, and (ii) could not have been forged by an adversary under the aforementioned assumption due the large number of provers in that group. This way, PASTA can detect physical attacks and recover
from long-lasting network splits that segmented a network in separated groups, as opposed to any other attestation protocol.

Finally, we discuss the security of PASTA and show its scalability in large networks and robustness in dynamic as well as disruptive network topologies.

**Outline.** The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, we explain Schnorr multisignatures, which are a required building block in our protocol. Section 7.3 presents PASTA, a practical attestation protocol for autonomous embedded systems. In Section 7.4, we evaluate the performance and robustness of PASTA. Section 7.5 concludes this chapter.

### 7.2 Schnorr Multisignatures

Our proposed attestation protocol makes use of Schnorr multisignatures to reduce the size of generated signatures and the computational costs to verify them. Schnorr signatures \[125\] rely on a cyclic group \(G\) of prime order \(q\), a generator \(g\) of \(G\), and a hash function \(\text{Hash}()\). A signature key pair \((x, y)\) is generated by choosing a random secret key \(x \in \mathbb{Z}_q\) and computing the corresponding public key \(y = g^x\). In the Schnorr multisignature setting \[16\], there are \(n\) signers, who each possess an individual secret key \(x_1, \ldots, x_n\) and a corresponding public key \(y_1 = g^{x_1}, \ldots, y_n = g^{x_n}\). In order to collectively sign a common message \(msg\), signers perform the following steps:

1. \(r_i \leftarrow \text{GenCommit}(): k_i \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_q; r_i = g^{k_i}\).

   *Description:* Each signer \(i\) picks a random secret \(k_i \in \mathbb{Z}_q\) and computes a commitment \(r_i = g^{k_i}\).

2. \(r \leftarrow \text{AggCommit}(r_1; r_2; \ldots; r_n): r = \prod_{i=1}^n r_i\).

   *Description:* The commitment \(r_i\) of each signer \(i\) is aggregated into a final commitment \(r\) by computing \(r = \prod_{i=1}^n r_i\).

3. \(s_i \leftarrow \text{GenSig}(r; \text{msg}): c = \text{Hash}(r \parallel \text{msg}); s_i = k_i + cx_i\).

   *Description:* Each signer \(i\) computes the common challenge \(c = \text{Hash}(r \parallel \text{msg})\), which is based on the aggregated commitment \(r\) and the message \(\text{msg}\) to be signed. Afterwards each signer \(i\) generates its partial signature \(s_i = k_i + cx_i\).

4. \(s \leftarrow \text{AggSig}(s_1; s_2; \ldots; s_n): s = \sum_{i=1}^n s_i\).

   *Description:* The signature \(s_i\) of each signer \(i\) is aggregated in a final signature \(s\) by computing \(s = \sum_{i=1}^n s_i\). The final aggregated signature consists of the tuple \((r, s)\).

To verify the aggregated signature \(\text{sig} = (r, s)\) with the public keys \(y_1, \ldots, y_n\) of all signers, a verifier executes \(\text{VerSig}(y_1, \ldots, y_n; \text{sig}; \text{msg})\), which comprises the following steps:
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1. $y \leftarrow \text{AggKey}(y_1, y_2, ..., y_n); y = \prod_{i=1}^{n} y_i$.
   
   Description: The public keys of all signers that contributed to $(r, s)$ is aggregated by computing $y = \prod_{i=1}^{n} y_i$.

2. $\text{valid/invalid} \leftarrow \text{Verify}(r, s); c = \text{Hash}(r \| \text{msg}); g^s = ry^c$.
   
   Description: The verifier first computes the common challenge $c$ based on $r$ and $\text{msg}$. Finally, the verifier regards the aggregated signature as valid if $g^s = ry^c$, and in the other case as invalid.

Note that a corrupt signer could set its public key to $y_1 = g^{\alpha_1} (\prod_{i=2}^{n} y_i)^{-1}$ and then forge valid signatures on behalf of all $n$ signers. However, this so-called rogue-key attack [16, 104] is irrelevant in our attestation protocol, as all keys are predeployed (Section 7.3.1) and only uncompromised devices are able to participate in the signing process (Section 7.3.2).

7.3 PASTA: PRACTICAL ATTESTATION OF AUTONOMOUS EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

In this section, we describe our attestation protocol PASTA. Compared with our previously proposed attestation protocols, PASTA enables multiple entities to be a verifier and check the integrity of all provers in the network. More specifically, each device $D_i$ participating in PASTA is a verifier $V_i$ and can additionally be a prover $P_i$. This implies that any prover at the same time also acts as a verifier. Provers implement the necessary security requirements (Section 2.3) and perpetually engage in the protocol execution. As opposed to provers, devices that are only verifiers do not need to implement secure hardware and are not required to periodically execute PASTA. Thus, any device, including entities that are potentially untrustworthy or only occasionally connect to the network, e.g., an external network operator, can act as a verifier.

PASTA consists of three different phases. In the deployment phase, each device is set up once by the network operator. Afterwards, prover devices in the network continually execute the token generation phase, in which provers repeatedly generate tokens. Each token attests the software and hardware integrity of all provers that participated in its generation, at the generation time. Simultaneous to the token generation phase, all devices, i.e., provers and verifiers, perform the token exchange phase. In this phase, devices distribute, verify, and validate the generated tokens from the provers. Devices eventually use their verified and validated tokens to determine the integrity of all provers in the network. In the following, we describe the deployment (Section 7.3.1), token generation (Section 7.3.2), and token exchange phase (Section 7.3.3). Finally, we explain the token validation (Section 7.3.4), which is part of the token exchange.
7.3.1 Deployment Phase

Initially, devices in the network are deployed and set up by the network operator $O$. Each device $D_i$ is equipped with a unique identifier $i$ and the public signature key $y_O$ of $O$. Devices that are provers additionally store a token signature key pair $(x_i, y_i)$. A prover $P_i$ uses its private token key $x_i$ to generate tokens that prove its integrity. To verify tokens from $P_i$, a device $D_j$ requires the public token key $y_i$ of $P_i$. Therefore, all devices in the network store the public keys of all prover devices. In addition, any two devices $D_i$ and $D_j$ hold a unique symmetric channel key $ck_{ij}$, which they use to authenticate any communication between them. To save storage, $O$ may equip devices with a further key pair and a certificate over the public key. This enables devices to establish a channel key on demand and exchange public token keys ad-hoc. Provers store and execute all protocol data and code inside their TEE. Thus, an adversary must perform physical attacks to obtain secrets or tamper with the protocol execution.

Moreover, all devices maintain a token set $TS$, which initially contains the initialization token $T_0$. Each token $T$ consists of a timestamp $T.ts$, a list of device identifiers $T.ids$, an aggregated signature $T.sig$, and a Boolean flag $T.valid$. $T.ts$ records the time when the token was generated, $T.ids$ stores the identifiers of all provers that participated in the token generation, $T.sig$ contains the aggregated signature from all participating provers computed over $T.ts$ and $T.ids$, and $T.valid$ indicates whether the device that stores $T$ has successfully validated $T$ ($T.valid = true$) or not. A device $D_i$ considers $T$ as valid, if $D_i$ has ensured that all provers listed in $T.ids$ were at time $T.ts$ never offline for longer than the attack time $\delta_a$, hence, were physically healthy at $T.ts$. The validity flag is not protected by the signature $T.sig$ because $T.valid$ is volatile and set by each device itself. Since all provers are assumed to be healthy at protocol start, the initialization token $T_0$ stores the start time of the protocol in $T_0.ts$, the identifier of all provers in $T_0.ids$, the aggregated signature over $T_0.ts$ and $T_0.ids$ from all provers in $T_0.sig$, and true in $T_0.valid$.

For convenience, we assume the initial deployment of all devices in the network. Nonetheless, $O$ can enroll a new device $D_i$ at any later stage. To this end, $D_i$ is initialized as described, but additionally equipped with a certificate that allows other devices to establish required keys with $D_i$ on demand. If $D_i$ is a prover device, it also holds a special token that contains its deployment time and the identifier and signature of $O$ and $D_i$. Table 7.2 summarizes relevant definitions.

7.3.2 Token Generation Phase

Overview. After deployment, prover devices periodically generate tokens that attest their integrity at the token generation time. To this end, provers recurrently execute the token generation protocol, which consists of two communication rounds.
### Table 7.2: Notation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_i/V_i/P_i$</td>
<td>device / verifier / prover with identifier $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O$</td>
<td>trusted network operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_O$</td>
<td>public signature verification key of $O$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_i/y_i$</td>
<td>private / public token key of prover $P_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ck_{ij}$</td>
<td>channel key between $D_i$ and $D_j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>token; $T$ contains: $T.ts$, $T.ids$, $T.sig$, $T.valid$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{gen}$</td>
<td>time between periodic token generations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_a$</td>
<td>time $Adv_{hw}$ must take $D_i$ offline during attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>number of provers $Adv_{hw}$ can compromise in $\delta_a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Time}()$</td>
<td>returns current time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{VerifySW}()$</td>
<td>returns if local software state is trustworthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{IsHealthy}(P_i)$</td>
<td>returns if $P_i$ is healthy ($\neq$ compromised)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ReqNewToken}(\delta)$</td>
<td>returns if token needs to be regenerated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first round, a virtual spanning tree is arranged in the network, whose root is a particular initiator prover device that starts the protocol. The tree allows data from the initiator to be efficiently broadcasted to all provers and data from all provers to be efficiently propagated back to the initiator. At first, all provers receive a token generation request from the initiator and then respond with their Schnorr commitments and their device identifiers. Both the identifiers and commitments are collected and aggregated in each hop, and then forwarded to the next hop along the tree towards the initiator. Eventually, the initiator receives the identity of all participating provers and their commitments. In the second round, the initiator broadcasts the aggregated commitments, current time, and prover identifiers, which forms the attestation challenge. Subsequently, provers generate a partial signature over the time and prover identifiers, which is also aggregated and propagated along the tree to the initiator. After collecting all signatures, the initiator assembles the final token $T$. $T$ contains the time in $T.ts$, the prover identifiers in $T.ids$, and the aggregated signature over $T.ts$ and $T.ids$ in $T.sig$.

During token generation, provers communicate authenticated using their channel key $ck$, which prevents a network adversary from manipulating the protocol execution. To also protect against compromise of the software and hardware, provers only participate in the token generation if they have ensured their own software integrity and the physical integrity of their neighboring provers in the tree. To verify their own software integrity, provers implement a function $\text{VerifySW}()$, which measures the local state and returns $true$ if the
software is in a trustworthy state. We abstract from implementation details of VerifySW() to support a wide range of attestation mechanisms [3, 38, 108, 150]. Recall that any protocol code is executed inside the TEE, such that Advsw is unable to bypass VerifySW(). Furthermore, provers implement a function IsHealthy(P), which determines the integrity of provers using tokens that were generated in previous runs of the token generation protocol and were then propagated, verified, and validated in the token exchange phase. IsHealthy(P) returns true if P has proven to be healthy within the last δ_a time and false otherwise. Since Advhw requires at least δ_a time to perform physical attacks, provers that pass IsHealthy(P) are physically healthy at the present time. Details of IsHealthy(P) are given in the next subsection (Section 7.3.3).

In the following, we explain both rounds of the token generation protocol in detail.

**Round 1: Initialization.** To ensure that prover devices periodically engage in the token generation, each prover monitors the freshness of its own tokens. A prover device initiates a token generation, whenever it notices that the newest token T in whose generation it participated is older than a specific generation interval δ_gen, as indicated by the function ReqNewToken(δ_gen), shown in Algorithm 7.1.

```
Algorithm 7.1: P_i determines if it must initiate a token generation.
1: procedure ReqNewToken(δ)
2: for T ∈ TS do
3:     if i ∈ T.ids and T.ts > Time() − δ then
4:         return false
5:     return true
```

The generation interval δ_gen must be a fraction of δ_a (δ_gen < δ_a) to ensure that each prover participates at least once in a token generation within δ_a time. A prover that fulfills this requirement has never been offline for longer than δ_a time and is therefore considered to be physically healthy by all network devices. A small δ_gen enhances resilience to network disruptions, as tokens are generated more frequently, but on the downside increases communication and computational effort.

As illustrated in Figure 7.1, the token generation protocol starts with a prover P_i that checks whether it requires a new token and is in a trustworthy software state, using ReqNewToken(δ_gen) and VerifySW(). If both checks pass, P_i will initiate a token generation in the network. To this end, P_i stores its identifier i in ids_i and the current time in ts, which then both form the token initiation message msg_init. Furthermore, P_i generates its Schnorr commitment r_i over a random secret (Section 7.2). Next, any neighboring prover P_j that is in a physically

---

2 Depending on the implementation, the software state may actually be measured prior to the invocation of VerifySW(). For instance, a TPM computes hash values over software binaries before they are loaded [108], so that VerifySW() only compares already performed measurements from the TPM with known good reference values.
P₀ (initiator device)  P₁ (branch device)  P₂ (leaf device)
if ReqNewToken(δᵣ₀ᵣ₀) and VerifySW():
    ts ← Time()
    ids₀ ← [j]
    msgᵣ₀ ← ts||ids₀
for j ∈ Neighbors():
    if IsHealthy(P₀):
        Send(Pⱼ; msgᵣ₀)
        sᵢ ← GenCommit()

ProcessInit(msgᵣ₀ᵢᵢ)

msgᵣᵢᵢ ← ts||idsᵢ||rᵢ
for j ∈ Neighbors() ∩ idsᵢ:
    Send(Pⱼ; msgᵣᵢᵢ)
    sᵢ ← GenSig(rᵢ; ts||idsᵢ)
    Tᵢ.ₜₛ ← ts
    Tᵢ.ids ← idsᵢ
    Tᵢ.valid ← true

ProcessReply(msgᵣᵢᵢ)

msgᵣᵢᵢ ← ts||idsᵢ||rᵢ
for j ∈ Neighbors() ∩ idsᵢ:
    Send(Pⱼ; msgᵣᵢᵢ)
    sᵢ ← GenSig(rᵢ; ts||idsᵢ)
    Tᵢ.ₜₛ ← ts
    Tᵢ.ids ← idsᵢ
    Tᵢ.valid ← true

ProcessChallenge(msgᵣᵢᵢ)

if Time() < ts + δₐ:
    Send(P₂; msgᵣᵢᵢ)
    sᵢ ← GenSig(rᵢ; ts||idsᵢ)
    Tᵢ.ₜₛ ← ts
    Tᵢ.ids ← idsᵢ
    Tᵢ.valid ← true

ProcessResponse(msgᵣᵢᵢ)

msgᵣᵢᵢ ← ts||idsᵢ||rᵢ
for j ∈ Neighbors() ∩ idsᵢ:
    Send(Pⱼ; msgᵣᵢᵢ)
    sᵢ ← GenSig(rᵢ; ts||idsᵢ)
    Tᵢ.ₜₛ ← ts
    Tᵢ.ids ← idsᵢ
    Tᵢ.valid ← true

ProcessChallenge(msgᵣᵢᵢ)

if Time() < ts + δₐ:
    Send(P₂; msgᵣᵢᵢ)
    sᵢ ← GenSig(rᵢ; ts||idsᵢ)
    Tᵢ.ₜₛ ← ts
    Tᵢ.ids ← idsᵢ
    Tᵢ.valid ← true

ProcessResponse(msgᵣᵢᵢ)

Tᵢ.ₜₛ ← (rᵢ, sᵢ)
if VerSig( ᵣ j w ∈ Tᵢ idsᵢ; Tᵢ.ₜₛ; ts||idsᵢ) :
    TS ← TS ∪ T

Figure 7.1: Illustration of the token generation protocol. Prover P₀ initiates the token generation, whereupon a spanning tree is constructed. P₁ represents a branch device, which is connected to P₀ and P₂. P₂ is a leaf device, as it is only connected to P₁. When receiving messages, provers unpack their content, e.g., ts and idsᵢ from msgᵣᵢᵢ. For clarity, we omitted the authentication of messages. In practice, all exchanged messages between any two provers Pᵢ and Pⱼ are authenticated by the sender and verified by the receiver using the channel key cki,j.
healthy state, determined by $P_i$ using IsHealthy($P_i$), is sent $msg_{init}$. All messages are authenticated by the sender and verified by the receiver using the respective channel key. Invalid messages are dropped and not processed. For clarity, we omitted message authentication in Figure 7.1.

A prover device $P_j$ that receives a message $msg_{init}$ initially ensures that the token generation was initiated within the last $\delta_a$ time, as $\text{Time}() < ts + \delta_a$. This time check is executed whenever provers receive a message in the token generation protocol to prevent a network adversary from replaying recorded messages from previous runs of the protocol. Next, $P_j$ checks whether it would soon require a token generation, indicated by a call to the function ReqNewToken() with a specific join interval $\delta_{join}$ that is smaller than the generation interval $\delta_{gen}$ ($\delta_{join} < \delta_{gen}$). Using a smaller interval to join a token generation than to initiate one saves overhead, as it prevents the costly initiation of multiple token generations in close succession. Afterwards, $P_j$ checks whether the prover from which it received $msg_{init}$ is physically healthy and itself is in a trustworthy software state. If both checks also pass, $P_j$ joins the token generation session.

To this end, $P_j$ stores its own identifier $j$ and the received identifiers $ids_i$ in its own $ids_j$ and generates its Schnorr commitment $r_j$. Additionally, $P_j$ invites further healthy neighboring provers to join the current token generation session by propagating $msg_{init}$. Note that provers only ensure the integrity of their neighboring provers, but not of all provers that participate in the token generation. This is because provers can rely on the trustworthiness of healthy neighbors and be confident that they in turn ensure the physical integrity of their neighbors. Thus, a chain of trust is established that prevents any physically compromised prover from participating in the token generation.

Prover devices that receive a $msg_{init}$ from $P_j$ likewise perform the same steps as $P_j$. This way, beginning with the initiator device $P_i$, a spanning tree is arranged in the network, where parent provers invite their children to join the token generation. Eventually, $msg_{init}$ is received by leaf devices that have no children because all their neighbors are already participating in the token generation or are compromised or recently generated a token. Receiving $msg_{init}$, each leaf device $P_k$ answers its parent with a $msg_{rep}$ message, which contains the token generation timestamp $ts$, the prover identifier $ids_k$, and the Schnorr commitment $r_k$. A prover $P_j$ that receives a $msg_{rep}$ from a child prover $P_k$ merges the received device identifiers $ids_k$ with its stored identifiers in $ids_j$ and aggregates the received Schnorr commitment $r_k$ with its stored commitment in $r_j$ (Section 7.2). After processing the $msg_{rep}$ from all child provers, provers create their own $msg_{rep}$ and send it to their own parent devices, which in turn perform the same steps. Finally, the initiator prover $P_i$ receives and aggregates the identifiers and Schnorr commitments of all provers that are participating in the token generation session.

**Round 2: Finalization.** After the first round, the only data that the initiator prover $P_i$ is missing to generate the final token $T$, is the aggregated signature $s$ of all participating provers, computed over $T.ts$ and $T.ids$. To collect $s$, $P_i$ prepares a message $msg_{chal}$, which stores $ts$, $ids_i$, and $r_i$. Next, $msg_{chal}$ is propagated in the
network from device to device, using the tree topology from the first round. With the content of $msg_{chal}$, each participating prover $P_j$ then computes its partial signature $s_j$ (Section 7.2). Afterwards, partial signatures are forwarded along the tree topology back to the initiator $P_i$ and are aggregated in each hop, like commitments in the first round. $P_i$ eventually receives and aggregates the partial signatures of all participating provers in $s_i$. Finally, $P_i$ builds the token $T$, which stores $ts$ in $T.ts$, $ids$ in $T.ids$, $true$ in $T.valid$, and the tuple $(r_i, s_i)$ in $T.sig$. In case $T.sig$ is valid, $P_i$ adds $T$ to its token set $TS$. Thus, $T$ attests that all provers listed in $T.ids$ have been healthy at $T.ts$. Finally, $P_i$ uses the token exchange phase (Section 7.3.3) to distribute $T$ in the network.

Remarks. For clarity, we described the token generation in a simplified version. In practice, timers and error messages must prevent the protocol from hanging if messages are lost or replayed, verification checks fail, or provers are invited to join the same token generation multiple times. Furthermore, to support network dynamics during token generation, an ad-hoc routing protocol must enable each device to reach its (initial) neighboring devices in the virtual tree topology. Additionally, we recommend that provers store different values for $\delta_{gen}$. For instance, a dedicated leader prover may use a lower $\delta_{gen}$ than other provers. This prevents multiple provers from initiating a token generation simultaneously, which would result in the unnecessary generation of multiple tokens. Instead, the dedicated leader prover would always initiate the token generation and other provers would only take over, if the leader is unavailable.

7.3.3 Token Exchange Phase

Token Exchange. After executing the token generation protocol, the initiator device holds a new token that testifies the integrity of one or multiple provers at the token generation time. To make this information available to all network devices, generated tokens are propagated and stored by all devices. For this purpose, devices within direct communication range continuously synchronize their token set $TS$. A synchronization is initiated when devices connect to each other or a connected neighboring device just generated or received a new token. For efficiency, devices only exchange tokens that the receiver is missing. To determine the missing tokens, devices initially compare the number and checksums of their stored tokens.

Any device, including untrustworthy devices, can participate in the exchange of tokens and act as a data mule. This is feasible and secure, as the integrity and authenticity of each token $T$ is protected by its contained aggregated signature $T.sig$. Devices verify the signatures of all received tokens. Corrupt tokens, which fail the verification, are discarded and are not added to the token set $TS$. Note that the signature verification only protects against $Adv_{sig}$, but not $Adv_{hw}$, who is able to forge token signatures of provers after physically tampering with them. Attacks from $Adv_{hw}$ are prevented by the token validity flags, which are not
transferred during token exchange. Instead, each device sets \(T.valid\) to false for any token \(T\) that is received and added to \(TS\). This indicates that the device storing \(T\) has not (yet) ensured that the provers listed in \(T.ids\) have never been offline for longer than \(\delta_a\) time. Because provers listed in invalid tokens may potentially be in a compromised state, invalid tokens are disregarded when determining the integrity of provers with \(\text{IsHealthy}\). To determine and set the validity of stored tokens, each device performs a so-called token validation after it has synchronized all tokens with its neighboring devices, which is described in detail in the next subsection (Section 7.3.4). The token validation checks whether \(\text{Adv}_{\text{hw}}\) has been unable to physically tamper with all provers listed in \(T.ids\) based on the limitations of \(\text{Adv}_{\text{hw}}\) (Section 2.4), the timestamp in \(T.ts\), the current time, and the chain of trust derived from already validated stored tokens. Any token \(T\) that passes these checks is marked as valid, with \(T.valid\) set to true. Tokens that could not be validated are still kept, i.e., not discarded from \(TS\), since tokens received in the future may prove their validity.

In case a receiver \(D_i\) of tokens determines with \(\text{IsHealthy}(P_j)\) that the sender \(P_j\) is a healthy prover, \(D_i\) can take advantage of \(P_j\)'s trustworthiness. To this end, transmitted tokens are protected by a MAC using the channel key \(ck_{ij}\) of involved devices \(D_i\) and \(P_j\). Thus, \(D_i\) can rely on the authenticity of the channel as well as the correct behavior of \(P_j\). This enables \(D_i\) to omit verifying the signature of received tokens as well as transferring the token validity flags from \(P_j\), which both saves computational resources.

Devices routinely discard tokens whose timestamp is so old that they neither play a role in determining the healthiness of provers \((T.ts \leq \text{Time}() - \delta_a\) nor in establishing validity in other tokens \((T.ts \leq \text{Time}() - p/\beta \cdot \delta_a\)), with \(\beta\) being the concurrency factor and \(p\) the total number of provers.

**Determining the Integrity of Provers.** Devices that have synchronized and validated their token set \(TS\) can afterwards determine the integrity of provers. To this end, devices execute the function \(\text{IsHealthy}(P_i)\), which is shown in Algorithm 7.2.

---

**Algorithm 7.2:** A device determines the integrity of a prover \(P_i\).

1. **procedure** \(\text{IsHealthy}(P_i)\)
2.  **for** \(T \in TS\) **do**
3.    **if** \(i \in T.ids\) **and** \(\text{Time}() < T.ts + \delta_a\) **and** \(T.valid\) **then**
4.      **return** true
5.      **return** false

Devices that execute \(\text{IsHealthy}(P_i)\) check whether \(P_i\) participated in the generation of a token \(T\) whose validity has been ensured and which was generated within the last \(\delta_a\) time. A prover \(P_i\) that passes these checks has proven to be in a trustworthy software state between the time \(T.ts\) and now. In addition, \(P_i\) is physically healthy at the present time, as \(T\) testifies the physical integrity of \(P_i\) at \(T.ts\) and successful physical attacks require at least the attack time \(\delta_a\).
According to the adversary model (Section 2.4), our attestation protocol is secure, if Adv_sw and Adv_hw are unable to fake a healthy system state for a prover \( P_a \) that is at the time of its own attestation in a compromised state. To fake a healthy state for \( P_a \), Adv_hw, hence, also the weaker Adv_sw, would need trick a device \( D_i \) into storing a token \( T \) that passes IsHealthy(\( P_a \)). To this end, Adv_hw must forge \( T \) in a way that it contains a valid signature for \( P_a \), since \( D_i \) will only accept \( T \) during token exchange, if \( T \) passes the signature verification. To forge a valid token signature for \( P_a \), Adv_hw must possess the private token key \( x_a \) of \( P_a \). By performing network attacks or compromising the software on \( P_a \), Adv_hw is unable to get access to \( x_a \). This is because all secrets and protocol code are stored and execute inside the TEE of provers and never leave the TEE. In addition, the TEE is immutable by compromised software (Section 2.3) and the token generation protocol code enforces that provers with a compromised software quit the protocol execution. Hence, a software-compromised prover \( P_a \) is unable to access its private token key \( x_a \). However, Adv_hw may also physically compromise \( P_a \) to gain access to \( x_a \), which enables Adv_hw to forge valid token signatures on behalf of \( P_a \). Yet, because Adv_hw must take \( P_a \) offline for \( \delta_a \) time during the physical attack, \( P_a \) will not generate a token for more than \( \delta_a \) time. Thus, after the physical attack is completed, all devices will only store outdated tokens from \( P_a \) and regard \( P_a \) as compromised when executing IsHealthy(\( P_a \)). As a result, \( P_a \) is from then on neither able to participate in the token generation with other healthy provers, nor able to issue a token that will pass the token validation on healthy devices, as described in the following subsection (Section 7.3.4).

Note that devices cannot distinguish between an unreachable and a compromised prover. We assume that Adv_hw has full control over the network and, thus, can prevent the generation and exchange of tokens in the network. Hence, if there is no token \( T \) that attests the integrity of a prover \( P_i \), a device must assume that \( P_i \) is in a compromised state.

### 7.3.4 Token Validation

**Overview.** The token validation is the essential part of PASTA to detect physical attacks. Recall that a stored validated token \( T \) testifies that all provers listed in \( T.\text{ids} \) were physically healthy at \( T.\text{ts} \). By contrast, the authenticity of stored invalid tokens has not been ensured (yet), meaning that each invalid token could have been forged by Adv_hw and list physically compromised provers in \( T.\text{ids} \) and a bogus timestamp in \( T.\text{ts} \). During token validation, a device \( D_i \) updates the validity flags of all stored invalid tokens, whereby any invalid token for which \( D_i \) can rule out that it is forged by Adv_hw is marked as valid. More specifically, \( D_i \) uses its already validated tokens to build a chain of trust between all physically healthy provers, which are provers that were never offline for longer than the attack time \( \delta_a \). Starting with the initialization token pre-deployed as valid, \( D_i \) iteratively uses the information from already validated tokens to validate further invalid tokens. In this process, \( D_i \) makes use of the time and simultaneously
Algorithm 7.3: \( D_i \) validates its stored tokens in step one.

1: procedure ValidateTime()
2: \( hdevs \leftarrow \emptyset \) \hfill \( \triangleright \) provers considered healthy
3: for \( i = 1, 2, ..., n \) do
4: if IsHealthy\( (P_i) \) then
5: \( hdevs \leftarrow hdevs \cup i \)
6: for \( T \in TS \) do
7: if \( (T.valid = false) \) and \( (T.ids \cap hdevs \neq \emptyset) \) then
8: \( T.valid \leftarrow true \)
9: go to 3

limitations of \( \text{Adv}_{\text{inv}} \), which are stated in (1) and (2) in our adversary model (Section 2.4). In case \( D_i \) attempts to validate a forged token \( T_a \), \( D_i \) will be unable to establish a chain of trust for provers listed in \( T_a \), since they have been offline for at least \( \delta_a \) time during the physical attack. Consequently, \( D_i \) will not mark \( T_a \) as valid.

The token validation consists of two steps. In each step, tokens are validated taking assumption (1), respectively (2), on \( \text{Adv}_{\text{inv}} \) into account. Below, we describe both steps in detail.

(1) Validation of Time Assumption. In the first step, already validated tokens are used to determine the set of healthy provers. With the set of healthy provers, invalid tokens are then validated. The process is illustrated in Algorithm 7.3 and explained in the following.

2-5: Initially, a device \( D_i \) determines and stores the identifiers of all provers that \( D_i \) considers to be healthy in \( hdevs \). For this purpose, \( D_i \) uses the function IsHealthy\( () \), which we described in the previous subsection (Section 7.3.3).

6-9: Next, \( D_i \) makes use of \( hdevs \) to validate tokens from its token set \( TS \). In detail, the validity flag \( T.valid \) of any token \( T \) that lists a healthy prover, which is the case if \( T.ids \cap hdevs \neq \emptyset \), is set to \( true \). This is because healthy provers only engage in the token generation with other healthy provers. Since \( hdevs \) testifies that at least one prover in \( T.ids \) is healthy, all provers in \( T.ids \) must be healthy. Thus, \( T \) cannot have been forged by \( \text{Adv}_{\text{inv}} \) and is set valid. Next, \( D_i \) starts the procedure all over again. This is necessary, as \( T \) may now testify the integrity of additional provers that are currently not contained in \( hdevs \). With the extended \( hdevs \), already processed tokens that were not validated in the current iteration of the procedure may be validated in the next iteration.

For clarity, Figure 7.2 shows an example for the validation of the time assumption.

(2) Validation of Simultaneity Assumption. In the second step, devices additionally make use of the assumption that \( \text{Adv}_{\text{inv}} \) is unable to compromise more
Prover $P_1$ receives the tokens $T_2$, $T_3$, $T_4$, and $T_5$ from prover $P_3$ at time 20. Before the token validation, $P_1$ considers $P_3$, $P_4$, $P_5$, $P_6$, and $P_7$ to be compromised, since $P_1$ does not store a validated and recent (i.e., less than $\text{Time}\left(T_v\right) - \delta_a$ time old) token that lists $P_3$, $P_4$, $P_5$, $P_6$, or $P_7$. During token validation, $P_1$ iteratively establishes a chain of trust based on already validated tokens, as indicated by the arrows. Initially, token $T_1$ testifies the integrity of $P_1$ and $P_2$ at time $t_1$, and now, both provers must be physically healthy at the present moment. Since $P_2$ must be healthy and is listed in $T_5$, $T_5$ cannot be forged by $\text{Adv}_{\text{hav}}$, hence, is set valid. Next, the newly validated $T_5$ testifies the integrity of $P_4$, which is why token $T_4$ is set valid. Finally, $T_4$ testifies that $P_6$ is healthy, so that $T_2$ is set valid. Token $T_3$ cannot be validated, since $P_1$ does not store a validated and recent token that testifies the integrity of provers listed in $T_3$, i.e., $P_5$ and $P_7$, at the present time. Thus, $T_3$ may be forged by $\text{Adv}_{\text{hav}}$, hence, remains invalid. After token validation, $P_1$ regards $P_2$, $P_3$, $P_4$, and $P_6$ as healthy, due to the newly received and validated tokens.

Figure 7.2: Illustration of the token validation from the perspective of a prover $P_1$. This scenario represents a highly disrupted network, where provers only rarely had a connection to each other. Thus, provers were unable to periodically perform the token generation as a group. The concurrency factor $\beta$ is set to $\infty$, which means that $\text{Adv}_{\text{hav}}$ can physically compromise all provers concurrently.

than $\beta$ provers per $\delta_a$ time concurrently. Based on this assumption, validated tokens that are outdated, i.e., older than $\delta_a$, can be used to validate remaining invalid tokens from the first token validation step. This is possible, as outdated validated tokens may testify the healthiness of so many provers at a past time that $\text{Adv}_{\text{hav}}$ would be unable to have physically compromised all of them at the present time. Therefore, newer (yet) invalid tokens generated by one of those healthy provers must be valid.

More specifically, each validated token $T_v$ testifies the healthiness of all provers listed in $T_v$ at time $T_v.ts$. At the present time, $\text{Adv}_{\text{hav}}$ can at the maximum have physically compromised $\text{maxdevs} = \left\lfloor (\text{Time()} - T_v.ts) / \delta_a \right\rfloor \cdot \beta$ provers of $T_v$. If an invalid token $T_i$ shares more than $\text{maxdevs}$ provers with $T_v$, i.e., $|T_i.ids \cap T_v.ids| > \text{maxdevs}$, then $T_i$ must be valid. This is because to forge $T_v$, $\text{Adv}_{\text{hav}}$ has to compromise all provers listed in $T_i$, which is, however, a contradiction.
Algorithm 7.4: $D_i$ validates its stored tokens in step two.

1: procedure ValidateSimultaneity()
2: for $T_i \in TS$ do
3: if $T_i$.valid = false then \Comment{attempt to validate $T_i$}
4: itoks ← \{i\}
5: idevs ← $T_i$.ids
6: for $T_k \in TS$ do
7: if ($k \notin$ itoks) and ($T_k.ts > T_i.ts$) then
8: maxcdevs ← $\lfloor (\text{Time}() - T_i.ts) / \delta_a \rfloor \cdot \beta$
9: if $|T_k.\ids \cap$ idevs $| >$ maxcdevs then
10: itoks ← itoks $\cup$ k
11: idevs ← idevs $\cup$ $T_k$.ids
12: go to 6
13: vdevs ← $\emptyset$
14: for $T_v \in \text{reverse(sort(TS))}$ do \Comment{highest $T_v$.ts first}
15: if ($T_v$.valid) and ($T_v.\ids \cap$ idevs $\neq \emptyset$) then
16: maxcdevs ← $\lfloor (\text{Time}() - T_v.ts) / \delta_a \rfloor \cdot \beta$
17: vdevs ← vdevs $\cup$ ($T_v.\ids \cap$ idevs)
18: if $|vdevs| >$ maxcdevs then \Comment{itoks valid}
19: for $k \in$ itoks do
20: $TS.T_k$.valid = true
21: ValidateTime()
22: go to 2

To the fact that at least one prover in $T_i.\ids \cap$ $T_v.\ids$ must be healthy. A larger intersection $|T_i.\ids \cap$ $T_v.\ids|$ enables $T_v$ to be older and still be used for validation, which increases robustness against device and network disruptions. To maximize this intersection, $T_i$ and $T_v$ can be extended by further tokens from $TS$ that share the same device identifiers with either $T_i$ or $T_v$. This way, two device identifier sets, idevs and vdevs, of invalid (idevs) and valid (vdevs) tokens can be used, which results in the extended intersection idevs $\cap$ vdevs. The process is illustrated in Algorithm 7.4 and explained in the following.

2-5: A device $D_i$ iteratively selects an invalid token $T_i$ from $TS$ and attempts to validate $T_i$ in the following steps. Initially, the index $i$ of $T_i$ is recorded in itoks and provers listed in $T_i$ are stored in idevs.

6-12: Next, itoks is iteratively extended by further tokens to be validated, and idevs is enlarged by their listed prover identifiers. In this process, itoks is constructed in a way that a single valid token in itoks is capable of testifying the validity of all tokens in itoks. To this end, $TS$ is examined for tokens that (i) are not contained in itoks and are more recent than $T_i.ts$, and (ii) share more provers with idevs than Adv$\text{Adv}_{\text{Adv}}$ can compromise between $T_i.ts$ and now. A token $T_k$ fulfills (i) if $k \notin$ itoks and $T_k.ts > T_i.ts$. To fulfill (ii), $|T_k.\ids \cap$ idevs$|$ must be larger than maxcdevs = $\lfloor (\text{Time}() - T_i.ts) / \delta_a \rfloor \cdot \beta$. If
both checks pass, *itoks* is extended by *k* and *idevs* by *T*_k.*ids*. Afterwards, this step (6-12) is repeated.

The checks (i) and (ii) ensure that if all tokens in *itoks* are valid, *T*_k must be valid, and vice versa. This is because between now and the time *T*_k.*ts*, being according to (i) the oldest of all tokens *itoks* and *T*_k, *Adv*_hw can only compromise *maxcdevs* provers. Since more than *maxcdevs* provers are according to (ii) contained in *idevs* ∩ *T*_k.*ids*, *Adv*_hw would have had too little time to tamper with all provers *idevs* ∩ *T*_k.*ids*, which *Adv*_hw requires to forge *T*_k or all *itoks* tokens. By ensuring that each token *T*_k added to *itoks* fulfills (i) and (ii), *itoks* obtains the property that a single valid token in *itoks* is able to testify the validity of all tokens in *itoks*. This property is important for the following step (13-22).

13-22: Next, *D*_i determines which provers *vdevs* ⊆ *idevs* were listed in already validated tokens, hence, were healthy at a past time. If the amount of *vdevs* is greater than *maxcdevs* = ⌊(Time() − *t*)/δ_a⌋ · β, at least one prover in *idevs* must be healthy at the current time. Thus, at least one token from *itoks*, namely the token listing the healthy prover, must be valid. This implies that all tokens in *itoks* must be valid due to the property of *itoks*.

In detail, validated tokens in *TS* are examined in descending order regarding their timestamp. For a token *T*_v that attests the integrity of provers in *idevs* at an earlier time *T*_v.*ts*, *maxcdevs* amounts to ⌊(Time() − *T*_v.*ts)/δ_a⌋ · β. For the first found token *T*_v that attests the integrity of provers in *idevs*, *vdevs* amounts to the intersection between *idevs* and *T*_v.*ids*: *vdevs* = *idevs* ∩ *T*_v.*ids*. However, because provers that are healthy at *T*_v.*ts* are also healthy at *T*_v′.*ts* < *T*_v.*ts*, *vdevs* inherits all provers from previous iterations for any subsequently found token *T*_v′ that attests the integrity of provers in *idevs*: *vdevs* = *vdevs* ∪ (*T*_v′.*ids* ∩ *idevs*). If it is eventually ensured that *idevs* are healthy, as |*vdevs*| > *maxcdevs*, all tokens from *itoks* are set valid. Since the newly validated tokens may be able to change the validity of stored invalid tokens, both steps of the token validation are executed again.

For clarity, Figure 7.3 shows an example for the validation of the simultaneity assumption.

**Further Solutions to Validate Tokens.** The described token validation works well for devices that regularly exchange and validate tokens. However, some devices may only occasionally connect to the network to check the integrity of provers, such as, for instance, a verifier device from the network operator. Depending on their absence time and the parameters δ_a and β, such devices may have issues establishing the chain of trust in healthy provers and, therefore, may falsely regard healthy provers as compromised. In fact, for a proper token validation, each device needs to reconnect to the network at least every δ_ex < ⌈p/β⌉ · δ_a time, with *p* being the total number of healthy provers in the network. For instance, in a network with 1000 provers, an attack time δ_a of 10 min, and an
Prover $P_1$ receives the tokens $T_5$, $T_6$, and $T_7$ from prover $P_4$ at time 40. The concurrency factor $\beta$ is 2, which enables $P_1$ to validate tokens based on the simultaneity assumption. As indicated by the arrows, $P_1$ uses the outdated ($T_i.ts < Time() - \delta_a = 30$) but already validated tokens $T_1$, $T_2$, and $T_3$ to validate the newly received tokens $T_5$ and $T_7$. In detail, $T_1$, $T_2$, and $T_3$ testify that $vdevs = \{P_4, P_5, P_6, P_7, P_8\}$ were physically healthy at (at least) $T_1.ts \approx 11$, which is the oldest timestamp in $T_1$, $T_2$, and $T_3$. Between $T_1.ts$ and now, $Adv_{hw}$ could at maximum have physically compromised $maxdevs = \lfloor (Time() - T_1.ts) / \delta_a \rfloor \cdot \beta = 4$ provers of $vdevs$. Because $vdevs$ contains 5 provers, at least one prover of $vdevs$ must be healthy at the present time. This directly implies that $T_5$ or $T_7$ (or both) must be valid. For instance, assuming that $P_4$ is healthy, $T_5$ must be valid. However, since $T_5$ and $T_7$ both list $P_3$, the validity of $T_5$ further implies the validity of $T_7$ and vice versa. This is because assuming that either $T_5$ or $T_7$ is valid, $Adv_{hw}$ would have too little time to physically tamper with $P_3$ after $T_5 \approx 31$ or $T_7 \approx 39$, which is among others necessary to forge $T_5$ or $T_7$. Thus, both $T_5$ and $T_7$ must be genuine and are marked as valid. By contrast, $P_1$ is unable to validate token $T_6$, generated by $P_2$ and $P_3$. This is because between $T_6.ts \approx 27$, at which $P_2$ and $P_3$ were healthy, and now, $Adv_{hw}$ would have had enough time to physically compromise $P_2$ and $P_3$ and forge token $T_6$.

Figure 7.3: Illustration of the token validation from the perspective of $P_1$ and with $\beta = 2$. The attack concurrency factor $\beta$ of 5, $\delta_{ex}$ amounts to 33.3 hours. In case a device is absent from the network for longer than $\delta_{ex}$ time, we propose two alternative solutions to validate tokens.

The first solution is to fall back to the approach of existing attestation protocols that detect physical attacks like DARPA [68] or SCAPi (Section 6). They build on assumption (3) of our adversary model (Section 2.4), which states that $Adv_{hw}$ is unable to physically compromise more than a specific amount $\lambda$ of provers in the network. Based on this assumption, a secure attestation of $p - \lambda + 1$ provers can be guaranteed. To this end, a device $D_i$ determines all provers $pdevs$ that are listed in tokens with a timestamp more recent than $\delta_t: T_i.ts > Time() - \delta_a$. If $|pdevs|$ is greater than $p - \lambda$, all $pdevs$ provers must be healthy. Subsequently, $D_i$ marks all stored tokens that list a prover from $pdevs$ as valid.
The second solution is applicable in case provers provide some form of physical tamper evidence. In this case, the integrity of \textit{hdevs} provers is ensured by physically inspecting the particular provers. Next, all tokens that list a prover from \textit{hdevs} are set valid. Finally, all other stored tokens are validated by executing our proposed token validation.

7.4 Evaluation

In this section, we first describe our implementation and show measurements conducted on low-end embedded devices (Section 7.4.1). Next, we evaluate the scalability of PASTA by presenting simulations of static networks (Section 7.4.2). Finally, we provide simulation results of PASTA in highly dynamic and disruptive networks to assess its robustness (Section 7.4.3).

7.4.1 Implementation and Measurements

**Implementation.** As a target platform for our implementation, we employed four ESP32-PICO-KIT V4 development boards. The core of the boards constitute a 7x7x0.94mm$^2$ ESP32-PICO-D4 system-in-package module, which features Wi-Fi and Bluetooth functionalities, 4 MB flash memory, and a 240 MHz dual-core 32-bit microprocessor. Due to its ultra-small size and low-energy consumption, the ESP32-PICO-D4 is well suited for space-limited or battery-operated applications, e.g., as wearable, medical, or sensor devices. Furthermore, it provides the Secure Boot feature and thus the minimal hardware properties required for remote attestation \[44, 127\].

We used SHA-256 as a cryptographic hash function and a Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) based on SHA-256 for message authentication. To implement both, we made use of the mbed TLS code \[1\]. Our implementation of the Schnorr multisignature scheme is based on the Bitcoin cryptographic code \[56\], which offers a library for elliptic curve operations on curve secp256k1.

**Measurements.** We found out that the runtime of PASTA is dominated by the cryptographic algorithms and network performance. Table 7.3 depicts runtime measurements of the employed cryptographic algorithms. To attest its integrity, a prover device hashes its firmware and generates a token using the Schnorr multisignature scheme, which consumes around 40.1 ms of runtime in total with a firmware size of 50 kB. The runtime required to verify the integrity of provers listed in a received token depends on various factors. If the token is obtained from an untrustworthy device and the receiver does not store the aggregated public key of all $m$ provers listed in the token, hence, must compute the key ad-hoc, the computation consumes $20.95 + 0.11m$ ms. If the receiver uses a stored aggregated key, the runtime amounts to 20.95 ms. If the token is received from a healthy (i.e., trustworthy) prover, verifying the integrity requires less than 0.06 ms, as only the authenticity of the received message, but not the token
Algorithm | Function | Runtime |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schnorr MuSign</td>
<td>GenCommit($k \in \mathbb{Z}_q; r = g^k$)</td>
<td>21.284 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnorr MuSign</td>
<td>AggCommit($r = r_1 \cdot r_2$)</td>
<td>0.109 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnorr MuSign</td>
<td>GenChallenge($c = \text{Hash}(r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnorr MuSign</td>
<td>GenSig($s = k + c \cdot x$)</td>
<td>2.449 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnorr MuSign</td>
<td>AggSig($s = s_1 + s_2$)</td>
<td>0.006 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnorr MuVerify</td>
<td>AggKey($y = y_1 \cdot y_2$)</td>
<td>0.109 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnorr MuVerify</td>
<td>Verify($c = \text{Hash}(r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-SHA-256</td>
<td>HMAC(16 B)</td>
<td>0.042 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-SHA-256</td>
<td>HMAC(1024 B)</td>
<td>0.301 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256</td>
<td>Hash(51200 B)</td>
<td>13.171 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Cryptographic runtime measurements on the ESP32.

signature, needs to be verified. For communication between devices, we used the Wi-Fi communication capabilities of the ESP32-PICO-D4. Unfortunately, our measurements were significantly below the stated theoretical throughput of 150 MBit/s, as we measured an average throughput of 12.51 MBit/s on the application layer using TCP and an average round trip time of 4.63 ms.

Memory Consumption. Each device stores its id (4 B), signature key (32 B), public key of $O$ (64 B), channel key of each prover (16 m B), and public key of each prover (64 m B). Each stored token consumes between 69 B and 69 + $m/8$ B (worst-case). Assuming a network with 10000 provers, our scheme consumes at most 781.4 kB + $|\text{token}| \cdot 1.28$ kB. The memory consumption can be reduced by establishing channel keys and public keys on demand, and storing aggregated public keys.

Conclusion. We showed that PASTA imposes a low computational complexity and memory consumption on each device. This makes PASTA practical, even on low-end embedded devices. Compared with SANA [7], the only protocol that allows a scalable attestation of many provers towards untrustworthy verifier devices (but is centralized and only detects software attacks), PASTA requires at least one order of magnitude less computational overhead to generate the attestation result and two orders of magnitude less to verify it.

7.4.2 Static Network Simulations

Simulation Setup. To evaluate PASTA in large networks, we performed network simulations with the OMNeT++ [146] event simulator. We implemented PASTA on the application layer and used delays based on our runtime and network measurements. On lower network layers, we applied a simplified communication
model that enables devices within direct communication range unimpaired half-duplex communication, as long as no other device within range transmits data.

**Token Generation.** To examine the scalability of PASTA, we conducted simulations in static networks. In these networks, each device is connected to the overall network topology and connections between devices remain (almost) fixed. Figure 7.4 shows our simulation results for the runtime of the token generation phase with a varying number of network devices and different network topologies. As shown, the runtime heavily depends on the network topology. Tree topologies enable more provers to perform computations and communication simultaneously in the network. In fact, whereas more than one million prover devices arranged in a tree topology can be attested in less than 1.0 s, the attestation of 10000 provers in a chain topology requires 192.1 s. Fortunately, devices are in typical application scenarios much more likely connected in some form of tree topology than in long chains.

Furthermore, we also investigated the performance in quasi dynamic networks, in which the network topology changes in random ways before the token generation protocol is executed. In completely static networks, the initiator device can assume a static set of participating provers, such that provers do not have to transmit their identifiers during token generation. In quasi dynamic networks, which are represented as dotted lines in Figure 7.4, this is not possible, since
provers may leave or join the network between runs of the token generation protocol. Due to the additional communication of device identifiers, the token generation runtime is slightly higher in quasi dynamic networks and increases with an increasing number of provers.

**Token Exchange.** Figure 7.5 illustrates the runtime required to exchange a single token between all devices in the network. The exchanged token was generated by all provers and attests their integrity. We varied the total number of devices, network topology, and ratio between prover and verifier devices. In addition, devices either computed the aggregated public key of provers ad-hoc, depicted in Figure 7.5a, or used a precomputed and stored aggregated public key, depicted in Figure 7.5b. During token exchange, the aggregated public key is required to verify the token signature, which protects the token integrity. The key must be computed whenever a token is received from an untrustworthy device and the token lists a new set of prover devices for which the receiver does not yet store the aggregated public key. As shown, the difference between computing the key ad-hoc and using a precomputed key is huge. Whereas in the first case the
runtime to exchange and verify a token in a network with one million devices amounts to a few minutes, in the latter case it is less than 0.7 s. However, we would like to emphasize that in networks with up to 4000 devices, the token exchange runtime is even in the worst-case, that is, with new sets of provers in each token exchange, always below 1 s.

Another essential factor for the performance of the token exchange is the ratio between provers and verifiers in the network. In case the network contains many provers and only few untrustworthy devices, devices need to verify the signature of received tokens less often and the runtime decreases, as shown by the solid lines in Figure 7.5a. This is because devices can omit verifying the signature of tokens that are received from healthy provers (Section 7.3.3). On the contrary, if there are only few provers and many verifiers, devices need to verify tokens frequently. Nonetheless, in this case, each token contains less prover devices and the aggregated public key required to verify the token can be computed much faster. In total, this also results in a low runtime, as shown by the dashed lines. A balanced number of healthy provers and verifiers results in the highest runtime. Yet, when devices store the precomputed public key required to verify a received token, the impact of the ratio between provers and verifiers is less significant because verifying tokens is then much faster, as shown in Figure 7.5b.

**Conclusion.** We showed that PASTA is scalable to very large networks due to its small communication and computational overhead. In the best case, which is a static network with a uniform tree topology and only prover devices, one million provers can attest and verify the integrity of each other in less than 2.91 s (token generation plus token exchange). Yet, even in the worst case, which is a network with approximately 41% verifier devices and a topology that changes between runs of the protocol, 1000 devices (410 verifiers and 590 provers) are able to verify the integrity of all 590 provers within 71.7 s.

### 7.4.3 Dynamic Network Simulations

**Simulation Setup.** In order to simulate dynamic and disruptive network topologies, we extended our simulation setup for static networks (Section 7.4.2). Instead of using static connections between devices, we set the device communication range to 50 m and deployed devices randomly in a 1000 x 1000 m area. During simulation, devices repeatedly select a random destination within the area and then move towards this destination at a specified speed, which is repeatedly set to a random value between 5 and 15 m/s (random waypoint mobility model). PASTA’s parameters $\delta_{gen}$ and $\delta_{join}$ to initiate and join a token generation were set to 10 s and 5 s. In addition, we assumed that $Adv_{hw}$ requires at least 10 min to physically tamper with a prover, i.e., $\delta_a = 10$ min. Thus, the simulation settings and parameters are the same as in the evaluation of SCAPI (Section 6.4).

**Robustness of Attestation.** To assess the robustness of PASTA, we investigated the runtime until prover devices are mistakenly regarded as physically compro-
Figure 7.6: Error-free runtime of prover attestation, i.e., runtime until prover devices are mistakenly regarded as physically compromised.

mised. In dynamic and disruptive networks, provers only occasionally have a connection to each other. Hence, a healthy prover may be unable to communicate with other provers for longer than \( \delta_a \) time, whereupon the prover is regarded as physically compromised. Note that the considered scenarios deliberately go beyond typical application scenarios for autonomous embedded systems to determine the boundaries of PASTA.

Figure 7.6a shows the runtime until either one or two provers are falsely regarded as physically compromised. The network only consists of prover devices, whose number we varied. Furthermore, we set the concurrency factor \( \beta \), which defines the number of provers \( \text{Adv}_{\text{hw}} \) can physically compromise within \( \delta_a \) time, to \( \infty \). Thus, we assumed that \( \text{Adv}_{\text{hw}} \) is able to physically attack all provers concurrently. In addition, we compared PASTA with SCAPI. As shown, the robustness of both protocols exponentially increases with the number of provers in the network. With more provers, the network becomes denser, which allows for more communication between the devices. By contrast, in sparser networks, chances are higher that a particular prover does not encounter any other prover within \( \delta_a \) time, so that all other provers will regard the isolated prover as absent, hence, physically compromised. With the random movement of devices, it is significantly more likely that a single prover is isolated, as opposed to a group of provers. This is why the runtime for a misclassification of two provers is
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on average almost twice as high as for a single prover. In comparison, SCAPI requires roughly three times more provers to achieve the same error-free runtime as PASTA, or, with the same number of provers, operates two orders of magnitude less robustly. This is because in SCAPI each prover must have a connection to other provers at least every \( \delta_a/2 \) time, as opposed to \( \delta_a \) time in PASTA. Therefore, PASTA is significantly more robust to network dynamics and disruptions.

In practice, autonomous embedded systems usually not only contain provers, but also (potentially untrustworthy) devices that are not attested. To evaluate SCAPI and PASTA in these scenarios, we set the number of provers to 20 and then added an increasing number of either data mules (dashed lines) or verifiers (solid lines). Whereas verifiers continuously verify the integrity of provers, data mules (e.g., access points) merely store and forward tokens. As depicted in Figure 7.6b, PASTA runs much more robustly with an increasing number of non-prover devices. This is due to the fact that PASTA enables any device to propagate tokens in the network. By contrast, non-prover devices have no impact on the robustness of SCAPI. In SCAPI, provers communicate encrypted with a secret key that cannot be shared with (potentially untrustworthy) non-prover devices, which are therefore unable to participate in the attestation protocol. Figure 7.6b also shows that the error-free runtime of PASTA is higher in networks with data mules than with verifiers. The reason for this is that data mules do not verify the integrity of provers, so that fewer devices in the network can falsely classify a healthy prover as compromised.

In the next simulation, whose results are shown in Figure 7.7, we arranged an impassable horizontal barrier in the middle of a 800m x 800m area, and deployed half of all devices in each of the two partitions. As a result, connections between devices from the same partition are much more likely to occur than connections between devices from different partitions. In addition, we varied the number of provers and the concurrency factor \( \beta \). If \( \beta \) is set to \( \infty \), \( \text{Adv}_{\text{live}} \) can compromise all provers concurrently, as in all previous simulations. With the barrier, it is more likely that whole groups of provers are separated from each other for longer than \( \delta_a \) time, than single provers. This allows PASTA to make use of its unique feature to reunite separated groups of prover devices. A lower concurrency factor \( \beta \) allows separated groups of provers to be smaller and be separated from other groups for longer times. In fact, setting a slightly lower \( \beta \) in our simulations leads to an increased robustness of up to multiple orders of magnitude. In contrast, SCAPI immediately produces false positives after \( \delta_a/2 \) time, i.e., 5 min, with up to 90 provers (not shown in Figure 7.7). This is no surprise, since Figure 7.6a already showed that SCAPI performs significantly worse than PASTA with \( \beta = \infty \).

**Conclusion.** We demonstrated that PASTA is significantly more robust to network disruptions than SCAPI (Section 6). In the same networks, PASTA has shown to achieve an average error-free operating time that is up to 450 times higher than SCAPI. This huge gap in the robustness even further increases when (i) the network contains additional non-prover devices, e.g., verifier or...
network infrastructure devices, or (ii) it is assumed that $Adv_{hw}$ can only physically tamper with a limited number of provers simultaneously. Whereas in the first case, PASTA outperforms SCAPI by three orders of magnitude, the second case enables PASTA to run reliably in network topologies in which an attestation with SCAPI is impossible.

7.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we presented PASTA, an attestation protocol that is particularly suited for autonomous networks of embedded devices. As opposed to other protocols, PASTA (i) allows many provers to attest their integrity towards many verifiers in a scalable and efficient way, (ii) is decentralized, hence, independent of any entity that manages the attestation, and (iii) is able to detect physical attacks in a much more robust way than any existing protocol. In simulations based on real-world measurements, we showed that one million low-end embedded prover devices are able to attest their software and hardware integrity within $0.5 \text{s}$ in a token of only 68 bytes. The token can be verified by a low-end embedded device within $0.06 \text{ms}$ or $21 \text{ms}$, depending on whether the token is received from a prover or a potentially untrustworthy network device. Furthermore, we demonstrated that PASTA is much more robust than our previously proposed attestation protocol SCAPI (Section 6). In disruptive networks, it achieves an error-free operating time that is several orders of magnitude higher than SCAPI.
CONCLUSION

We conclude this thesis by summarizing our contributions (Section 8.1) and outlining directions for future research (Section 8.2).

8.1 SUMMARY

Remote attestation constitutes an effective technique to face the increasing number of attacks on networked embedded systems. It allows to detect whether remote devices are in a trustworthy system state (or not). Thus, remote attestation enables to quickly identify and respond to attacks on embedded devices, and mitigate their damage. In this thesis, we advanced the state of the art in the attestation of embedded systems in three main ways.

First, we targeted the secure attestation of commodity low-end embedded devices. Existing attestation protocols rely on secure hardware to achieve strong security guarantees. The necessary secure hardware is, however, unavailable in low-end embedded devices. We presented ALE, an attestation protocol that relies on less secure hardware while providing the same (strong) security guarantees as existing hardware-based protocols. The relaxed requirements on secure hardware allow ALE to be in particular applicable to commodity low-end embedded devices. As a result, our protocol enables various novel applications that were previously impractical due to weak security guarantees or lack of secure hardware. To demonstrate this, we applied ALE in two specific use cases, namely, ECUs in road vehicles and code updates for wireless sensor networks. In the first use case, we proposed a scheme that ensures the secure and safe operation of embedded systems in road vehicles. We showed that our scheme is applicable to many automotive embedded systems, as they often adhere to automotive standards that fulfill ALE’s demands on secure hardware. In the second use case, we proposed a secure code update scheme for mesh-networked low-end embedded devices. Our scheme enforces the proper installation of updates and the erasure of potential malware on all devices in the network. Unlike other solutions, our scheme is, due to its strong security guarantees, applicable in mesh networks, where an adversary may have compromised various devices.

Next, we aimed at the efficient attestation of multiple devices that are connected in particularly challenging networks. More specifically, we focused on highly dynamic and disruptive network topologies. In these topologies, existing attestation protocols are impractical or even inapplicable. We proposed SALAD, an attestation protocol that can efficiently verify multiple devices in highly dynamic and disruptive networks. In addition, SALAD provides an increased resilience against DoS attacks, allows a verifier to obtain the attestation result
from any device, and considers a physical adversary who is able to tamper with the hardware of devices in the network. In the presence of a physical adversary, SALAD guarantees a secure attestation of all physically uncompromised devices, unlike other collective attestation protocols. Nevertheless, SALAD is unable to detect physically compromised devices.

Finally, we explored practical attestation protocols that defend against invasive physical attacks. We presented two protocols, SCAPI and PASTA, that not only detect devices whose software is compromised but also devices whose hardware has been tampered with. Existing attestation protocols that aim to detect physically compromised devices suffer from limited scalability and robustness. Our first protocol, SCAPI, specifically addresses scalability and efficiency, in which respect it outperforms existing protocols by several orders of magnitudes. Furthermore, SCAPI entails only a low computational and memory overhead, which makes it applicable to low-end embedded devices. In comparison, our second protocol, PASTA, targets more powerful low-end and mid-range embedded devices. In return, PASTA provides more robustness against device outages and network disruptions than SCAPI. Additionally, PASTA allows embedded prover devices to attest their integrity towards multiple potentially untrustworthy embedded verifier devices. These properties make PASTA particularly suited for autonomous networks of embedded systems.

In short, we presented protocols that enable a more secure, efficient, and robust attestation of embedded devices. In addition, we applied one of our protocols in two novel usage scenarios. With our contributions, we advanced the practicality of remote attestation on embedded devices, which we hope will facilitate the deployment and use of remote attestation in practice.

8.2 Future Work

Although this thesis advanced remote attestation techniques for embedded systems in various directions, there are still open challenges that require future work. The following paragraphs outline these challenges.

Provable Secure Attestation. All our attestation protocols were carefully designed to meet the stated security goals (Section 2.4). Nevertheless, even most carefully designed protocols sometimes turn out to have security vulnerabilities. In order to provide more evidence for the security of attestation protocols, recent works aimed at provable security [10, 110, 111]. Thus far, VRASED [111] constitutes the only formally verified hardware-based attestation protocol. However, VRASED only considers the attestation of a single device and relies on hardware modifications that prevent its application in commodity embedded systems. Therefore, more research is needed to prove the security of contemporary collective attestation protocols or attestation protocols that are applicable to commodity embedded devices, which we presented in this thesis.
8.2 Future Work

Runtime Attestation of Road Vehicles. In Section 4.1, we presented a scheme that ensures the secure and safe operation of embedded systems in road vehicles. Our scheme detects compromised automotive embedded systems at the start of the vehicle, but is unable to detect compromised devices after the vehicle is started. To also detect attacks during the operation of vehicles, our scheme can be extended with DIAT [4], a runtime attestation protocol for autonomous embedded systems. Nevertheless, besides detection, the incident response approach of our scheme must also be adjusted. So far, our scheme locks the ignition switch or power supply whenever a compromised state has been detected. However, during operation, a vehicle may be moving at high speed along a highway. In this case, shutting down the engine or power supply threatens the safety of vehicles, vehicle occupants, and other road users. Hence, more research is needed to find appropriate incident responses for this application scenario.

Analysis of Physical Tamper Resistance. Another interesting direction of research is to investigate the resistance of commodity embedded systems against invasive and semi-invasive physical attacks. Existing works typically explore novel physical attacks but lack precise numbers about the costs and time that is needed to perform these attacks. By quantifying the precise resistance against physical attacks, the capabilities of a physical adversary can be narrowed down and parameters for the absence detection can be adjusted accordingly. As a result, this would enhance the security and robustness of our proposed attestation protocols that defend against physical attacks (Chapters 6 and 7).

Extended Evaluation. To evaluate our attestation protocols, we implemented them, measured their performance in small networks, and then simulated large networks based on our measurements. However, network simulations always introduce modeling and discretization errors. One way towards more realistic simulation results is to use non-synthetic mobility trace, e.g., recorded from actual deployment scenarios. Nonetheless, to obtain precise evaluation results for specific scenarios, our protocols would need to be tested in large-scale real-world experiments. Ideally, the protocols are evaluated in realistic application scenarios, such as drone-based delivery systems or wireless sensor networks. Unfortunately, performing such real-world experiments involves a significant effort. This is because different network topologies and device movements need to be considered and a large testbed with hundreds of interconnected embedded devices is required.


[64] INET Framework. URL: https://inet.omnetpp.org/.


